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2D madeling of an object using textural features

This invenlion generally relates ta a methad for 3D madaling of an abject

adagied to be inserted In a caviy of a patient ar worn by a patient. More

particularly, the invention relates to acquiring digital representations of at

least a part of the lopation where the object is adapted to be arranged.

Designing and modeling of feeth are known In thefield of dental resteratians.

When @ palienl requires a denial resioration, such as crows, bridges,

abuimeris, or implants, the dentist wil prepare ihe teeth e.g. a damaged

iooth is grinded down to make a prenaration where a crown is glued onta, An

alternative treatment is to insert implants, such as. Wanium screws, into the

jaw of the patient ancl mount crowns or bridges an the implants. After

preoaring the ieeth or inseriing an implant, the. dentist can make an

impression of the upper jaw, ihe lower jaw and a bile registration or a single

impression in a doubkesided fray, also known as tiple trays. The

impressions are sent toe the denial fechricians who memnufacture the

restoraiions @.g. the bridge. The first step to manufacture ihe restoration is

traditionally to cast the uooer and lower denial models from impressions of

ihe upper and the lower jaw, respectively. The modele are usually made of

gypsum and oflen aligned Ina denial articulator using the bie registration ip

simulate the real be ane chewing motion. The dental fechninian builds up

the denis! restoration inside [he artiquiaior Jo ensure @ nice visual

appearance and bite functionality.

GAD technology for manufacturing dental restorations Is rapidly expanding

improving qualily, reducing cost and facilitating the possibility io manufacture

in atvactive materiais otherwise not available. The first step in the CAD

manufacturing pracess is to create & 2-dimensional model of the patients

ieeih, This is traditionally done by SD seanning one or bolh of the denial

gypsum models. The d-dimensional replicas of {he teeth are imparted info a
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GAD pragram, where ihe entire dental resioraiian, such as a bridgs

substructure, is designed. The final restoration 30 design ia then

manufactred @g. using a miling machine, SD printer, raped prototyping

manufacturing or other manufacturing equipment Accuracy requirements for

the dental restorations. are very high otherwise the dental festoration wil hot

be visual appealing, filanto the teeth, oguld cause pain or causeinfections.

WOO0CISO35A discloses a commpularimolemented methad for use in creating

a digHal model of an individual component of a patient's denition, ihe method

comarising: (a) receiving a data set that farms a lhree-cimensional (3D)

reoresertatian of ihe satients dentition: (6) applying a conwuter

amplemented test to the dala set to dently data slemenis thal represent

ports of anindividual component of the patient's dentitien; and {c} creating

a digital model. ofthe individual component base upon ite Kentted data

siemenia,

US7S349876 relates ts a system for use In diagnosis and planning treatment

of a humian patient and comprises: a general ourpose computer system

having @ processor and a user interlace: a memory accessible [a sais

genera: purpese scompuler system storing a) @ first set of digital data

feapreseriting patient crariofacial image iniormalion obtained from a first

imaging devins, and b) a senond sef of digital data representing patient

craniofacial image information obtainedfrom a second image device diferent

fram said first image device, said first ancl second seis of data representing

ai {east in part cammon craniGiacial anatomical structures of saicl patient, at

lgast one of said first and second sets of digital data including data

reoreasenting the external visual appearance or sunace configuration af ihe

face of the pationl, wherein said first and second digital data sets are each

oblained af differant points in fime and are nol captured In a correlated

fashion; and @ sel of carmputer instructions stored on a machine readable

storage medium accessible io said general purpase compute system,
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where Saki sel af insiructians comprises instructionie for causing said

general ooibuter systeni fo: 1} automatically: andar wih the aid of operator

interaction, superimpose said first set of digital data anc said second sel of

digital data so as io provide 8 composite, combined digital representation of

said craniciacia! anaiomical structures created from said first and second

digital data seis each obtained at differant poinis in time and not captured in

a correlated fashion iy @ common coardinake system: wherein said set of

instructions comprise instructions for oraating a virtual GD face at least from a

portion of saicl cranidfacial anafomical stuchuras Using an acthre model

matching strategy) 2) display saicl campesits, combined cigital representation

of said craniofacial anatamical structures, Inchucing said virtual 0 Tace, to a

user of said systeny.

USEQOS TSaZH0A diacioses systems and methods fo fahricate 2 restorative

prosthesis. The system includes a scanner to ints orally capture color and

transiucenoy information along wilh a three dimensional (30) shape of the

dentition being reconstructed. The sysiem also includes a campute aided

cesign (CAD) module to receive the colar and translucency information and

the 2D shane to render @ color accurate representation of the prosthesis for

review, wherein the color, irangiucency and surface information is combined

i a single digital prescriotion which is e@lactranicaly fansfered fo a

laboratory or GAD/CAM sysien for fabrication. The sysiem provides the

capablity for QD shane, color and. translucency characteriatios af the final

prosifesis to be measured and quanitatively compared to the preseribeci

requirernents,

However, f remains a croblern to improve and expand the use of geometrical

dala and textural date ioe patientrelated technology.
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Diselased isa method for oD madaiing of & 2D obiset aclanied to be inseried

imor worn by & paheni. where: the method comprises:

- acquiring a 3D digital representation of al least a part of the location whare

the 3D obiect is adapted te be arranged, where the 3Ddigital represeniation

cumprises geometrical data of thelocation:

~agquiing a 20 digital representation of at least a part of the lonation where

the object is adapted to be arranged, where Ihe 2D digital representation

comprises fexiural data relating te one or more features of the location:

where & desired coverage of the location is obtained by acqubing each of the

20 digiai representation comprising textural dala and the 30 digital

readresentation. comprising geanieltical dala fram) one or more diferent

viewpoints relative to ihe Jocation:

- aligning the 2D digital representation comorising textural data and the 30

digital representation comprising geamebical data;

— combining at least & part of the 20 digital reprasentation. comprising textural

data and the SD digits! representation camprising geometrical data ta obtain

a combined 3D digdalpresentation campsinig Goth geomeitncal dala and

textural data of ihe location:

- visualizing the combined 3D representation camorising the geamve}rical data

andthe textural data of the location; anc

- 8D modeling the 3D obleot such that ine madsied 3D object. is adapted ip

he inseried in or worn by a satienl, where said 30 moadeling apnies

information of the one or more features from the acquired 20. dite!

representation comprising textural data.

Disclosed is a method for 30 morieling of a SD oblect adanted to be inseanad

in or. warn Dy a patient, whereinthe method comprises the stens of
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- acquinrig & 3D digital representation af al least a part of the location whers

{he object is adapied to be arranged, where the 3D digital representation

comprises geomelrical data of the location;

- acquiring. a 20Ddigital represertation of af least a part of the location where

8Fi the oblect is adapted ta be arranged, where the 2D digital representation

comprises textural data of {he location:

where the acquisition of the 20 digital representation comprising fextural data

and 30 digtal representation comprising geometrical data is performed by

repositioning {he looation and acquisition means relative to each other for

‘GC obtaining a desired coverage of the location;

- allgning and combining at least part of the 2D digilal representation

comprising fextural data and the 3D digital representation camprising

geometrical data to obtain @ combined SD digital representation comprising

both geometrical data and textural data of the fonation,

‘> + Weuallging Ihe combined SD representation comprising ihe geamebrcal data

and the textural data of the iouation: and

- applying Bvermation of one or more features from the 28D digital

representation comprising textural data of the location, when modeling the

aD abject,

iv some embodiments, the lowaiion is automatically repositioned rslalive to

an acquisition urit during the acquisition of the 2D digital representation

comprising textural data and during the acquisiion of the SD dighal

ragresantatioy comprising geometrical cata, such thal af least one of the

25 digital representations ie acquired aulomatioally yam a number of diferent

viewpoinis and the desired coverage is ablained.

Disclosed is a method for 20 rrodeling of a SD obiect aclaoted to be inserted

ta mt in or worn Oy a patient wherein the method comprises :
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- acquinrig & 3D digital representation of at least a part af the locaton where

ihe 30 objectis anapied to be arfanged, where the 30 digital representation

comprises gsomatrical data of the lncation:

- acquiling a 2D digital representation of at least 9 part of ine location where

ihe object is adapted to be arranged, where fhe 2D digital renresentation

comprises textural dala rlaling fo one or more features of the location;

where a desired coverage af thelocation is obtained by acquiring gach of the

20 digital representation somorsing fextural deta and the aD dighel

reoreseniation camprising Geomeirioal dala from one or more diferent

viewpoints relative to ihe looation:

- aligning the 2D digital representation commiising textural data and the 30\

cigital representation comprising geometrical data; and

- 8D modeling the 42 ablect such that the mudaisd 3D object is adapted to

be inseried in or worn by a salient, where said 30 modeling apnles

information of fhe one or more features from the acquired 2D dighal

representation comprising textural data.

iy Some embodiments, af isasi @ part of [he £D digital represaniation

comprising Hodurst data and the SD digital reoraseritation carnprising

geometrical data are combined to obtain a combined OO digital

fepreseniahen comprising both geomeirical data and textural data of the

jooation, and where the method comgyises visuallzing the combined 3D

ropreseniaiion comprising the ceormetrioal data and the textural data of the

location,

Disclosed is a system fer 830 modeling of a SD object adapted to be inserted

in ar worn by 8 patient, whereinthe system commisis:
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~an iurrination unit configured for Huminating at isast pert of a sean volume

ofthe system:

~ an acquisition unit configured for acguring a 2D digital representation

camorising textural data ard a GD digital representation comprising

& geometrical data of a location arranged! in the scan volume;

~ a first digital signal processorunit configured for:

® analysing the acattred 2D digital representations and 30 digital

representations,

@ aligning the 2D digital representation and the 2D digital representation:

We and

® combining af ieast part of fhe 2D digital representation and the 3D

digital representation fo obtain a combines! GQ digital representation

ooprising both geometrical data and textural data of the incation:

~ @ visualization device for visualizing the combined SD representation

15 earnprsing the geometrical data anc thetextural date of the location: and

- a Second digital signal processor und configured for 3D modeling the 30

object such inet ihe modeled SO object is adapted to be inserted In arwern

by € patient, where said 3D modeling comprises anoiing information from

the acquired 2D digital representation,

20

in ihe context of the present invention, the phrase "scan volume" may referto

the volume In which @ location can be lluminated with light fram fhe light

source(s} and light reflected from the location can be received by the

25 Gamers, such that the 2D digital represeniaiien and the S80 digital

regresanialion can be acquired a! a location arranged in the scan vaiume.

in the context of ihe present Invention, the phrase “applying information of

one or more features from the 2D digital representation” may refer to case
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where the 2D digtal raprasentatian provides ihe inermatian of the one or

more features,

Yhe feature may be part of ihe incatinn or defined an the location, a ghysical

model or sn imoression of ihe location, and the acquired 2D. digital

fenreseniation comprising fexfurel data niay provide the information of the

aneor more features.

in. the comfext of the praesent invention, the phrases “object” and "SD object”

may be used interchageabiy.

in the. context of the present Invention. the phrases “moedeling™ and “SO

modeling” may be used interchageahly.

A feature having a geometry thal allows the feature to be entified in 2 digital

representation of the lonation may be referred. fo as a geometical feature.

A feature having @ texture thei allows the feature to be identifisd In a digital

ropresentation of the location may be referred to as a lextural feature.

A feature may have & both a geometry and 6 texture. A feature may nus

both besefererredl to. as a geometrical feature and an textural leature when

ihe feature has boih @ geomielry and @ texture that slows the feature to bs

idenified in a digital representation of the location.

The location may be the part or af the part of the patients body where the a0

ohiee! adapted to be iInséried nor worn by the patient

in the context of the present invention, (ne phrase “a feature of the incation®

may refer (o-slhuatinys where the feaiure is an integrated pan of inelocation,

such a8.¢.9. fhe margin line ofa tooth ofepared for a restoration, fo-situations

where the feature js defined directly on the location, such eg. a part af an

arihodentic applianos ar a line drawn on a patients tesih by a dental
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technician, or situaiions where the feature is defined on a physical model or

an impression of thé incation, such 88 & line Gfawn on & gdypsom model of a

set of teeth,

Fi The phrase“the location” may refer to the Jooation lisell. a physical madel of

ihe location or an impression of ihe location, For example may the phrase

“acquiring @ 2D digital! representation of the location” refer fo the shuation

where @ 2D digital representation is acquired of the location, of a physical

et of thelocation, or of an impression of the location,

The phrase “textural data of the location” may accordingly refer to situations

where the feature having 4 texture is an intearated part of the tocation, ane

where the features ig definad by e.g. @ dental technician direct or the

ication or on @ physical mode! or an impression of the location. For

‘5 éxample, one leature may De a colored line drawn on & physical model ol a

set of igeth, where the feature is a boudary of a removable paral denture,

and the texture of ihe feature is the color in which the bouclaryis defined. The

igature is hence not an integrated part of the location, Le. ihe patients mouth,

bul is clefined later on the physinal model. in the context of the present

20s invention, the drawn line may sill be considered to be a leature of the

fogtion.

The 2D digital representation comprising textural data of the localion may

comprise one or more 2D images of the location or of a physical mode! ar an

25  impressian of he location. The ane ar more 2D images may be acquired

framihe same or from diferent viewpairis relative to the loaation.

The 20 digital renresentation camerisingdural data may he aocuirad from

the sania wiewponiis as fhe 3D digita readresantation comprising geamietrical
ta as data, This may allow for a relatively straight fonward alignment of the 2D

digital representation and the 3D digital representation.
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The 2D digital representation comonsing textural data may be acquired from

viewpoints that are not the same. as the viewpoints from which the 30 digital

reprasentation comprising geometrical data is acquirert.

A 2D image comprising dala relating to the texture of the location may be

referred id as a lexiural image or a texlurs image.

Gonsequenty, i is an advantage that features from the 2D digital

repregeniation comprising textural data of @ location can be used for

facittating 3D modeling of an object which le adapted to ke arranged in that

iooation. When using textural data of the location when modeling the ablect,

ihe result of the modeling may be improvedl because different types of dala

are used, whereby dierent tyoas of featuresof fhe lonation can be detected

and sceaunied for in the modeling process of the object.

Texture ig defined as the feel, shane, and look of the surface of the foevation,

thus texture may comprise the smoothness, roughness, sofiness, calor ste.

ef the incation. Texture oan refer im the properties fald and sensations

caused by the external surfaceof the focation received through the sense of

louch. Texture can also be used io describe the feel of non-lactie

sensations. Texture can comorise a patiern, color ar other visual properties

of the surface of the Incation. Thus textural data is data describing the texture

ofthe surface of the locaton,

Geometry is defined ag the size, shape, realalive position of features, and the

properiies of space, and does therefore canosrn lengits, areas and volumes

of the location. Thus geometrical data is data describing the geometry of the

surface of the focatign.

The 2D. diglal represeniation. comarising textural data and. the SD digital

representation comprising geometrical data of the location can be acquired
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from) any vicavoain? By means of repositioning the localion and anquisitien

moans, such as light source and camera used for acquiring the dighal

representations, relative to each other. The repositioning may be performed

automatically using at least a two-axls motion system i-a.g. a scanner. Thus

the sbanner may comorise a fwo-anis or [hree-axis motion sysiem adapted ta

perform gequisitien sulamaiically of the digital representationis-of the looation

fram any viewpoint

Thus it may be an advantage that the same motion system is used for

raposiicning the location for acquisition of beth geometrical and textural

dgia. The motion system may be arranged in a 30 scanner info which 3

model cr an impression to be scarmed is placed. The millon. systern may

perform translational and/or relational movement of the medel or impression

or of fhe agcuistion means, Le. the ght source and/or the camara for

acquiing Me 20 digittel reoreasniatian camprising textural date and the ao

digital reoreseniation comprising geometrical data. Thus the repositioning

may be of the location for which dale are being captured, ¢.3. the model or

ampression, andar the repasiliating may be of the acquisition means, ight

sourpe(s) and camera, Whan having two or three axes in fhe motion syste,

the mociel or immrassion can be scanmed both from the sides and from the

fep,

Adesired coverage of the location may be full caverage of the entire location

orof part of the jonation, or just coverage of a speniic area of ine location. A

cesirad coverage may be obtained by capturing é.g. three or four textural

sages, which can then be assembled info a compoaile. textural image. More

or jess textural images may be captured for oblaining a dered caverags.

The aligning and the combining may dascibe kaw the two digital

representations, ihe 20 digital representations comonsing geometfical caia

and the 2D digital renresenialions comprising lexlural data of the location,
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are processed in order fa obtain a combined 3D digiial representation

cormonsing fhe geonmetical and the textural data.

Alignment may be defined as the adjustment of a digital representation of 4

location i relation with another digital representation of the location, such

inal siuctures of ihe dighal representatians are oginciding. Thus commenor

alike structures of the 3D digital representalian camprising geometnoal data

of the location and the 2Ddigital reprasentation comorising textural data of

the location are aligned.

Alming and canibining the represeniations may iniprove the visualization

and the precision of feature celection,

in the context of the present Invention, he phrase “visualizing the combined

oD representation” may refer to a visuallzetion of af data provicled by the

combined SO representation or to a Weualization of a part of the cata

provided by the combined 30 representation. The weuaiized carnbined 3D

represanitation may hence provide a visualization of the extracted information

rather than all the data which can be provided imm the 20 digital

representation.

Applying the information of the one or more textural features of the location,

when modeling the object, can be defined as that whan modeling ihe object

which is adapted In be Inseried, wom of arranged in ine location, the

information of the textural features of the iocation is used such that the object

fis inte the location taking account of the textural feaiuras of the lecalion,

Filling of the object may mean that ihe insertion or wearing of the oblect does

nat cause pain for the patient, ars that the insertion or wear of the object is

aesthetically pleasing.

Wuhin dentisiry, modeling of an obiect may comprise modeling of ane ar

more denial reeiarations ar restoration substruoiures, modeling of one or
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mors implariia or immant abuimerita, modeling orthadontio apolianoss or

modeling orthodontic movement of one or more teeth, modeling a denture,

é.q. a full or parlial fixed ar remavable parlial dantura, or modeling one or

more teeth in a denture.

Thus ihe modeling may comprise madsling of restorations, orfhocontic

apglanoss, imelaris, dentures eto. When the GD commuieraidad design

(OAD) modeling cemprises for axampie restorahons, the virtually modelad

restorations, such as crowns and bridges, can ba manufactured by maans of

computer-aided maniiacturing (CAM), and the manufactured resturaiions or

appliance can then eventually be Inseried.inia the patent's mouth by a

gente.

The sieo of applying the information af the one or more features of the

incation when modeiing the object anc othar aiaps of the method may be

performed digitally on a computer and shown on @ user Interface such as a

screen, such thal ihe user of operator obiains a visual representation of the

daia sets and the diferant operations performed on ihe data seis, and the

oparator can then pavarm, finalize or check the modeling of the abject.

The method may comprise maniiachuing of the modeled 8D object anciar

irsaiment planning of the location using ane or more objects manufactured

by moans of the methad,

Disclosed is also a method of manufacturing €@ S0 object aclapted to be

inseried in or warn by a paten!, where the method of manufacturing

eamorises the steps of the methad for 3D madsling of the OD object and a

step of manufacturing the modeled 3D obiect.

As an alternative to the wording acquiring a cligital renresentation of af least a

partof {he location where the object is adapted fo be arranged, the methec
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may comonise aoquiring a digial renreseniation of ihe looation where ihe

obieel is adapled to -be arranged,

The 2D digtal representation of the location and the 30 medel of he 3D

abject may be by a inangular-based recresantalion, where 3D sunface are

parameterized by a number of vertices, which ars connected by triangles.

Thus the geomelical scans ae sutace scans providing a surface

representation. When modeling the abject for filing inte the fooation, His thus

the surface of the object which Is being modeled, or ihe modeling is

performed on the surface of the abject or outside the surface of the abject.

For performing modeling cuiskie the surfgoa, ar offset of the surface may be

mace. digitally. In the offset a copy of the surface is. placed! a distance irom

the surface, Such that modeling can be performed on a shape similar to the

surface shape, but without mocieling the object surface lisel,

ineg OT sears, a valume is scarimad and thus a volumetric representation

and not a surlace representation is made.

WOOTS935 described above disoiases a method of obtaining data sets that

fonvie SD representations. of the patien!’s denilion and io identify date

alemants representing individual components, where the individual

coemagnanit Gan be an individual tooth or gum tissue, Thus that method is

concerned with SD representations for identifying 6.q. a Individual tooth and

thus not cancerned with the detection of features of fhe teoth, e.g. detected

frov: a& 2D represeniation. Fhe method is used for creating onthodantic

appliances to implement a reatmernt plan.

US7234937 deseribed abave discloses a syste for storing and combining

aierent data representations of craniofacial image information of a catent

including esternal visual anpearance or surface configuration of the face of

ihe patient for creating a virlual 30 face. Thus iis documert relates to
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qwaniolanial image mNvfarmation, and the dooument does for sxamole not

disclose using informmalion of heatunss ar mddeding of an abject.

in US2OG391SSZH0A alsa described ahove, the color and transiucency

Fi infaymation and the 3D shape is used to render a culor gocurate

representation of the prosthesis for review, such that the user can review

whether the color of the prosthesis is correct.

US20041U7080 relates to maniwwacture of sar pleces and discloses a method

for camputer-asaisied madaliing of customised eargiaces cornprising at least

one Oak being individually matched fo an auchory oarial and/or a meatus,

where {fe method comprises a number of steps including the step of: al

obtaining athree-clmensicnal computer model, 0O-mocael, of the location, 1.6.

of at least part of Ihe auditory carnal, where ihe 3D-modeil of the location has

an ouler surface, The document also disclases that in some embodiments an

impressian of the ear ar audiiory canal, which Is used to generale fhe 3D

digital representation of the canal, is scanned such thet a texture scan,

including @ colour scan, is provided, Furthermore, in scene. ambodimenis

texture marked on the imaression is used for inilel arrangement, anc in some

20 embodiments the method comprises assigning colours and/or texturing fo the

sunface of the shall, UG2D041 07080 dees far example not discioss thal the

acquisition of tha 20 digital representation comprising textural data and SD

digital representation comprising geoametrica: data are performed by

automatically repositioning the location and acquisition means relative to

28 each other for obiaining a desired coverage of the locatiun. Furthermore, ihe

cecumuy#t does not disclose a cambined and aligned 3D cigiial

representation.

in-some embodiment, the methed comprises extracting the information af the

20 ong or more features from the 2D digital represeniaiian comprising textural

oats.
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Thus information of the one or more features may be extraoferd before

applying the information of the features, when modeling the 3D object.

insome embodiments extracting the information of the one or more fealures

is performed auwomatioally.

Automatically extracting infermatian of ane or more features of Ihe loogtion

may be defined as fhab one or more of the features of the locabon is

auiomatically detected from the 2D digital representation comprising textural

Sata,

The Infarmation ray be exiracted Tram festures that are defied using 4

rather complex paiiern on the location. A feature may for example be defined

using @ closed lonp to mark the scges of the feature and numnbar of

infersenting nes aranged in forn a grid within this ecige. A feature may aise

be defined using a line comprising a number of cisiunct ine segments, Fora

fine comprising a number of disiunct ine segments, the full line may be

formed by jolning the line seqmerts. This may be realized by estimating the

gradients of neighboring line segmental ihe encs facing each other. When

ihe gradient vectors are subsantialy parallel, the bvo fine segments are

possibly sections of the same line, and can hence be virtuallyicined, When @

number af intersecting lines form a grid, the gradients of the line segments

between the intersections may be deiermined and the evaluation of the

relative arrangement of ihelines Inthe intersactions may comprise dentfying

the ciferant parts of the intersection from the gradient of the fines batween

ihe infersections,

Alleratively, ihe extraction of Information of fhe one or more features Is

performed manually by the oparator.
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in some embodiments ine method camprises translating one are more 2D

features from fhe 2D digital representation oorriprising textural dain into 3D

features.

may be an advantage thal features fram. the 2D digital renresentation can

be fransiarmed ine 3D features, since hershy ihe information from the 2D

digifal representation can be applied in the 3D modelingof the 3D abejct. The

one or more 2D features. may comprise a 2D point, a 20 curve oe a 2D

spline. The 3D feature may comprise cormmprises a 3D point, a 3Dcurve ora

2D spline, Such as.a 3D soline extracted Tram? the textural cafe af the 2D

digital representation.

in the context of Ihe present invention, ihe phrase "a 2D feature" may refer ta

ihe shape of a feature of the location as canturecdin one 2D image of ihe 20

digital representation comprising textural data. Each of these 2D images may

comprise part oF ihe information of the feaiure and this part may be extracted

as said 2D feature, The. combining may camorise orolesting the SD fsatures

from one or more 2D images onto the 3D digital representation. The 20

iaatures may be translated inte SD features based on a cambined SD digital

representation, where the combined 3D digital representation may comprise

the 3D digital representation Gnie which the 2D features from one or more 2B

images of the 20 digital representation are projected. The iniormnation of the

2D digital representation may be the 3D feature, such that the SD modeling

apolies the 3D feature.

In. some embodiments combining the 2D cigilal represeniatian and the 3D

digital represeniation to oblain & cambiied 3D digital representation

cororises projecting eedracted information from the 20digital renresantation

onto the 3D digital reprasentation.

Thus combining the vo representations may comprise projecting ane of the

renresentahons oie the other representation, for example prapecting the 2D
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diolial rapraseniatian comprising textural data of ihe looafien ante the 3Dwe

Sigial reorasentation comprising qeametriogl dais of the lonation.

A system for acquring the 3D digital represeniation comprising geornetrinal

data and ihe 2D digital represenialion coniprising isxdural dala may comprise

several components such as one or more Tlumination unite, acqusifion units,

and a pasibioning unit ior franstation and/or rotation the Jocation relative to ine

Numination and acqusition units. A straightforward projection of a gart of the

2D digital representation orto the 20 digital representation of the location

formed from said 3D digital representation is possible when detailed

knowledge of ihe arrangement of the location and the unis of the system Is

available. in seme embochtients, the system is thoroughly characterized ta

provide this knowledge and fhe relative arrangement of ¢.g. ihe sositioning

urtis, the ght sources of the diuarination unib and the cameras of the

acqisiionunit is hence known for each acquired cighal representation or part

ofa digital representation. The relative positions.of the acquisition unis and

the location can thus be identified for each acquired pert of the 2D digital

representation and the acquired 20 digital repracentation or ihe parts of the

ED digital representation can straihtionwarcl be projected! onto the 3D digital,

One way of proving a orecise projection of 2D digital representations of the

ihe 3D dioltal representation is to integrate a virtual model of the system in

used for acquiring the 2D images of the 2D digital rapresentation is known for

each acquired 20 image of the 2D dightal renresentation, The software can

then project the 2D images or parte of the. 20 arages of the 2D digial

representation onto. the 3D digital representation. The saftware may siso be

configured for implementing other steps of the method acceding tc the

present invention. Lens distcron may also be taken into account and e.g. be

included’ in the- virtual model of the syste,
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in some-embodimants the SD digital representation is aoquirad by seanning 4

physical model of fhe lacaliad, by seaming an impression of the lacatian

andigy by performing a dirsct scanning of the location.

When the 2Ddigital representation is provided by acquiring 2D images of 4

physioal modsi or an impression of the location, the feature may be defined

an ihe physiog! mode! or an impression of ihe location par to acquring the

2D iesages. Thatis, the fealure may nol be part of ihe location bat samathing

which is added prier fo the aoquisition of the 22 cinital representation. The

feature may alsa be something whlch is added fo the location paar fo

obtaining @. onyeical model or impression of ihe location or prior lo a direct

acquisition of the 20 digital representation

Inthe context of the present invention, the ohrase “acquiring a 2D dinital

representation of aileast a partof the iscation where the obiect is adantad to

be arranged, where the 2D digital representation comprises textural data of

the location mayalso refer te ine case where ths textural data-of the location

are defined on a ehysical mode! or.an impression of the location or directly

or the inestion Grito a direct scanning of the location. The textural data

may be defined by art operator, such as @ cenial technician, for example by

drawing features on a. ohysical modelo! the location,

In some ambodiments, acquiring fhe GO cigital representatian cariprising

geometion! data of the location and the 20 digital representation comprising

textural data of the iocation is performed by means of @ sysiem aclanterd for

equiring geometrical! dala and textural data.

The system may comprise an acquisiion unit configured for acquiring the

cigital representations of the location and a positioning unit configured jor

positioning the location raistive to the acquisition unit, and the method

comprises arranging the location, a physical mace! of or an impression af the

location, in relation fo the system. The acquigiion unit and the pasilianing
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unit may be part of a 3D seanner. The acquisition unit may comprise ome or

more cameras adapted for acduiring both geometrical data and textural dats

in some ambodiments, the location is automatically repositioned relative to

Fi the scquistion unit during ine acquisilion of the 2D diglal representation

campriging textural data and during the aouisifion of the SO disial

representation. comprising geometrical data, such thal at least one of the

igiial representations is acquired automatically irom a number of diferent

viewpoinis and tse desired coverage is obtained. Both the 2D chaltal

‘GC representation and the 3D dighal representation may be acquired

aulomaucally from .a numberof differant viewpoints

in sore ayibodimants, the positioning uni providas an automalic

repositioning of itelocation miative to the acquisifian unit.

Within. density, the dental technician may draw features directly on 4

physioal model craan impression of the location, which drawn features may

be dendied annotations, and where the features may ba ines to be used for

modeling of the object. The lines may for example be the preparation margin

20=ing for @ tooth restoration, ar ihe major connector, clasps and retention grids

jor a oartlal denture. Thus these drawn features, such as ines. may be used

as the texture information.

When using direct scanning, Such asdrira oral acanriing, the texture may be

25 present on the teeth in the form of colors, shades, material properties. ato.

The feature may be a line drawrdirectly on the teeth or an the soft issue of

the patients palette. For instanoe, when the 3D ablec! comprises 4

removable paral, a greferrad shapes of the ramnovable partial can be

indicated on ihe ieeth and soft tissue.

ta mt
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When using ufipression scarming the fexiurs is sresent an the impression in

the form of for example the Hne-siructure of the surface of the impression

material, Within dentistry grinding a tooth or grinding a preparation line

produces & more rough surface structure, where the grinding is mada, and

(this rough structure is transferred fo the impression material when making an

impression of the teeth. The pert af a loath which is nol orinded has. s

smoother surlace Uran the rough surface af the grinding.

iy sore embackinenis etauiring the 20 digs) représeniation comprising

lextural data and the 3D dighal representation camprisiig geornetrical data of

the location comornse acquiring 20 images and. scanning, respstively, ihe

location fram a nisnber of diferent viewpoinis. Acquiring the 2D digital

reprasentation may comorise aoquiring one or more 2D images of a ohysical

model of the location or of an impression of the incation, and/or by acquiring

20 images directly af the location. The 2D images may be acquired using

ne or more cameras.

An advantage of this is thal when acquiring 20 images and scanning,

raspetively, the incation from diferent viewpoints, iken data far all ar the

relevant features of the iseation may be acaitred. Oiferent viewpoints may

comprise diferent angles etn.

in seme embodiments, fhe part of ihe 2D digital remresentation comprising
eS al

iextural cata which is combinad with the SD digital representation commisas

one or more sections of The @0 images of the acgluread 20 digital

renresenialion. The one of mare sections of the 2D images may be ihe

sections thal relates fo the feature of the location.

in same embodimants the GD modeling of the 3D object is periorned

auiomatcally based on te onear more features.

An advantage of this. embodiment is that the user does not need te perlarm

aqy manual modeling of the 3D obiect on the user interlace, when the
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modeling can be merformed fully automata Hf an automatic modeling takes3 5

place, then the user may check thal the mocisling Js satisfying, and maybe

perform small corrections to the modeling.

i some embodiments, Wie 3D modeling comprises defining one oar more

edges of the GD obiect based an the information,

Yhe method may comprise providing a 30 model of the 3D object, and the

30 modeling May comprise adapting the provided SD. macel of {he 3D oblect

besed on the information. The provided 3D model may be provided. fram 2

Rorary.

The adanting of the provided SO modal of the 20 object may comprise

shaping the acges of the provided SD meme! of ihe OD object based on the

information, This may far example be realiged using campuler sofware which

allows fhe user ie identify the information, such as said 3D spline. as the

edge of the 20 object.

The automatic modeling may comprise modeing ihe GD obiect based on the

information extracted fram the 2D dighal representation comorsing textural

dala of the localtian. The extracted information may relate io a boundary of

ihe modeled SB abjest, such as e.g. the perimeter of a restoration which is

modeled in be poasitionsd at a preparedtooth where the Isature ig he margin

ine of ihe prepared tooth. The extracted information may be in the form of a

2U spline follwing the fealure on in @ 20 image of the 2D dighsl

representation or of 8 3D spline following the feature on the 30 digital

representation comprising geometrical data.

Onoethe scige of the SD oblect is extracted from the SD spline, the 3D oblect
3tey be defined. using slandard aigarthms such as aigoriihms that can. be

implemented using computer sefiware. The 3D objest or al least paris of the
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abejel may be formed using ingut from fbraries, such ae when 4 structure of

a part is defined by input from @ library and fhe perimeter of the pari is

defined by the 3D spline. This maye.g. be the case for the retention arid of a

removable partial denture, where a holed stucure of the surface may be

Fi provided from a library while the perimeter may be derived from a 3D spline.

in situations where the 36 abject is an abject used within denksiry, such a6 a

restoration or a removable partial denture, the shane of thea SD abiect may

partially be be extracted fram) Me SD digital represenialion comprising

‘0 geoametvical data and partially from ihe 3D spline. That ie the cusp of incisal

edge and ihe lablal, proximal and lingual surfaces af a tooth preperation can

be extracted from the SD digital fepresenialion comprising geometrical data

while fhe surfane of Ihe reasioraion facing tha margin line of the prepared

tooth. op abutment ls extracted fram the feature.

in game embodiments the 3D oblect is adapted to replace an anatomical

object of the patient's body.

Thus ihe obiect may be an artifical hip for replacing a broken hin, ora

reapiraiory device for replacing the respiratory tract or a gart of H, or a breast

20 prosthesis for replacing a Oreast which has been removed due te og. @

malignant lurmor, Thus the objects may bs used as replaognenis ¥ the

original anatomical abjectis broken or atlacked by a disease.

However, ihe object may alsa replace an anatomical oblect jor pure ceematic

reasons, such as raplacing or remodeling breasts, bulioms, jigs, nose, face,

25. Stoarmach, thighe eic. using 6.9. plastic surgery.

in some embodiments the 3D oblect is adapted to be inseried In a body

cavity of the patient,

Examples. of oblects which are adapted to be inserfed in a body cavity are

ta mt hearing devices to be inserted in the ear canal, denial restoraibons, dental

implants, orihodortic appliances eio fo be Inserted in the mouth,
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conraceplive devine, suoh as a diaphragm, to be insevied in a femals3

vagina, A glass aye to be inserted in an empty eye socket etc.

in some embodiments the location is the mouth of ihe patient.

in. senrie embodinionis the looation is one or more teeth of the patient.

The location may be atooth preparation prepared for a restoration such as @

craw or abridge.

in samme embodiments the location is an ear canal of ihe patient,

in some embodiments extracting infermation of one or more features of the

location comprises foatura detection,

An a@tvaniage of this embochnent js that feature detection comprises

methods that cornpute abstractions of knage Information and perform local

decisions of every image point, where ihe cecisions concern whether there is

a feature of a given type al that point or not. Thus the resulting feature may

he subsets of the image domain, e.g. if the form of isolated points,

SOPHNUOUS CUIVeS of Conmecad regions.

in some embodiments ihe extraction of information of features is performed

by detecting features which are present an the combined GD digital

reprasentation anc/or on the 3D digital representation comprising gaomatrical

aia.

An advavtiage of thie embodiment is thal ‘eatures can be detected by

comparing the texiural data and the gsomsiric data al seach point of the

iocation. For example both ihe geometrical data and the textural cata. may

show 3 feature, ao. curva, in the sare clace, and this may mean thal the

feature is both geometrical anc textural, ancl it may alse be a confirmation

that the feature ig. a real feature m the location, e.g. orn ihe made! or

impression, and not lust.an error. |i for exanyple only the geometrioal cata
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show 4 feature in that place, and then this means fhat there ig na taxtural

feature there, ar only ihe textural dala may shaw afeature in that place, and

inis means that the feature is not geometrical or spatial but onlytextural, ¢.9.

visibie calor. The last may be the case, when the dental technician has drawn

Fi some feaiures. an 6.9, a model af the teeth for example for indinating where a

removable partial denture should be arranged on the mace! and eventuallyin

the mouth of fhe pahent Many denial isechnicians may prefer fo work

manually with @ gypsum model, and when thay craw the cuiline of a. 8

partial removable parlia) denture on the qyosiyn model, hen the drawing is

‘0 ©detected or captured when perlarming the textural dala acquisition,

in. some embodiments feature detection comprises examiming every pixel in

one oriricre of the digital representations to detect # there is atleast part of a

feature present at that pixel.

in same embodiments. the one or more features are selected fram the group

of lines, contours, curves, edges, ndges, corners, or points.

itis gn advantage that the diferent foaiures.can be detected by means of a

feature detector which may be a Software algorithm. Feature deteciors can

20 be classified inte. two differant calegaries: iniensiy-basad deleciers and

syucture-based detectors. The intensity-based detectors analyze local

offerential geometryor intensity patterns fo find paints or regions that satisly

some uniqueness. and stability criteria. The structure-based detectors

analyze structural featuras such as lines, edges, and curves to define so-

2s called interest come or reqians.

Edges may be defined as points where there is a boundary or edge between

two image regions, and edges can thus be defined as sats of points in the

image which have a strong gradient magnitude. Some algorithms can link

ta as high gracient points together to farm a more complete description af an edge.Gs M e
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The algorithms may pul consirainig on the properties af an edge, such as

shape, smoothness, and qradient value.

Comers ars comblike features in an 2D image, which have a local 2D

giruciure. Afier performing edge detection, the edges can be analyzed ic

defeat rapid changes in direction, |.e. a cerner.

Points or interest points are points which can be datactad by searchingfor

high levels of curvature in the image gradient. E.g. a dark spot or point on @

white background can be detected by looking al the curvalire in the image

gradiont.

Blobs of largar regions of interest points are areas ina 20 image which may

be loo srnoath to he detected! as @ point, bul these ragiwis. may shi have &

preferred or key point, such as a lacal maximum or a centre of gravity.

A nege can be defined as a one-dimensional curve that represents an ands of

symmetry and also has an atinibute of ineal nege width associated with mach

faige Point.

When a feature Sas boendetected, the resull may be @ feature desoeripier or

jeature vectorwhich identifies a local region of ihe lamge.

When @ feature. Was been detected, a local image patch around the fealure

can be extracied by means of image processing, and fhe resull may be

denoted 4 feature descriptor of feature vacior,

Same oommvicn feature detectors. ara:

- for detecting edges: Canny and Sobel:

« for detecting interest paints. or corners: Harris, Shi & Thomaa, level curve

guryature, and FAST;
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- ity detecting iiobs or larger regions of interest points: Maximally statis

axdramal regions (MSE) and princios! curvature-hased ragion detector

iPCBR) MBER is an exanipie of anintansiy-basad detacor.

in feature detection fasks changes in lobining, pose, color and textures ban

cause considerable variation in loval Intensities, and therefore looal intensity

may not provide a siable defectinn cua. iniernsily-based detectors may

therefore fall to idantify discriminative features. An alternative fo capturing

lool Hfensiy cugs is to caplure semilocal structial cues such as edges

and curvilinear shapes. These structural cues may be more robusi to

intensity, color, and-pose variations. The PCER detector exnloiis hese more

rohable hniage structural cues.

The information of the one or more feature may compris one or more aD

spines tal are extracted fram the 20 digital representalion comprising

textural data using various technigues. The 3D soline may 6.9. correspond to

penol markings or a physical model of the location, and the method may

comprise extracting the 30 sine and applying ft in Ere SO modeling of the

3D abject.

For some apmications, such as when extracting infarmation fram pencil

markings on a physical model, the presentation of the features in the 20

images. of the anquired 20 digital representation may need io be improved by

ior example by enhancing the contrast or by removing of noias from the 2D

gage. The lealures may be detected in ihe 22 images of the 2D digial

representation and registered in{a the 3D digital representation comprising

gcomatrical data.

in addition to the image processing and the feature datectlon, the method

may coniprise SO spline detection, where the 30 spline detection comprises

merging tvo or mere 2D spines ta provide the 3D spline.
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The image processing may comprise a fering, such as a Coheranos-

Enhancing Difusion Filtering, applied io remove sensor noise. In addition to

sensor noise, the faatures may comprise segments that are. not coherent

andier segments that are not ideally defined on the locaton. When ¢.g.

crawing a line with a pencil on a physical mode! ofthe location, the pencil

may jumg over the surface of the physical model thus leaving gags in ihe

ine, or the operator may have drawn a line consisting of sartally overlapping

segments. Inthe case of segrnentadline a gradient anproach may be anplled

to defenning whether fo adiacent lines sre orented such that ane seaqmentis

arranged such thal ican be considered an extension. of ihe other segment,

in thet case, the two line segments may.be consiciered to be part of the same

Ene.

The byage processing cay comorse a canirast enhancement in the 20

image, such that é.g. penctl markings on a physical mode! of the location

apgear more clearly in the 2D images of ihe 20 cigital representation. The

contrast enhancement may be provided by e.g. a modified Sigmoid function,

where the amount of contrast enhancement is decided by a single parameter,

ine alpha parameter, going from G in 1, where aipha values anprnaching 0

gives &@ linear exchenge (no effect) and an sipha value of 1 gives an even

sigmoid function.

image sharpening making the transilion bebyeen markings and baokground

more obvious may alsa improve ihe reliability of the extracted information of

ihs one ar more features,

After the image processing, the features may be isolated in the 20 Images,

such thal they can be detecled and fhe information can be extracied, An

aulomatic Seaie-space seigction may be used fer the deleotion of the

jealures,

Desending on the broacnass of e.g. a pencd stroke on a physical modal of

ihe location, [he scale at which the markings are best identified can

aulamalically be jound, The Scale-space ssiection may alse be part of the

images processing.
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The detection of ihe features as ridges or scare nihe 2D images of the 2D
digial représeniation ray provide a murnber of possible. pixel candidates to
be identified as. the feature. Thess candidates nead to be sorted anc
carverted in solings. This may be done in a sequence comprising excluding

Fi very small ling pieces, Whelher this exclusion is to take place may dependon

ihe Image quality. F the image quality ancvor the definition of features are

such that disiunct ling pieces of the features cannot be closed or connectast

ring preprocessing of the 20 Imeges. ancVer the feature detection, i may

Dé advaniagesaus that the exclusion af small ine pieces does not take olace.

‘0=©>6-A rough sorting may be used to exclude candidates whose 30 position is on

a facet with @ ven steep angie. [co the eye-+ay of the camera used for

aexjuiring the 2D imece. This wil exclude. sisauetic-edges as well as. low

quailtydata.

Possible 30 splines corresponding to e.g. the pencil marking of a dental

‘5  fechnician can then be idenified using both geametrical data fram the-3O

digital Fepresentation and the detected 2D sdges/edges in combination. In

the Wentificalion of the SD splines, certain rules may have fo be set ug in

order to handle ine crossings, corners, and blons.

20s image patches showing sections af the surface of the location can. be found

irothe 2D inages of the 2D digilal representation comprising textural data.

The image patches may be aligned such thal patches relating to neighboring

sectiong of the Iocallon are aligned side by side. Texture weaving may then

be aoplied in order to ensure that any visible transitions appearing at ine

25 borderline beween neighboring imaue patches are made less visible. Such a

visible transition coldd e.g. be a transition between a section imaged wilh a

more interise diumination of the icealian and a section imaged with a less

intense Harmination of the ineation. The texture weaving may be made. fo

smoathen visisle transition betweer: the different sections of the visusizec

ta as combined 3D digital representation in order to impreve the appearance of the

visualized 3D digits! reoresentaton. Dusing the sodraction of information,
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such transitigns could aise in some oases leacl to-e false idenfinatian of the

transition as a feature of the incation. The texture weaving may be performed

by comparing pixel Intensilies within two neighboring painhes and assigning

infensily values to the pixels across the transition hehween two paiches such

that @ smooth change in ihe pixel intensity is ablated,

320 Splines may be optimized by an operator using control peinis an the 30

spline where the postion of these central saints relative to the loeation can

be optimized using @ painter tool, such asa raouse, or data entry using 0. a

keyboard.

The 3D medekng of the object may camprise defining a part af the object by

the atiracted SD spline. Tha method may hance comrrise aitomationily

adenting the shane of that partie the SD spine.

in. some embodiments the one or more features comprises a margin line ofa

prepared tooth or dis.

The margin line is the preparation margin line, which the dentist has grinded

ii ihe patent's iooth far preparing the tooth fer a restoralion e.g. a crown or

bridge. The demal technician may draw @ ohysical line with a color pen ona

physical gyosian model far marking the margin line of a pregerated tooth.

The foxture of the-model ar die-or foalh where a preparalon margin line has

been ginded is mara rough than the surrounding surface, which is smooth,

such as enamel on tooth, A preparation lime may be made using a denial toal

which is lypieally not less than 1 mm in diameter. So the preparation margin

ine can be detected by studying the texture of the model or die or tooth.

Micratexture may giso be detected. Burm marks from the grinding of the

pregsration ineoa aisd be detected in a texture soan.

Thus grinding marks of the margin line may be photographed or cagtured as

textural fealures using a regular light source and a camera, where ihe

camera for exvamoio fas a high resalution. However, a 3D scanner
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comprising a light source ard a carnera for scanning geometrical fsatureas

may aiso be used for scanning preparation Margin ines as the geometrical

features.

When detecting @ proparalorn margin line in 6.g. the gecmelrical data

representation, ihe margin ine may aulprnatiocally be marked, eg. ag a clear

fed line, on the digital representation of the location.

insame embocinients ihe-cne or more Tealures camprises the shacies of the

patient’stseth,

An advantage of this embadimeri is that f far example the textural data of

ine features are acquired by performing a direct scanning of ine patient's

present or existing teath, than the shade or color of the teeth can be captured

as textural dala and thus as textural features, and this information can be

used {fo model or apply the correct shade of the oblect for example a

restoration, ariiigial teeth ina ial ar partial denture, an implant eto. This may

be a very efficient and fast method for determining the curreot shade of the

obiect, which is particularly important for dental applications.

in same-embodiments the one or more features are drawn.on the localion, on

a physical model of ihe location, or on ar impreesion of the louation by @ user

prior ie the acquisition of the 2D digital representation comprising textural

dala.

An aeivaniage of this is that fhe denial technician can design the object

manusiy by drawing or grinding or providing other lextural markings on the

physical model, i he or she prefers this.

in some embodiments, the features are part of the SD object that is to be

modeled. This may for exarnole be diferent parts of a removable panial

denture or of an. orthodontic apgliance which are arranged fo form: part af ihe

location fromm which the digilal representations are acquired. These paris may
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then Be identified i ihe combined SQ digital represeniation, and in the GD

modeling of the SO objet these parts may be macdified or meainiained

depending on the preference of the operater.

The SD object msy comprise a removable partial denture such that {he one

or more features may be malar cormectors, olasps and/or ratention gride, and

such thal fhe 3D modaling comprises datining one or more edges of the

removable partial denture from the dD feature.

i same embodinenis ihe one or more fealures. are weed for modeling ¢

removable partial denture, and the one or more fealures are major

canrectors, clases andor retention grids.

An advantage af this ieat a partial denture may beg complex object having

several diflerant components, and tf may be faster and intulively sasier for

the denial techrinan to first design and model this rather complex dental

device manually instead of on @ graphical user interface.

in same embadimenis the 3D object comprises arihodontic applance or

bracket, such that the one or fnare feglures are used for modeling such an

arthodantc spplianee or brackel, and the one or more features are bracket

posiionis}, screw pasiion(s), mekhal framework, plaste shelves, shells, bile

mates, push rods, andfer springs. The 3D madeling may comernse defining

ihe bracket positions andior the screwposition from the 3D feature.

An advantage of this is ial an artheadontic amplance may be a complex

obiest having several dNisrent scomporeits, and Ho may be faster anc

muilively easier for the dental techican fe firs design and model this rather

camplex dental device manually insigad of on a graphical user inferface,

in same embodiments diferent fealures ara crawn with oiflerent colors by the
user.

An advantage of this is that the cifferert leatures can easily be distinguished

dus to the diferent oolors.
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Furthermore, the oofora used for drawing an ihe inpression ar model should

be colors with contrast fo ihe model or impression and to ihe background

color in the cemmparinen’? ¢.g_in fhe scanner, where ite inoreassion ar mode!

is scanned, such that the drawing can actually be imaged or recorded. For

example brown drawings. may notprovide enough contrast to a dark mocel or

a black backgroure? oorpartinent. A definition of contrast is rat i is the

olfsranos in visual properties that makes an item, or iis representation in an

image, distinguishable from other dems and the background. Thus the ifem

may bean immression or a physical model of leeth or he teeth themselves.

in-visual perception af the realword, contrasiis determined by the differance

in the color and brightness of the iter and other heme within the same fleld

of view.

in some embodiments the feature is 4 borderline between different structures

o}the iocabon.

in same embociments the feaiure is a borderline between different materials

of the location,

A Borderline viay aisc be denciecd @ transition, @ relief, or a change in the

Height ancvon Maierhal in ihe iocalian.

A preparation margin line may be a borderline, since itis a transition behvesn

a grinded part, {he rough creparaiian margin line, and a non-grinded pari, the

smocih enamel of the tooth.

Painte wrinkles may be a borderline, since ite palate wrinkies area Rind of

reef, where the surface changes in height. The detection of palate wrinkles

can be used t6 model eg. a partial denture for a patient, which wil be

adioning the palate.

The transition bebween papilla of the gums and feeth can be a bordertine,

sinos here differant materials are oresent, the hard emanel of the teath

surface and ihe soft tissue of the gurror gingival.
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The bordaine may be part of ihe ioeation and hence directly defined on the

incation. The bordeline may alsa be defined on a physical model of the

location of on an impression of the locaticn

in same embadimenis acquiring the 3D digilal feareseniaian camprising

yecinelrical dats and acaquiting the 2D digital representation comprising

jextural data are perforried sequentially.

Thus the digital representations may be acquired! in Iwo separate recordings,

using one recording means or two or More recording Means, which may be

arranged sither as separale devices or arranged as ene device,

Alfematively the soquisiten. af ihe 30 digital representation oomoprising

geometrical daia and the acquisition of the 2D digital representation

comprising teotural clata ars performed simutianenusly.

In some embodiments, al least ane of ihe digital representations is acquired

by illuminating at least part of the location, @ physical model of the fovation,

or af impression of the location with light, such that the 2D cigital

representation comprisiig textural data and/or the SO digital representation

comprising geometrical data may be acquired by duminating the localion with

Rght

in some embodiments the ight used io acquire at least one of the digital

representations ig myuliispeciral ight comprising Nght at N wavelengths,

wherein thenumber Nis equal fo of larger than 2.

in some embodiments, the method cornarises using diferent colors ar oolor

codes to idently different features, where the different colors or color codes

corresnand to the N wavelengths. of the mulltspactral light. Such that the

color used-ig identiy one feature reflects ight at one wavelength, while the

eolor used ta identify another feature reflects light-al another wavelength.
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Whioh kind of ight Husninatien to be used whan scanning is dependent on

whether an impression or a model is Scarned ar whether direst seanning of

the looalion, eg. tealy is performer. F using a GE scanner ie soan an

impression or a model, ihe compartment into which the imoression or modal

is arranged for seanning i, could Ge e.g. Black or white. IP the compbarimentis

colored while, the liqht for scanning may be reflected difusively inside the

compertment The cifusively reflected light may om advantagaaua for

imaging texture on the impression or modal. However, ¥ the compartment is

colored black, then thers may be no reflection of ight. Thus for diferent

scanning purposes, such ae geomelrioal scanning or texture scanning, where

edior can be scammed ar recorded, the coler and the shape af the

compariment of ihe Scanner caulk advaniageously be changeable, such as

to be suitable for the differant scanning or imaging modes.

A 3D scanning device configured for acquiring the 3D digital representation

may be based on the projection of one.or more sheets of laht of another

krnigwr, pattern of ight one the location. The source of Huminalion may be a

low-ower laser in the visible fight smecttum, or the fluminaton of the lonation

for acquisition of geametrical data and/or textural data may be performed

using a diferent kind of laser. a laser diode, ar light amitting diodes, LEDs,

emitting @.g. red. green, and blue light

The sansar for receiving, measuring, and canverting the reflected fight ar

Signal frors: the incaltion may be 8 five megapixel ogmera with @ reaciution af

38 micrometer. There may be more thary ane camera for capturing the

tellacted light from the location, bul the carneras may all cagture both ihe

geometrical dats and (he textural data of ihe louation.

in- some embaciments the N wavalangihs in the mulfiprectral light usexd for

the ilurnination of the locafion are provided in & saquenca, such as 4

sequence comprising red, grgen and blue light. Esch step in the seuence

may be performed wilhoul any overlap or wih an overlap with (he preceding
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and/or the follawing sieg in ihe sequence. In oaseof avarlanping sieps it may

be required that the timing of the acquisition of 2D images of the 2D digital

reprasention is such that the 2D images are acquired while light at only one

wavelenoth Humingte the location. GQverlanping stens may also be used in

Fi fglalion io cases where colar codes with fwo or more colors are used for the

idenifioatian of diferent paris of the feature or diferent features.

Alfematively and/or addNionally, other spectral peaks may also be employed,

ég. near infrared (NIR} or ula violet (UV) Wavelength denendent

calibration of ihe optical system may be penormed in order fo ensure spatial

0—-sorrespondence of the recorded surface reflectivily meseuras.

Furthermore, color information may be acquired simullansously through the

use of mullple sensors and beam spitters, or through the use of colar ier

arrays (OFA}, which may he arranged in & Bayer-type arrangement.

> In some embodiments, N is 3 such that the multispectral light comprises light

at a first wavelength, light af a secend wavelengih, and fluht at a thid

wavelength. When N equals 3, the sequence may be firsi wavelength,

second wavelength, and third wavelength. The different parmuations of this

arder is also possible, such that light al the second wavelength ia followed by

20s Fight af the first wavelengitwhich then is followed by light at the third

wavelengih.

The sequence may thus be first wavelength, third wavelength, and second

wavelength,

25 The sequence may thus be second wavelength, first wavelength, and thid

wavelength.

The sequerice may thus be second wavelength, third wavelength, anc first

wavalengih,

The Séquence may thus be third wavelength, second wavelength and frst

ta mt wavelencih.
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The Sequence may thus be third wavelength, first wavelength, and second

wavelength.

The frst) second and thind wavelengths mey be In the rec, green, anc blue

fange of wavelenghis, respectively.

In. seme. ambodinanis, tha N wavalengths. in the miuliisnectral light are

provides simuitanaously.

in same embodiments. the N wavelengths in the mullspectral light are

provided in. aawhite light source, such that the locationis iuminated with ihe

Nowavelengths and any other wavelengths of ihe white light sourne.

The white ight source may comorse white diedas aniting fight over a

significant part of the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrin.

A 2D lnage may be acculred far each of said N wavelengths.

in some aeinbodimente an 20 imiage is acquired for each of said N

wavelengihs, such as for each of red, green and blue EghE

Acquiring. data relating to features, ¢.g, ines, such thal they apoear or are

present in the resulting 20 or GD representation, may be gessible using

rquiar ight Hlumination and ag. acquiring @ blackiwhite renresentation. Buf

in order for capturing the correct color of ihe lines, e.g. Fihey are drawn on

the Impression or model using a& pen, the colors can be secured using

sequal diumination, where the red, the green and ihe blue ght Jram e.g.

hohi diodes are detected separaisly.

in samme ambodimanis the 2D images acquired Jor the each of the N

wavelengihs in the mullisnectral ight, such as for the red, grean and blue

Eght, are shiched together inta @ common 2D image. The 2D digital

representation may comprises one or more conmation 2D images, gach
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common 2D image cumprising 2D images aoquired’ at sach of the N

wavelanghis

inthe context ofthe oresart invention, the phrase “blue light? and Might with 4

Fi wavelength in the blue range” may be used in ralaiian to electromagnetic

waves prepaling with a wavelength in the range of about 450 nm to about
ao am.

in the contest of fhe present invention, the phrase “green Hahane. “iaht with

‘C awavelength inthe green range" may be used in.relation te slectromagnalic

Waves propating with a wavelength in the range of about 490 nm to about

560 Am.

inthe context of the oresart invention, the phrase "red light” ane ighbwiih 2

‘5 wavelength in the red range” may be used in relation to slectramagnelic

waves prapating with a wavelength in the range of about 638-nm to about

FOR Am

in some embodinents the method comprises. fextura weaving. which

comprises weaving the one or more features together behveen neighbor 20

20 images basecl on ihe textural data of the 2D digital represeniation.

An advantage of this embadiments is that the texture sueh as colar in the

resulting 2D image appears to be natural and correct, and surfane sealtering

from @.g. skin is accounted for. The object of texture weaving and. similar

processes are to Hiker outall changes in appearancethat are due viewpoin

25. or light properties.ie. modulations of the sudaoe thal are a resull of exlernial

processes, rather than inherent properties of the objec! surface. Testurs

weaving smoothes oul transitions behween different Images, such that the

ransistians becomes smooth with regard to textures, suoh as differart

features, @.9. color eto. Thus in order fo capture textural dala for the entire

ta mt location, a numberof 2D images may be acquired and weaved tageiher, e.g.

igur textural images may be captured for cavering the enire joogtion. image
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processing may be used fo remave specular effeots from the surface of the

incation for which data are being captuted.

Scans of the location acquired from different viewnoints relative fo the

location using aq a laser as the first ight source may be stitched together

and several geometrical scans may be acquired for covering the entre

iooation, and thus ihe geomebioal features may be sitched tagelher,

Texture weaving is sometimes also referred to a feoture blending.

Texture weaving is deserted ag. in Mareg Caller), Pain Cignoni, Claudio

Rocenirs, Roberia Scosigno: Weaver, an autoniatic texture bulder from

Proceedings af the First Intemational Symoosian on 3D Date Processing

Visuafzation and Transmission (8DPyTRe), Bode, IEEE Computer Society.

In some ambocimants the methacl conmprisas laser modulation of the fight

used for acquiring the 20 digital renresentation comprising geometrical data.

An advaniage of this embocliment is thal laser modulation can hele with

acquinng geumetry on Surlaces with nor-uniferm refigcthaty, hus the laser

source may be modulated during acquisition of geometrical infarmation in

arder to compensate for wanations in reflectivity, both in a diffuse and ina

specular setting. This will, in tum, allow for geometry acquisition of the

obiects exhibiting a dynamic range greater than that of the camera sensor

The same aprroach oan be employed for fexturs acquisition, however hers

there may be an added requirement of detailed knowledge regarding the

amount ofanitted light

Laser modiufation may be performed using a.moculatar which is a device

which is used ta maculate a beam of Hight. where ihe beam may be Garriecd

tver free space, of propagaled throughan optical waveguide. The madulator

may maniuiste diferent parameters of ime ight beam, such as amplluce,

phase, polarization etc. Modulation of intensity of a light beam oan be

obtained by modulating ihe eni drivingthe light sources, e.g. a laser dine.
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in some embodimanis, ihe method camprises modulation af ihe light used for

aoquiing ihe 22 digital representation camprising textural data.

in some embocimenis acquiring the JD digital ragresentation comprising

geometrical data of the locaiion and the 2D digifal representation camprising

textural date of the localion is performed by means of a scanner adapted for
By

capluring geometrical date ancl textural data.

in some embodiments acquiring the geometrical dala and the textural data is

performed by means.of a camera adanted for capturing both geometrical

data and textural data.

The oanera may he a five megapixel color camera.

Allematively, Dae ar more carmeres may be providad which have diferent

raadiidions i capture data for differant kinds of features or for diferent

geometrical cr textural features.

in-some embodiments acauiring the geometrical data is performed by means

af 2 first light source, and acquiring ihe textural date is perlormed by means

ofa senond light source.

The secand light source may comprise.an array of diodes, where the array of

diodes oSumprises a numberof first chodes, a number of second diodes and a

number of third diocese, where the first, second diodes and third clades are

adapted to emi ight ata first, secand and third wavelength, respectively.

The second light source may comorse a diffuser arranged to provide @

diffusion of the emitted font, suoh as a diffusion of the Aight erniited frana

witte light source or from an array of red, green and blue diodes.

The aeomeétical data may bé caoturecl using a jaser, where a number of

scans caplured fram diferent angles may be siiched together Into an

assembled model. Furthermore, the 2D diglal represeniatian comprising
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textural dala may be acquired using a raquiar witle ight source, and the

result may bea 2D image. Ataw2D images may be sultable Tor covering the

entire jonation, and textural weaving may be performed ta avoid incoherent or

bac transitions between the 20 images.

Alternatively, the same Yght source may be used for capturing both the

geometical data and texiural data. An advantage of using only one Dght

source, is thal geometrical data and textural dala oan be captured

simuitanousiy, whereas whan using two light Souroas, the ight sourses may

nol he hurned on at ihe same tine, since one of Ine ght solutes may disiurh

the capturing of date using the ather ight source.

Alternatively and/ar aduitionally, soler Hiere can be emnloyed atlawing for

simullarieous acquisition of gacmetry and texture data,

Allematively and/or anditionally, ight may be provided at the acquisition unit,

ag. a ring of ight around the receiving optics of the camera(s), An advantage

of this is that the lighYcamera angle can. be minimized and thereby the

amount of desn shadows in deep cavities can be minimized,

The ight source may be white Hght, such as siructured white light or white

fightin cambination with a gre.

in) some embodiments, ihe pasilioning uni comprises al least a fwo-aKxis

motion sysiem, such that the pasitioning of the location during the acquisition

of the 93D digital representation comprising geometring!) data and the 2D

digital representation comprising textural data is perfarmed automatically by

means of the al least a bro-axia mation system.

irr sore embodiments, the method comprises that ihe acquisifior: of

geomtrical dafa and textural data is performed automatically by means of al

loast 8 fwo-axis moticn system.

if may be an. advantage that the aequistion and ihe motion system runs

aulamatically, such that no operator should manually select each position.

The motion system may be e.g. alwe-axis ar three-axis motion system, since
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hereby data of the looation oan e.g. be captured both front the sicias and from
ahove.

in.some embodiments the method comprises providing 8 3D face sean of the

patient for faciilaiing visualizing the resull of the macdeling of the 3D object,

ii may be an advantage to use a OD face saan of the pafient when modeling

&o rastorations, 4 partial denture, orthodontic appliances efc, because ihe

modeled ablact can then be sean ar wewed in connection with the patient's

ante face and look,

in. some embodiments the 3D dighal reoresentalion comprising geometrical

data of thelocation, and/or the 2D diqulal representation camprising textural

data of the incation isfare obtained by means of a GD face sean,

in- some embodiments the method is adapted to be used for 3D modehng

within dentistry.

in some ambodiments dantisiry comprises restorations, anplants,

orinocontigs, suoh @s brackel placemeéant and a@poianses, and fanial

dentures, such as removable partial dentures.

Within restorations 1 is an advantage that fhe prepraration margin line can be

detiaciad fran ihe rearasantation af geometrical dais and textural data.

Wihirrorthodontcs fis an advaritage that the clental techrinian can draw on

a physical model. where ine apaliance or brackels should be arranged, or that

loath segmentation oar aulomatioally be perfortied using the reoreseniations

of geometrical data ane textural dala.

inthe modeling of a SD object usecl within densitry, an ecige of the one or

more parts of {he 3D obiect may be defined by the extracted information, suc

ag the 3D. spline.
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Tre 80 modeling may omriprise oxiracting a plurality of features, such ao 4

plurally of lines drawn on a shysical medal of the location, where a number

of features relate fo one part of the 3D object. For exarnpie, when modaling a

ramoveble partial denture, the retention aricl may be cdetined by a numberof

Fi Crawn lines or a physical model of the lesth and paletie, When a number o

ipatufes are delecied, ihey may De mapped to specific parts of the 3D object
based an knowledge specific parts anclor based on te the location, Janoth,

color, and shapes of the feature. The differant saris of a removable partial

dentuve, such as the retentian grid, ihe window, the Major connector and ihe

‘0 miner conmecture may lor examnle be defined using different colors. They

may aiso be identified fram ihe Knowledge that the window is af the palette

and ihal the retention arid ison the gingwal Whenthe modeled 2D oblect is

a removable partial deniure, he 3D feature may be a SD spline defining the

perimeter of & part of the removable partial denture, such as e.g. the

‘5 retention arid or the maior connector.

The diferent parts of a 3D abject may aise be defined using Mentiicatio:

marks. such aé tvo oF more cancanfoally arangad circias, crossas,

squares, iNangies, and so forth. The number of elements in the identification

20 Mark May alsa be used, guch thal a.g. the relention grid of a removable

partial denture has one mark, the major connector has lwo, and sa fath.

in some-embaciments, ihe leature cornprises idantifination marks arranged

within @ substantially closed adge of the feature. The cloacd edge may for

25 examole be a olased loop drawn on @ physical mode! of the localion. The

identifioatian marks may be selected frem ihe group of conceninonally

arranged circles, crosses, squares, tangles, the rumber of elemenis in the

idantification mark, such as the number of dots,

ta mt A closed loop may for exarnple be drawn {o rmark the ecge of cifferent paris

ai a removable panial denture and different identification marks may be used
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to identify these different paris. The malar conmectar may for example be

ddenified using one dol, the relentioen qd using two dots and a window using

three dats.

Fi Furthermore, the method oan for example be used for determining occlusion

ay a patient by placing a color trace paper between the pahents upper and

iower teeth, and when the patient biies Nis Ineth toqefher, he paper wil

transmit colar to the caliicing points on the teeth, anc this transmitiad aclor

car be captured as textural dala. Determining ooclusian may be performed

0 ether directly inthe mouth and thue an the real teeth of ihe pahent, or if may

be perlormed on-a physical model of the feeth, 6.9. gyasuimmodel, using 6.4.

an articulator.

in. some embodiments the method is adapted fo be usedfor 20 modeling of

fS hearing devices. The feature may then define the boundary of an inner face

or an cuter face of the hearing ald device, the pusiion-or cross sectional

shape of the vent, or an iD-tag for the hearing ald deving.

The feature may be defined ona physical medial or an impression of the ear

canal in relation to which the hearing ald device is adapted fo be arranged.

20 The hearing aid device may be an in-the-gar device, arm in-the-canal device,

ar a bshind-the-ear device.The feature may relate fo different paris of the

hearing aid devioe, such as fo the shell, an ear mould ar an integrated face

plate of the device.

25 in some ermbociments, the mlormation is extrated by an operafar from the

visualized combined 3D represamation camprising bolgeomelrinal dala and

fextural data. The operator may for example identify different pieces of

nformation as relating to fhe same feature, This may ag. Se done while

visualizing the combined made! ona granhic dismay.

ta mt
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The methed cant also be used for macdeling of customized. shoes with 3

perfect fit for the patient, where the geometrical and Eeotural features of the

palient’s feet are aquired either by direct scanning or by making an

impression of the fieet and then scanning the impression or prococing 4

physical model fram ihe impression and then scanning the ohysical model.

The textural data of the feet are also acquired.

in some ambodiments, the methed is implemented on a compvier pragram

produch comprising oragram cade means for Gausiig a dala processing

system. fo perform the method of any one of the oreceding claime, when

said oregram code means are executed on the data srocessing system.

The Hrst and/or the second digital signal processor unif may be configured for

extracting the information of the one or more features from ihe 20 digital

representation,

The first and the second digital processar urits may be integrated parts of 4

digital sijnal processing dewos, such that the digital signal processing device

is configured for analyzing and combining theacquired digital reqresentations

and for modeling the 3D object.

The aoquisiion unil may camprice:

~ Tri@ans for acquiring a OO digtal representation of at least & part of a

iocation arranged in said scan volume, where the 80 digital representation

coriprises geometrital dats of ihe location: and

- means for asquiring a 2D digital representation of al igast a part af looation

arranged in said scan volume, where the 2D digital representation cornprises

lextuval date of the location:

The acquisition uril may comprise a first gel of cameras arranged arranged

io receive light from the scan vollunie and fo acqulre beth saki SD digital
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representation comprising geometrical data and sad 2D duilal

representation comprising textural data from a location. The Rret set of

cameras is ihen part of both the means. for acquiring a 3D digital

representation ancl the means for acquiring 2 20 dighal repraseniation. The

lyst set of Gameras may comprise hwo cameras artanged relalive to the soan

yaure and the first ight sduroe such tral a SD scan of a localion positioned

in the scan volume is posible.

The SySiem may comprise one or more Tuer cameras in addition to the first

set-of cameras, such as a secend camera or a second set of cameras.

In some embodiments, the acquisition unilis configured for acquiring textural

data for N diferent features of @ location, where each feature has a unige

enlor_ or color code, and for disiinguising batwean said N different features

based on said colar ar color code, The features may be defined using 6.9.

diferent colored inks or paints,

Likewise, the the acquisition unit may be configured for acquinng textural

data far N diferent pais. of @ leature of @ location, where each part has a

urnide color or color cade, and for distinquising between sale N different paris

based en saic color er color code. In the following the desorption often

iscused on the aoquisiion of data relating to diferent features, but the

comments made may apply equally fo fhe case where data for different paris

ofa fenture is acquired.

in same embodiments, the Humination unit of {he sysiem comanses a first

hght saurce adapted fer praviding Hghl far the acquisilion of geometrical data

of a location, and a secand Hight source adapted far providing light far the

acquisition of texturaj data,

The Eght used foruluminaling the localion may hence comprise both. fight

emilied from the first light source and the second light sourns.
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The fonation may be Huminated simuiniancausly with (he firat and second

ight sources, of one ata lime.

A light source which is adapted for providing fight for the acquisition of

geometrical data of @ focation may be configured far emitting [ight in

substantially paralls| rays.

A light source adapted for providing light for ihe acquisition of the asquisitien

of textural data may be configured te provide a diffusive light where the

directions of diferent rays of light are mare randomlydistributed.

The first and second fight sources may be arranged such that the optical

axis af the fret faht source and the optiog! axis of the second light source

mtersecis IN a-soan volume.

in sewfe embodirnents, the firsi Holt source somiprises a monoachramatic

laser emilling fight al a fret. laser wavelengih. The light from such 32

monconroamatic laser may be propagating in substantially. parallel rays

allowing jor 4 precise determination of the geometry of a location.

The first laser wavelength may be in the green range of wavelengths, in the

red range of wavelengths, ar inthe blue range of wavelengths. A red laser

Tay, al the oresent ime, provides a cost effective sysiemas suchlasers often

can be purchased at a lower price than e.g. a blue laser. A green laser may

have the advaniage of providing a balter spatial resolution when color

cameras are usec for acquiring the digital representations.

The secand ight saurbe may be arranged al a diferent angle relative ta the

sean volume than the first ligth source but sill such that light from the second

Hoh? source can be reflected from a looaticn in the scan volume towards

cameras of the acquisition unit.
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some embodiments, the secend igh! source oomprises a broad band Nght

sourea, such as a white kohi soures, delivering light over & range of

wavelengths. The second ight souroa may be configured for providing Hight at

al wavelengths of the colors or color codes used io defined features in a

mulicolor arfangenient.

For some apphoations rajaling te the acquisition of textural data A may be

preferred that the light is diffusive. The sacond light source may be adapted

for providing. diffusive light,

The seeand light source may be configured for nroviding ght at isolated

wavelengins such that a spectrum of the intensity distribution of the emitted

hoht signal versus wayelangty samprises a number af peaks.

The secand light saurce may be realised using a design comprising 2

number of sources. sach emitting light at a single wavelength or in a relatively

narrow wayelangih range, where the signals emitted from @ach of thase

scuroge is cambinadto provide the light emitted from the sacond lgnt source,

Fhe second fight Souroe may berealized using & design ullizing & resonant

effect such as @ Fabry Perot resonator.

in some embadiments, the second light scurce comprises an array of diodes

whare ihe array of diodes comprises a number of first diodes, 4 number

second diodes ancl a number of inird diodes, where the first, second diodes

and third diodes sre adapled ta ami figh! ala isi, second and third diode

wavelength, respecivaly.

in same embodiments, the second light source comprises a difluser arranged

io provide a diffusion of the ernified Hohl, such as the light amitied from a

while light source or an array af diodes. Such diffusive light clelivered fram
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the senond light Seuroe may De adequate far anquiringinformation relating 6

ihe fexture af the location,

insome arnbodimenis, each camera in the first setof carmeras camprises 4

coler camera ooviprising a colar filler array (CRA) arranged in a Bayer-lype

arrangement, a so-called Bayer fiter, in front of a photosensitive clement

configured to distect sieciromagnetic signals.

When using a Sayer filter it may be acvaniagenusthat the first light source

emits ight al wavelengine in the green pagsband of ihe Sayer Hier, since ihe

Bayer filter previcies that the spatial resolution pravided by the camera is

twice theresolution obtained using a frst ight source which emits light af a

wavelength corresponding ta red oy blue fight

in sore embodiments are one or more cameras in the frat set of cameras 4

monachrame canriera. Each af the cameras may be monochrome cameras.

in-some embodiments, the sysiem camprises a scan plate locater such that

a fomation arranged on sald scan plate is positioned in said scan volume,

such that that fight from both the frst ancl second light soureas can be

reflected froma physical made! atihe scan plate towards the aoquisilon unit

of the sysiern. The arrangement of the soan olaie may henoe be such that a

least part of physios! mode! or an impressicn placed on the sean plate is

fonatedin the scan volume of the sysiam

a some ambodimenis, the contyal unit is adagied to. central ihe motiar anc

ralalion of this scan plats

in Some embaciments, the system comprises a positioning unit for at least

iwo-anis motion of [he soan plaie such thal acquisition of the 3D digilal

renresenialion comprising geametrical data arel of the 2D. digital
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representation comprising fexiural data irom a number of postions oan be

performed automatically.

in some embodiments, the system comprisesa positioning unit configured for

Fi arranging the location in a number of different positions felatve to ihe

acquisition unt, such that a desired covsrage of the location can obtained by

acquiing fhe 20 cigifal remresentation camprising textural data and the 3D

Swital representation comprising geometrical data from the number of

different positions.

in. some embodiments, the systeny comprises @ control unit sconhgured for

confrailing the array of diodes and the poailioning unit.

The contral unibmay be configured ky orovicie that the fret, second and third

5 diodes amis fight sequentially, such that a sequence of light signals. are

emitted, The sequence may be firat wavelength, second wavelength, and

third wavelength.

The control unit may be configured to prowda that the sequence is repeated

a number of times, such as one firme for each rajalive arrangement of ihe

20«©oplical assembly of the system and the scan olate.

in the content of ihe present invemion, ive phrase “optical assembly” may

refer to the assembly of unis used for oroviding the Humination of the

incation and for acquiring the 2D and 9D digital representations of the

25. facalion. The aptical assembly may comprise the acquisition uni and the taht

souroes af the system,

irr sne embodimarnts, tha saconed light souras is dagigned- auch that the first

second and tbine diodes are arrariged in according to a Bayar arrangement.

ta mt
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in Some embudirienis, a digital signal processor af the systern is configured

jor ream analysis of theacauired! 2D digdal representations anc.aQ cicital

representations.

The first set of cameras may be Used to acquire bath the 2D digital

representation and the SD digital representation, When placing a Bayerfier

i rant of the pdotosensifive ¢iarnents. of fhe cameras: Ho may be

advantageous to use a laser emitting light In the green wavelength range as

the IWS Hght source Since [is may pravide a higher spatial resolution

compared to a red laser due ia the design of a Bayer iter, where dwice as

many sections. allows green light to pass through the filer as iNere are

ssctians allowing red ight lo passthrough.

A scanning of a physical model or an impression of @ location can then

required in order {@ ensure thal the acquires! representations provides data

for the whole feature. This may for instance be the case when the festure is. 4

margin line an a physical model of a footh prepared for a crown.

in sore embodiments, the system comprises a motion sysiein for at least

bwo-axis motion. such that acquisition of the GO digital representation

comgrising gsametical data and of the 2D digits! representalion camprising

textural data Jram a nurnber of pusilions can be periormed aulematically.

in. same embodiments, tha sysien: comprises & confral unit configured for

conioling ihe array of diodes and the motion system.

The contol uni may bs configured fo grovide that the first. second and third

diecles omits light sequentially, such hat a sequenoe of light signals are

emitted. The acquence may be such the wavelength of the emitted light from

thé second fight source is fyst wavelength, second wavelength, and third

wavelength Any sequence of wavelengths can in principle be usec

depending on the purpose of the sequeniial Huminiation te ihe Hight of the
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second fight saurog. Preferably, the used sequence muat be known by the

digial signal procaasor or microprocessar whieh links @ach. 2D: digital

reprasentations to the wavelengihis) used when acquiring each of ham.

The cenirol unit may be configured te provide that the sequence is repeated

a number of tinies, Such as al igast ane tinefor each relative arrangement of

the opfeal assembly and the soan plate:

The fivet, s@cond and thiad diadas are arranged according to a Bayer

arrangemen, with allernaling red and green diodes ina number of rowe thal

are seperated by rows having siternating green and bluedicdes.

The user) of a broadband Jight scuree. such as a white light source, or an

ight source configuredfor ernitting laht at a nurnber of diserate wavelengnis,

such ag an array of cdlodes may be advantageous when the diferent colors

define the feature of the location.

The igature may @.g. comprisa a section having a colin which differs from the

color of @ diferent section of the feature and from the color of the

surrounding regions of the physical model of the location. Such @ section

aving 6 color may aq. be a colored Hine drawn on

ona physical model of the location. 4A colored section reflects light over a

imitead range of wavelengis. Quiside this Imited range the refection may be

negigible such that when the colored sactian is iluminated with light having

wavelengis ouiside his imiled frange Rh wil apoear dark campared to when

Hunted with ight inside the range.

if the aacand Sght source comprisas diodes that are driven & saqueniually

emi light af diferent wavelengihs and the first set of came@ras comprises

black and while cameras, diferent 2D cigal representations camprising

lextural dala may be acquired by the black and white cameras, where gach
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The acguisiion of 2D dighal representations using fight at diferent

wavelengiiis makes | pessble to define diferent types of features ar different

paris of features using different colors an the location or on og. a ghysical

model of the looation. The feature may camprise a-colored ine defined ona

physical model of the location, such as a ling having a color which alinws the

feature fo be identified from the remaning part of the physical model.

Consequently i @ feature is identified an the physical model using the three

diferent colors, suoh thal each color corresponds to the different paris of the

leature, the differant parts of the feature can be identiied fram. the three

diferent 2D cighal represeniations thal cart be acquired using different colors

from the second ight source.

Dferent features can in the samme manner be identified fram differant 25

cigikal representations comprising taxtural data f each feature is sented

using a feature specific color e.g. on a physical modelof the location.

in some embodiments, ihe systant comprises & digital signal processor or

microprocessor canfigured for real-time analysis of the acquired 2D digital

repraseniationsand SD digital raprassniations:,

The different part of Ihe optical system Gan also be integraled in a handheld

seanner where the change belween different relative arrangements of the

systemand the location dora model or impression of the location) is oblained

by moving the handheld scanner. The integration in a handheld scanner may

require that some of the components of the systeni are réduced in site. In a

handheld soanner system the digital signal processor ar micraprocessor may

be placed in ine scanner handleof in. @ separate processing bax.
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Some arbodimants of the optical assemby of the system may uliize tunable

filers {hal may be controlled by the control unit such that the tunable liters

are synohronized with the acquisition of the 20 dijtal representations. The

first set of cameras may then be monochrome cameras and the pass band of

Fi the tunable filers is changed such that 2D dighal representations are

acquired for a number of different pass bands. One pass band may caver

pari of ihe range of wavelengths corresponding fr red light, while another

May correspond fo grean ight, and yes another to blue ligth. When tunable

Niers ara used, the second Hight saurce may be a broadband source inviting

‘0 a light over a range of wavelengths covering all pass band ranges of the

tunable [iter or at least cover the colers used for defining the lealures @.g.

on a physical model of the location.

The prasent invention flates to diierent aspects including the method

cescribect above ane in the following, and corresponding methoris, davices

‘> systems, uses ancvor product means, each welding one or more of the

beneliie and advantages described in connection with the first mentioned

aspect, and each. having one or more embodiments correspondiryy to the

embacdiments.dascribed in connection with tha first mentianed aspect and/or

isclosed i ihe appended claims.

in gartioular, disclosed herein is a systemfor perfarming GDmudsling of a GD

object adapted to be inserted i or worn by & patient, wheroin the system

comprises:

- Means for aoquiing @ 3D digital reoreseniation of at feast a part of the

25 iocalion where ihe object is adapled to be arranged, where the 3D dighal

representation comprises goametrical data of the location:

means for acqubing a 2D digial representation of at least a part of the

jooation where the object is adanied fo ba arranged, whare the 2D distal

represeniatian comornsestextural data of the location,

ta mt where the acquisition of the 2D digital rapresentation comprising textural data

q@ 2Ddighal representation comprising geomelrioai data is performed by
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repositioning the lanatian and acquisition moans relative to each other for

obtaining a desired coverage of the location,

~ means for aligning and combining the 2D digital representation comprising

textural data and the 30digital representation comprising gsameatrical data te

obtain a combined 3D digilal represenialion camprising both geometrical

date and fextural data of the location:

- means for visualizing the combined 3D representation, somprising ihe

geometical data and (he texiural dataof the location: and

~ Means for applying Informetion af one oy more features fram the 2D digital

rgoresenialion comprising textural data of the location, when modeling the

3D obiset,

The acquisition of the 2D digital rapraseniation comprising textural data and

3D digital reapreseniation comprising geametrical data may be performed by

automatically repesitioning the location and acauisition means relative to

each other fer_obtaining the desired coverage of the location,

The means for acauiing a SD digital representation may comprise an

acquisition device configured for acquiring a SD digital representation of a

localion.

Yhe means for acquiring a 2D digita’ represeniation may camprise an

_daving configured for acquiring a 20 digital representation of acanon:

The means far aligning and cambining Ihe 20 digital representation

comprising textural cata and ihe 30 digital reoresentiation may comprise. a

data processing device configured for aligning and cambining a 2D digital

represeniaiioan and @ SD digital represeniaton.
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The means far viewdlizing ihe combined GD represaniation may comprise o

visualization device confiqured for visualizing a SD representation, such as @

graphical user Interface, such as a computer sergen.

The means for applying information of one or more features tram the. 2D

digital representation may camprise a device configured far applying

information when modelling the 30 abject

The sysieni may be ooniiqured far providing that the 2D modeling is

computer implemented,

In some embodiments, the acquisition unit, the positioning unk, and the first

and ascond light sources, are provided (7. & GD scanner,

The first and/or the second digital signal pracessar unit may be configured far

axtracting te information of [he ane or more features from the 20 digital

regresantalion.

In gone ornbodimarits, tha first and secere) digital processor unis. are

infegraiad paris of @ digilal signal processing devise, The dinhal signal

processing device may hence perform both the analyzis and the 3D modeling

ofthe SD obiect.

In. Some embodiments, the acquisition unl conprises:

- Means for acquiring a.SPD digital representation of at least a part ofa

location arranged in sa scan volurne, where the SD digital represeniation

ecamorises geomsirical data of thelocation: and

- means for acquiring a 2D digilal renreseniation of al least a part of a

lonation arranged in said sean volume, whare the 2D digital representation

conmoriges fexiural data of ihe location.
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in some amibodimenis, the aoquiailion unil Oamiprises a firsi sal of cameras

arranged arranged iG seoeivehabit trom the acan volume and to acquire both

said 20cigittal renresentation oomprising géometrioal data and sald 2D digital

representation comprising textural data from a location.

Fi

in. same embodiments, the Wuminaiion unit comprises a first Ighf source

adapted for providing jight for ire acquisition of ceametiog) data of a

lonation, and a second light source adapted for providing light fer the

acquisition of textural data,

The optical axis of the firat light souros and the ontical axis of the socand Hight

source may intersects in the scan voluane.

in the context-of te present invention, the phrase “aptical axis” may refer fo

an imaginary dine that defines the path along which Hght propagates throudh

(5 the system. The ooteal axis af the first light esqurce may hence be a line

cannecting the first light source and @ soint on the scan gigte of the system,

where the sointis In the volume which is duminated by the firs{ light source.

In eerie amibociments, the first ight source somprisea @ monochromatic

20 Jaser ernitting light at a iret laser wavelength.

The first laser wavalengih may be in ths green range of wavelengths, in the

red range of wavelengths, or in the blue range of wavelengths, or in the

infraredrange of wavelengths, or in the ulravicial range of wavelengths,

25 in some embocinamts, ihe second ight source comprises a broadband taht

sourne, such as a white lighl source.

The aeguistion uni may be configured for acquiring festural data for N

diferent features of a location, where éach feature has a unige colar or color

ta mt code, and far cdistinguiging between saci N different features: based on. saic

calor or colar cade. The colar or color cades may be defined using colored
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ink of paint, or ihe calor ar colar codes may be naturally acouring an ihe

incaton.

insome embodiments, the second light source is configured far emifting Hight

that allows features having @ unige color or color code to be enttied tram

an acquired 2D digital representalion based on ihe wavelength of the ight

armitied from the second light source.

The second light source May comprise an array of diodes, where the array of

diodes comprises a number of first diodes, anumber of second diadee and a

number of third diodes, where the first, second diodes and third diodes ars

adapted to emi light at a frei, second and third diode wavelength,

respectively.

in sane emboditients, ihe second hghsource ceanipriges a difiuser arranged

io prdvide.4 diffusion af the emitted light.

The use of difusive lightfor the aoquisition of the 2D digital representation

may frovide (hat tha textural data of the 2D digital renreseaniation are. more

cstailed nan when using a beam of parallel rays.

Atleast one of the carneras in the first set of cameras, such as both cameras

in the first set of cameras, may oormprise a colar oarmera comprising a colar

Nter atray (OFA) arranged in a Bayertype amrangement in frant of a

photosensitive elament configured to detect sleciramaqnelic signals

At least one of the cameras in ihe first set of carteras is a monochrome

oaiera. Each carnera in the first set of camerae may be a manochrome
GaMerg

in. some embadiments, ihe system comprises a-scan olale arranged such

ihat a loation arranged on said sean pale is positioned in said sean volume.
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The Sean plate may be part of the 3D seanner.

in sane embodiments, he Systanmt Domprises. a pasitioning unit configured for

positioning the location in a nurnber of different positions and/or orlentations

felalive to ihe acquisitien uril, such that a desired coverage of the localian

can obtained by acquiring the 2D digital representation cumprising texture

fata and the SO digital renresantahon comprising geometrical data with ihe

lopation arranged af different postions and/or ofientations relative to. the

acquisition unit

The positioning untt may bs. configured for at least bvo-axis motion of the

stan plate such thal acquisition of the 30 digital representation comprising

geometrical data and of the 20 digital renresantation comprising textural date

from aniumber of viewpoints can be: performed automatioanlhy.

in some embocinents, Ne aystem comprises a control unt configured for

coriraling the array of diocies and the positioning unit.

The control unii may be canfiqured to provide that the first, seoond and third

diodes emits light sequentially, such that & sequenoe of light signals are

emitted. The sequence may be frst wavelength, second wavelengih, and

ihird wavelength, or any of said permutations.

The control uniiynay be configured to provide thal the sequence is repaated

@ number of Umes, Such @S one time for each relative arrangement of the

optical aesernbly of the system and the scan vlate.

Tre first, second and third diodas of the secend Jight ssourem may be

arranged socorcding in a Bayar arrangement.
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The firel chaial signal prooeesar arid the digital signal processing device may

be configured for real-fime analyses of ihe acduired 2D dighal raoreseniafions

and 20 digtal reoraseniations.

Disclosed is sysiem for performing SD modeling of a 3D object adaptedta be

inserted in of wormBy & patiers, wherein fhe system somprises:

- Means for acquiring a SD digital resresentation of at least a part of the

location Where ihe SD oblect is adapted to be arranged, where the 20 claltal

renreseniation comprises geometrical data of the location;

- Meare Tor acquiring a 2D digital representation of at feast a part of the

igcahon where ihe abject is adapted to be arranged, where the 2D digits!

reprasentation comprises textural data relating fo are or more features of the

incaton:

where a desired coverage of the location is obtained by acquiring each of the

2D dighal representation comprising lextural data and the SD digital

representation comprising geametrical data fram a number af different

Viewpoinis relative te the incation

- Means for aligning Ihe 2D dighal representation comprising fextural data

and the 3D digital venresenialion comprising geometrical data;

- means for comibining al Jeast a part of the 2D digilal representation

comprising textural data and the 3D digital represaniatinn comprising

geomebical date in ablain @ combined 3D digital epee comprising
both geometrical data and texiural data of thelocalio

- Means for visusgizing the combined 30 representation somprising ihe
georietring! data and ihe textural data of the location; and

- fieans for SO modaiing the GD object such what ihe modeled 3D oblect is

adapted ip be inserted in or worn by @ palent, where said 3D. modeling

appligs information of the one or more features from the acquired 2D digital

renresanialion comprising teaxiural date,
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Disclased is aise & Dompular program product comprising pregram sode

maans far causing @ dala srocessing system te perform fhe method, when

said program code means are executed on the dala processing sysiem, and

a computer program product comprising @ comouterreadable mechin

having stored there on the program code means,

r
Disclosed is aise a system wherein Huoreseanceis used for acquisition of a

cD digital representation comoraing textural dala.

Fluorescence. elfecte may alsa be. ulillsed when the fegture comprises a

fluoreacent material, The feature may.¢.g. be defined using Thuoraseent ink an

a physical model of the location.

& feature comprising & fluorescent material feving an axcitaton band

including the wavelength of the first light source may provide a Stoke shifi of

the wavelength of the first light source. in contrast, the light reflected from the

focation maintains iis wavelength. Using various optical configurations Known

io the skilled persion jis then possible fo extract both the geometical data

and the taxture data using only the first ight souroa to luminate the lomatior:.

since the fluoresoence typically is orders of magnitudes weaker than the

reflacted lighl i may be advaniageos ic detect the reflected lightusing the

iyst set of carreras, while the Nucrsacence signal is detected using a sesund

sel of cameras. The second sel of cmnieras may comprise a filler arranged to

block Jight within the wavelengnt of the first ight souroa, or fliers may be

placed between {he location and the second sei of cameras. The

flucrescence may alco be delected using a single second cameras, Le. such

that the seoond set of cameras oonlains only one camera. in one

embodiment, the feature is defined using @ pain or ink comprising a

Ruorasceant material configured for gva-photon excitation and the first ight

source érniis ight at s wavelegih in ihe infra red range, such thal when two

infra red photons are absorbed, a ohafon in the visible ranges is emitted. The

20 representation comprising geometrical dala is then accuired by detecting
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raflaciedd infra red photons fran? the looatian, while the textural data directly

can be acquired and related to the geometrical data.

Brief description of ibe drawings

Tre above. and/or additional ableois, features and advaniages.of the present

invention, wil be further elucidaied by tha following illustrative and non-

RNG dekaled Gescriptian of embodimienis of the present mventon, with

reference to [he aopended drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 ehows an example of a flowchart of the method.

Fig. 2 shaws examples of a mociel of teeth with textural features.

Fig. 3 shows an example of 8D modeling ofa removable partial denture.

Fig, 4 shows an example of a mocieiad removable partial denture.

Fig. & shows examples of @ preparation margin line as a feature.

Fig. 6 shows an example of texture weaving.

Fig. * shows on example of a satufor scanning a incation using a frst and a

second Night sours

Figs. 8 to 10 shawschematic averviews of some configurations of (he second

Rohl souros thal are capable of emiifing ighthwith fs Intensify distributed over

a range of wavelengths
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Fig. 11 show pictures of the optional assembly af a sysiem aosording to the

presenti invention.

“7 ngFig. 12 shows examples of arrangements of the array of diodes in the ascond

ight source.

Fig. 13 shaws a schematic of a system using Iwo-photon fluorescence for

acquiring a combined SD digital representation cornprising both geometrical

data and textural date.

Fig. 14 shows contrast enhancement for 2D mmages of a ohysical madel of a

Oth preperation.

Pig. (8 shows a texture alas for a physical model of a tooth preperation:

Figs. 16 and 1? show screen. shuts from computer software used for

mmgiementing the method according ip fhe resent invention,

in the following descrptian, reference is made to ihe. accompanying figures,

which showby way ofilustration how the Invention may be cractioscd.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a Howehart of the methodThe method is far gb

mooring of an abject, which is adapted fo be insertedin or wart by @ patient.
nstep 701 2 3D digital representalion of at isast a part of ihe location where

the cblecl is adapted to bs arranged i acquired, where the 30 digital

representation comprises geomejrical date of thelocalinn.

instep 102 9 2D digital representation of at least a part of the Incation where

the object is adented fo be arranged is acquired, where ihe 2D digital

renreseniahon comprises textural dala relating to one or more features of the

loogtian.
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A desired desired caverage of the lecatian is oblainedi by anquiring each of

jhe 2D digital rebreseniatian comprising textural dala and fhe SD digital

representation comprising geometrical data from one or rare different

Viewpoints relative to the location. Repostioning of the location relative to ihe

system which is used for acquiring the digital representations may be

performed manually or sulomatically:

in step 103 the 2D diciial repraseniation coriprising textural data anc the 30

digital renresentation comprising geometrical date are alignad

in sten 104 af least a par of he 2D digital representation. comprising textural

data and Ihe 3D digital representation comprising geometrical data are

cambined to obfain a comikned 3). digital representatian comprising both

geometrical data and textural data of ihé lecalion,

In aieo 105, ihe 20 digital reoresaniation comnorising ihe qeometiical data

and the. textural data of the localton is visualized. The cigital romresentations

may be shown on 3 graphical userinterface, such as. a computer screen.

in step 106 the 3object is 2D modeled such that ihe modeled 30 abject is

adapted io be inseried in cr warn by a cabent, where said 4D modeling

applies informatica of the one of more features provided by the acquired 2D

digital representation comprising textural Gate.

The aligning, the combining, the visualization, and the apopllcation of

infermation of the one or more features from the 2D representalian for

modaling may be digital, virtual aciions, parformed by means of sofware.

Fig. 2 shows examples of a model af teeth with textural features,

Fig. 2a} shows the model 201 which comprises teeth 202. gingival 200, and

ihe palaia 204 af a patient's mouth. The mode! 204 may be a physingl model

a virtual Made,

Fig. £6) shows tbe model 201 with teeth 202, gingival 208, anc the palate

204 of a patient's mouth. On the palate 204 a Jeature 208 Is drawn. The
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jsature 205 shows where on the palate 204 and with which shape 8 part of a

removable partial denture shauid be arranged. Al present no ipeth 20s are

missing on the model 201, but one or more of the teeth 202 may be rapinced

with artificial teath in a partial clanture, for instance # some o} the testh are

broker, weak or dead.

The oullne of the removable partial denture feature. 208 may be drawn ons

physiog nvodel 20? by a dental technician or H may be drawn digitally an a

virtual modal 207 shown on 4 computer screen,

A 30 seanning of the physical model. 201 using @g. a laser scanner far

acquinnig geametrical data af the model may only capture the data for the

geometrical features of the model.

For acoulring the textural data of the feature(s} 205. e.g. the drawn culling of

the pacial denture, a 2D cigdal representation oan be aoguired by cagturing

the 2D images of the model.

When Both geometrical and textural data are acquired, 2D features can be

derived from the textural data to be used in the modeling of the SD object

which should fit the seared location,

Fig. 2c) shows the 4 texture Image of the physical model 201 with teeth Ze,

gingival 203, and ths paiaie 204 of a patient's mouth, On the palate 204 and

around sore of the feath 202. features 205 have beer drawn. The. features

205 show. where ang with which shane on the palate 2D4 ane around the

teeth SDS a partial denture shoulkl be arranged. Only five teeth 202 are

present Gn the modal 201, and thus several teeth are missing an the mad

201, and one or more of the niissiig testh wil bs replaosd with artificial teeth

in the partial denture.

The oudine of the partial dente features S05 have beat drawn on the

physical model 207 by e.g. a dental technician or dentist,

This texture Image clearly shows the fealures which are-crawn physically anc

manually on ins model,
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For the SOD modeling of some cases, if may De advantageous fo draw the

ines on ihe ohysical model in diferent colors tq inerease to level of

information thet can be derived from the acquired 2D digital

rapresantaton(s).

Fi

Fig. 2d) shows another result of a texture image ar scan of the model 204

with teeth 202, gingival 203, and the palate 20d of a patient's mouth. On the

palate 204 features 205 have been drawn. The faaturas 205 show whers on

the palate 204 Mata part of a partial denture shoukt be arranged. Nine festh

‘C 202 are present on the model 201, and thue several ieeth are missing on the

model 201, and ome or more of the missing feeth can be regiaced with

ariflalal teeth in the partial denture:

The outline of the partial denture features 205 have bean drawn on the

physical mace 201 by &.g. a-dertal iachnician or dentist.

(5 This texture image oy scan clearly shows the features which are drawn

physically ancl manually an the model,

Fig, Ze} is & zoom of he feature 205 seer in fig. 2x}. The texture images are

acquired using a S megapinel camera.

Fig. 2 shows an example of SD madeling of a removable partial denture.

Fig. 3a} showsthe removable partial denture 306 as sacn from above.

Fig. Sb} shows the removable partial clenture S06 In aside view.

25 Fig. 30) shows an example af blocking out of undercuta S07 and exposing

undercuts 30? for clase G8 planning.

After the physical medel with the drawn fexture, c.g. ines, has been

scanned, the removaiile partial denture 806 can be diqdally modeled.

First a dental SD scanner can be used to scan a physical oyosum model or

ta mt aRernatively an impression io provide the SD. digial representaion of the

looation where ihe removable partial denture 306 Is to be warn by the palient.
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The Scanner may Scan geamelriog! features and fextural features far se-

curing @fcaptimal image of the macSOT with teath SD2 and with the drawn

texture 305, such as lines, for casigning all the rarnovable partial danture

camponents with high accuracy in atew minutes, such as aniy TOO secancs.

The removable partial denture componenie compriss dlasnpa 308 for

allachment io the teeth 202, retentian gris 30D which sireiches out on the

gums where there are no teeth, the. major conmector 310 an the palaie

conneoting the retention ands 209 and the cians 308.

Fig. Sa), G6} and Sc} show that the dlaifal desian precess may intulively

mimic the manual steps, including Blocking out oPunderculs 207, exposing

undercuts 307 for clasp 308 olanning, retention and 309 design with

aulumalc resi) gap S11, sopkeation of major cannector S10 and, finally,

addition of clasps 308 to the grid structure 309. The sompletely virtual

workilow enables the dental technician to work on-serean ag if heshe were

using tractlional wax tools.

When desianing the retention arid 309, the first step may be to select from 4

ist of pre-defined grid patierns and agply mesh fo the digital model for 4
nearfect Ai Then the next stem may be marking the area jar the maior

conmector 210 using @g. a fast edit fool. The aystam automatically designs

for optimal strength.

ithe fines, les the textural iealuros 365, have net already been drawn. on the

physical model, [hen the Hnes jor clasp SOS glacement may be viriually

crawn. Predefined or customized clasps G06 are applied fo the model, when

the lines are oresent, By means of an interachve preview fine-adiustment of

each feature of the rermeavbie 308 oan be performed through sontral paints.

A 2D cross aection of the 30 _— mada SG{ may be shown, and thelineSie indicates where a cross section can be mace.
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Madaling & removable oarial denture S06 aa shown here is a highly

productive and raliable custamimation of removable partial danturas 368,

providing labs with ancurate digital camino! over the process while raducing

production time and costs. The pracess may cover.all the steps for optimal

design of both metal and flexible frameworks.

Tre method provides a high deares of Hexiblily and a digital warkliow that

maps aut the practiced crocasses familar to laboratory fechnmians,

The digital design ramovas the nead for second re-factery modelmaking

saving bath time and money, The system's high accuracy and measurement

features provide complete dimensional control aver clasp 908 and connector

aig design and ensure good results, such as high esthetics, easy

removability, proper chewing, anda perfect HL

The completely digital survey accurately identifies undercuts 207, facilitates

virtua wax Blosk-oul for saay removabllily, anc snables. undercut 307

exposure for optimal clasn 308 design:

Thus ihe method provides faster ancl easier design of perfectly fitting partials

806, provides @ fast partial design by reducing the manual process time,

provides Thai the Intuitive workMow mains aut ihe manual oricess, providas

thal ideal Slock-out points and retention areas can be identified in recard

time, reduces orders for readiusiments and remakes, and increases dentist

and patient satslantion.

Fig. 4 shows an exampleof a modeled rarnovatie partial denture.

Fig. 6a} shows an examnce. ola digital CAD made of the removable partial

conture-406.

Fig. <b} shows an example of the manufactured removable partial denture

456 attached ts a motel 407 of @ patient's teath 402, gingival 405 and palate

aQd.

The rernavable partial deniure 408 comprises clasps 408 far attachment te

the Ipelh 402, retention grids 409 which stretches aul on the gums wherd
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there are no tesih, the mailer corinecior 470an the palale 404 conmenting the

retention grids 409 and fhe clapa 4a8,

oH “ttrig. & shows examples of 3 preparation margin line as a feature.

Fig, Sa) shows a OAD drawing of a dig or tooth 802 whieh is prepared

meaning that it has. Seen grinded such thal @ restoration, such asa. crown,

can be placed on the tooth S62. The preparation of the tooth S02 pre

prederation margin fins 3065 which is a feature which can be detected as

Se4Gte‘GC geometical feature ander as a textural feature when scanring or imagin

the tooth $02. indig. Sal, the preperation margin line SOS is aiso marked wit

@ edlored line, and at points. oan the line small markers 513 indicate the

perpendicular diraction of the margin line at that point. The arrow 414

incigaté. (he. overall perpancicular diraction of the. margin line 505 or the

'S biSertion direction of the tooth S02.

Figs. Sh)-Se) show a numberof textura images from different vewncinis af a

die 5Oe which has bean prepared meaning thal it has been grinded such that

& restoration, such as @ orown, can be placed of the dle S02. The

20 preperation of the die 502 provides a preparation margin line 505 which is.a

ligature which can be delected as a geameirical feature andar as a textural

leature when scanning or imaging the tooih 502. The preparation margin line

S05 ic also skeichad or drawn on the dis 502 with a color creating contrast io

the color of the die and/or the backorourel.

26 The specular eliecis which ere cerminant in fig. Sd} Gan be removed by

means of texture weaving between the different mages

Figs. 89-58 show a number of texture scans from differant viewpainis. of

anotier die 20d which has been prepared meaning hal it has been grinded

ta mt such thal-a restoration, such as a crown, can be placed on the die S02. The

nreparation of the die S02 provides a preparatian margin line S08 which is 4
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ligature which can be detected a6 a geameinaadl fagture eardar as a textural

feaiure when scanning orimaging the tooth 502. The preparation margin line

505is also skeichec or drawn on ihe die 502 with ae caer qresting contrast io

the oglor of the die and/or the backoround.

Fi

Figs. Sf-fm) shaw a number of texture scans fromdifferent viewooints of an

imressian af a sumber of teeth, where one of the festh is a prapared: tooth

S02. The impression of the prepared ingth 602 showsthepreparation margin

Rne 505 which is a fesiure which can be detected as a geamelnecal feature

0 ander as a textural feature when scanning or imaging ihe impression of the

prepared tooth 502. The preperation margin line can also be sketched or

drawn on the inipression with a color creating contrast to the color of the

impression and/or the background.

Fig. 8 shows an. exampleof texture weaving,

Fig. Ga) shows an example where a number, e.g. three, texture images 615

havea been acquired of a person's face from different viewpoints, and where

the texture images $15 have been assembled info a composite ar compound

20 texture image, The transitions 616 between the diferent texture images 15

can be seen, since the colors ar tones are nol ihe same on the borders of the

diferent images o15.

Fig, Gb) shows an example where the single taxture images 615 from fig. 6a}

have been subjected to tecture weaving, such that the fransisiens G16 which

25 were domingnl in lig. Sa} cannot or hardly cannol be seen in the final

provessed fexture image 617. The colars and iones.of the different texture

images 615 have been smoathed out in the final lexture image 617 such that

the colars and tones maichat ihe borders of the diferent texture ilamges 675.

ta mt
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Figure 7 shows an example of a selun for scarming a looation using a first

and & seeond hoht source. in this example, the ayaten’ is configured for

acquiring digital reprasentations of a _— ode! or an impression of the
focation, In the following, the system is oribed in relation io @ physicaltnodel of the foaation, Gulthe decroton‘provided is equally valid for the
acquistion of digital regreseniations from an impression of the location,

The optical assembly 720 of the system comprises a First light saures 721. &
second light source 722 and first set of cameras 72901, 7202. The optical axis

of the first ight source and the ontical axis of the se@cerel light source

imersecis in a scan volume. The sean plate 7241 is arranged such that a

physical madel 724. placed on this stan olate is within this scan volume.and

ihe physical mode! can be Hluminatee! by light from the first light source 724

and from the secored ight source 722. The first set of cameras 7291, 7232

are arranged suoh thattheir photosensie&aiamenia 7321, 7322 can receive
Rght Rom the scan volume, such as light reflected from the physical model

7e4 dieced on ike sean tlate edt. The system further comprises

mecharios, such as a cositioning unit (net included in tha igure for sunplicihy)

for icansiating anclar rotating the scan plate 7241 and harice the physical

moxiel 724 and ihe optical assembly 720 Mlative to each other, Thé first Hgat

source fal may be a monachramato laser. The second light squrce 722 may

he broadband light source, such as a white ight source, or a light souros

providing Jight at muliple distinc! wavelengths, such as a Hoh! source

comprising @ number of diodes amitting light at differen! wavelenaths. For

some apgications, the lohtbaniited from the second light source is preferably

difusive allowing for a detailed detection of the lextura of a feature on the

physical model, such as-e.g, surface roughness ala margin line,

The 35 cigtal representation. comprising geametrioal data may be aoquicd

by soanning such a moncohrome laser of the first light source 721 over the

location #24 while recording the signais reflected frorn fhe location to the first

set of cameras 7237, 7232.
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The aysiem can be used far the siepa the mefhad according te ihe present

invention relating fo scouring the 2D digital repreaseniaidan campfising

textural data and the SD digital rempresantatiniscompising gacmatical data

The system may be configured such that the 30 digital representations

comprising geametrical data is acquired before the 2D digital representalion

comprising textural data.

Both cameras of ihe dirst set.of cameras may be used for the acqusition af a

20 image of the 2D digital rapreseniation comprising textural data, such that

the time used for acquiring a 2D dig#al representation comorising a large

number of the 20 Images is reduoead. The use. af 20 images acquired fram

Hoth cameras may require a detaled knowledge of the postion and

orientation of the cameras relative to the iecation.

A desired coverage af the location may be obtained by acquiring the 20

digital represenigtan comprising fexture. dala and fhe. 30 digital

representation comprising geometrical data of ihe location fram a number of

cderent swiewpaints. The SD digital representation may be accauired by

collecting individual paris of the SD digital reprasentatian from a number of

viewnolnis. The individual parts of the SD digital representation may then be

merged. to form the 3D digital representation camoprising gaomelrical date of

the location. Each individual part may be analyzed to detect a fight pattern

using @ Sfanderd tacking algerthmWhen the light pattern is known,

polentiaiy with gub-pike! precision, the corresponding 3D coordinates oan be

recoratrucied using WeH-KNOWN Draiective goomeiry, A precise Tecorisuctint

ol the 3D coordinaies usually requires a high quality of the cameras andlight

souree cakbration, Subsequently ihe 3D ccordingles reconstructed from the

individual paris relating of {he 3D digital representation acquired al the same

orat diferant viewpoints may be margec, Tha merging may be gerformed by

combining the individual parts taking into consideration iheir relative position.

Finally the 3D coorcinaies may be triangulated using a standard triangulation

algorithm to form the final geometry of {he 3D digital represeniaiian.
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A regisiration of a part of ihe 2D digilal representation comprising textural

data into fhe 20 digial napraseniatian of the ioealion may provide a SD macial

comprising textural data. Thea 2D images of the 2D digtal representation

camorising fextucal data may beregistred inte the SD mode! ane by ane, or

the textural dala fram the ons ar more 2D digital representations may be

caumbined to provide a GD models feature which then can be apolied to the

3D digital reoresenialions comprising geomerical data.

The acquired digts! rapreseniatians may be analysed in a digital signal

processor or microprocessor, The analysis may be perfornned in realtime.

Figures @ to 10 show schematic overviews of some configurations of the

second fight source thal are capable of emifting ight with Hts Intensity

dishiboted over & range of wavelengths. Such configurations may be

advantageous when the textural date of the features. are defined using

SNarent colors.

When @ feature js definad by 6.g. & colorad ne drawn by @ user on 3

physical model of the location, the feature wil only providea sirang reflection

of ight with @ wavelength corresponcing to the color of the dine. For exarnple,

ared ling on a physical model only reflects rad light and ihe Hight emiited from

{he second light scurce must include wavelenathe in Hie red range in order ta

have a reflection framthe red ine of this Feature.

The exampins of Figures 6 to 10 deseribe configurations where three colors

are used to celine diferent paris of a feature or diferent feature, bul this

ehoice is only far Nastrabive gurpcses,

in’ Figure 8, the ascond light sourne 22 comprisesay an array of dindes

comprising a number of first ciecdes 826 erithing light with a wavelengih in

the rec) range, @ number of second? diodes Sef emilting ligt wilh a

waveiengih in the green range, and a number of third diodes S28 emitting
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ight with a wavelength in the blue range. A diffuser 826 fs arranged io

orovide Ss diflusion of the light amitted from the array of diodes such ihat the

physical model $24 arranged on the scan plate S241 is ihuminated by a beam

8221 comprising diffuse light. from the second lighr source. The difuser can

Fi be fabricated from cpalizged plastic or glase of a few millimeters thickness, Al

diodes of the array are driven fo emi light continously by @ control unit

configured for-controfling the array of diodes. The control unit is nol shown in

the figure for simplicity, The santrol unit can optionallyalso be configured for

canlrating ing first set of cameras 8231, 8232. The frat set of cameras S231,

‘0 8232 are arranged fo receive light reflected from the physical model 824

nigced on the scan nlate 8241.

The cameras 8231, 9232 of the first set of carneras are color cameras such

that Hqht-at all the wavelengihs emitted from the array of diccies can be

detected by the camera and identified from the wavelength of the individual

{5 signals.

Such a design of ihe optical assmbiy is advantageous for acquiring textural

data from @ physioal modelon which a first, a second, anc a third feature are

defined using red, green, and bive color, resgectively. The rad part of the 2D

image acquired by ihe color cameras relates to the first feature, the green

20 partio the second feature, and the blue part to the third feature, The different

paris In each acquired 2D image are henos related to the different Tsatures

and information for all three features can be derived from one 2D image.

Several color 2D images acquired from different relative Viewpoins may stl

be neeed i) arder in ablain fhe desired coverage.

25 This atrangemernt with cantinuously having ight eamilied from all three lyoes

af diades, Le. al all three wavelengihs, in the secund ligh! source and color

carreras. in the first set of cameras may have the. advantage that each

goqured 2D digital representation of thea physical model can provide textural

data of féalures delined using the different oolors. Acquisition of textural date

ta as relating to. ciferent features can hence be performed in parallel.
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Figure9shows a aystenr where the aray of dindes is similar to the aray ofSiodes Hhustrated in — 8. The diodes of the array are however driven
sequentially Instead of continuously as described in Figure 8. The dindas

may be driven such thet ihe physical model al any Hmecoanly is inated

Fi fram one tyne of the diodes, Le Huminated with light al one wavelandghtvey
THe cortiral uri eresures thal ine first, adoordt! and third diades 926, ae?, 828

amis Hight sequentially, such that the physical mode! is Numinafedby a
sequence of light signals, where the sequence e.g. may be first wavelength,
second Wavelength, third wavelength. The sequence may be repeated 4

‘0 number of times, such as uns lor each relative arrangement physical model

and the second light source and the cameras. The difuser 926 of the second

ight souros G22 provides that the light in the bean: 9221 emeraing fom the

second light source is. diffusive.

The acquisition of £0 digital representations using the cameras 9251, 9232

'S and the driving of the diodes af the second light sourceG22 is med such that

a 20 cloital senreseniation is acquired for every siep in the sequence of fight

signals. A 2D digital representatian is hence acquired for each of the

wavelengths that is amitied by the array of diades. Since ganh of thease 2D

digital represeniations is sorteiated fo 4 Single wavelangih tram ine second

20=ight souree, there is no need for color cameras, and the cameras S231, S232

may be monochrome cameras.

A oolored line wil appear dark grey In a 2D image acquired by the

monochrome cameras when the second Nght source amis Bght with a

wavelength which is outside the wavelength range where thie color rafients

25 ight. A dine Raving a color which Matches a wavelength of the fight emittec

from the secand fight source will appear Hight gray in ihe acquired 2D image.

Standard procedures for pracessing a grayscale 2D image comprising light

grey and darkgrey ines can than be applied ioldentify the color of the drawn

ines from thelr monochrome sopearance in 2D digtal representations that

ta mt are acquired. whie Hluminating the physical model with light at the diferent

waveienghis of the secand light souros.
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This arrangement of ine second light source and ine firat set of carnaras may

have fhe advantage [haf a ohysioal model can be scanned using three colors

io provide ihree times the infarmatian which can be assessed with one oolor

only, while stil using the more simple monochromecameras. Infarmation

Fi fgialing to three diferent features from the sane physical model of the

jooalion may be obisined and distinguished from each other using

monoohrams. oamers.

For thé green channe), tis aparcach may double the amount of information,

while far ite blues and red channels, we have 4 times as much infonnation

‘C0 Totally, ihle gives 0.82 4. 2°.25" = 3 times.

The reduced complexity of the scanner when using monochrome cameras

may be at the expance of an axtended process time since the textural data

are acquired sequentially instead of in parallel as seen in Figure 8.

in Figure 10, the second light source 1G2¢ camprises a white light source

1020 and a diffuser 1025 arranged in provide-a diffusion of the light emitted

from the white Hoht source 1630 to provide a diffused light beam 10221. The

20 firsisel of cameras 10231, 10232are color cameras.

The white light souros 1030 is capable of emilfing Hght over a wavelength

range which covers the blue to ror wavelengths, such thal rec green, ane

blue colar oan be used to identify diferent iaatures on the physical modal.

The cameras 10st, 102ae may be color cameras, in which case the syst

25.  anty dif Jers frony thatof Figure @ wih respect to the secanedlight source.

An gitermative fo using oolor cameras, is fo usa mesiichrome carneras anc

piace filers, such as Sayer fiters in thé optical path befween the scan

ta mt volume arc the cameras. The Bayer SNers then gravide a correlation

belween ihe pasiion on the photosensiiive elements 10321, 10822 where a
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signal is received and the wavelengih of the reneivead signal. Only a number

of the pixels ‘of fhe pnoloysensitive alemeanis JO327, 1OG22 wall revaice red

Roht. while others will recelve only orsen fight and others will only rensive

blue light. A caliorstion wherein the ohotesensitive slerneriis TOS21, 1032¢

are expased fo monocromalic jight sources (red, green, blue) though the

Bayer filers establishes the wavelengtf-pixel correlation. such thai the

signals detected by the ciffenwit pixels of the photosensitive elements 103524,

10222 are linked to the different colors of the ight refleated by the chysical

model 1024. The correlation may be stored in the first Set of cameras or in a

digital signal processor unit used for analysing the 2D dighal reoresentations

acquired bythe Tirst set of cameras:

in Figure 10, the filters sould be arranged between the sean plate 1G241 and

the photosensitive Aements 10821, 10822 of he cameras 10231, 1282.

The white light source fOS0-shoule then preferably be capable of emvilting

hoht over a wavelength range which covers the blue to réd wavelengins, 1.8:

ihe entire wavelengih span of the Bayer fitter,

This desian of the system has the advantage, [hat the slectronios is more

simple than ihet of the design ilustrated in Figure 9 ard that the

representations can be acquirad as fast as in ihe design of Figure &.

Golor cameras are ofien made from a monochrome CGD chip and a Bayer

iter ayrangedin frant af this chin.

Figure 11 shows pictures of the oplical assembly of a sysiem accarding fo

ihe present invention,

The pictures are taken from different anges and show the components of the

optical assembly. The first light source S121 is @ red laser aritting light ata

wavelength of 650 nm. The cameras 11237, 1t2S2 of ihe first set of cameras

are arranged at opposite sides of the first light source T121 fo enable a

stereo imaging of the surface of a physical model 1124 arranged al the scan
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plate 11241. The sesond light sourne 1122 has a diffuser 1125 arranged to

provide that ihe sinitied Hqih is diffuse. Hers the SD digital rebresentation

comprising geometrical data and tha 2D digital represantation comprising

textural data are acquired using the first set of cameras T1231, 11232. The

lst ight source T12t and the sesoand Nght source Tt22 are arranged ala

diferent angles relaiive to the scan olate 11241 such that ight fram both hght

sources. can be reflected from. a physical modal Jto4 atthe scan plate

towards the cameras 11237, 77252.

in. one Sonfiguration af the aptcal assembly, the second light source 1122

has diodes thal amits light at e.g. red, green. and blue wavelengths, where

the diodes are driven ia emil light sequentially, The cameras Pedi, Teed

may then be monochrome cameras.

in-one configuration of the optical assambly, the secand light source 1122

has diodes that continuolusly emis while light during the acquistion of the 20

digital representation. The cameras if2dt, T?282 may then be cdler

cameras, such that features marked in different colors can be distinguished

inthe @oquied £D cigita! representation. The colar cameras 11231, 71282

may heave color filer arrays (CRA) arranged In a Bayer-tyoe arrangement in

front of their phopsensitive element in this case, the spatial resolution

provided by light al green wavelengths is bwice ihe spatial resalution provided

by light at red and blue wavelengifs, such that fer sorne anplications 1 could

be preferred fo use & green laser instead of a rad laser as the first light

souros J1ST,

Figure f2 shows examples of an arrangement of the array of diodes in the

second fight sours.

in gure 12h is usirated an arrangement of red diodas 12501, green dindas

'2502 and blue diodes 12503 in @ Sx12 array on @ circuit board 1250 with the

red, green and blue diodes arranged similar to the distributions of these

colors in a Bayer iter.
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Figura T2b shows a ginfure of a cirmunt board 1250 of second light light=

source, where the white diodes 12504 are arranged in a 4X10 array.

Figure 12 shows a schemaitc of a sysiem using Rwo-ghotun fluersacence for

acquiring a combined OD digital representation comprising both gaometrical

data and textural date.

A feature is definad on the physical model 1$24 of the location using a paint

drink comprising a fluorescent maternal coniqured for iwo-photdn excitation

and ihe first ght saurce 1321 emits ight al.a wavelegth in the infrared ranges.

When fwo infrared photons are absorbed, a photon. in the visiole range is

amitted fram the feature.

The 30 representation acquired by deteating the reflected infrared photons

from the location can directly be cornbined with the SO represeniation

acquired by detecting the fluorescence Irom ihe feature.

A feature on comprsing a fluorescent material having an excitation band

including the wavelength of ihe first light sources TS21 may provide a Stoke

shit of ihe wavelength of the first ightsource. In contrast, the light reflected

fram ithe location mainiains iis wavelength Using various optical

configurations known to the skilled persian it is ihen possible to extract both

the geometrical data and the texture data using onlythe first light source to

lluminate the iscatian.

Since the fluoresoance typically is orciers of magnitudes weaker than the

rellacted lighi ii may be adwanlageos lo detect the reflected light using the

fyst set of oarneras, while the lucrsscence signal is detected using a sesund

set of carneras. The second set of cameras may comprise a filter arranged to

binock Sight within the wavelenght of the first ight souroa, or Alters may be

placed befween fhe location and the secand sal of cameras.
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Several paris of the optical assemblies dlustrated in Figures 7 to 13 can also

be integrated in a handheld scander, where the changes between diferent

relative arrangements of ihe systert and the incation (or a model or

impression of the location) is obtained by moving ihe hancheid scanner. The

integration in a handheld scanner may require thal some of the camponeanis

af the system are reduced in size. In a handheld soanner sysiem, a digital

siqmal prooessor ar a microprocessor configured for analyzing ihe acquired

20 digital represantations may be slaced in the seanner handle or in a

separaie processing Dox,

Figure 14 shows contrast enhancement for 2D images of a ohysical madel of

the lonation.

Here the location isa tooth preperation and the SD object @ restoration, such

as @ crown ora bridge. The physical model is a die of the prepared toath on

which die the margin line has been marked using a pen. Each 2D image of

the aequred 20 digital representation is processed to enhance the visibility of

the margin line (he feature) before ine 2D digital renresantation is grojected

onic the SD digital rspreseniation comprising geometrical data. Same image

processing may also be performed aller iNis projection. For this physical

model, the cantrasl anhanceent appears io be best for ainka values in the

range O.2 to 0.6. When the 30 spline of the margin ling has been extracted

frorr-the textural deta, the restoration is modaied using standard techniques

Figuré 15 shows a texture atlas fer a physioal model of a tooth preperation.

The texture atlas is farmed by combating image paiches from 2D images

acquired of the physical model. The images patches 18421, 18422, 18423,

thde4. and iSaée5 cavers the marging line 1543 marked on the ohysical

model using a pers, with the numbering indicating. the order of the 2D

images alang the margin Uns.
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Texture weavirig has bean apdiied io asaure that the fexture of the image

patches is ssamiless, which e.g. can be seen in 2D image 15425 where the

bright efanagied geation 15426 Is-due in the somewhat brighter appearance

ofthe neighboring paten 15421.

When projected enio he 3D digital representation, the position of the isature,

L@ the margin fine 1543, can be extracted in the form of a 30spling.

Figure 1@ shaws screen. shots from-computer software used for inplementing

iho methad accarding to the-aresent invention.

The fegture is here.a margin ine drawn on a physical model of a prepared

tooth. A GD digital representation compriang geametrcal data 1644 and a

combined 3D digital representation comprising geormetind data and textural

cata 1645 as aeen from the seme (vidual) position relative to ibe digital

representations. in the combined SD digital repressniation where the textural

deka are prolected ante the 30 digital representation camirising: gearnetrical

data, the margin line 184¢ can be seen. From this combined SD digital

representation, @ 30 spine of the margin ine can be extracted using

omputer iyipleeniad algorithms.C5

Figure 1% shows screen shots from computer sofhvare used far implementing

ihe melhioad acnordingto the present invention.

This figure shows part of a 30 spline extracted from the textural data of the

aecuired 2D digital representation. The SD spline 1748 following the fealure

af the location, La. the margin line, is derived aulomatioally fram ihe texture

daia of ihe 20 digital representation by projecting the 2D digital

reprasentatian onic the 3D digital rapresenfaiion comprising gsomatrical

data.
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aFigure 7b shows & close-up of the extracted 3D apling 1746 with oontrol

paints 1747. The form ofthe 3D spline can be adjusted by moving the contra

ports 174 relative te the 3D cigital rapreseniation of the teoth preperation

The 30 modeling of the restoration, ie. of the SD obiect, may carmprise a

delining the surfaces of (he restoration based on the 3D digital representation

cumprising geometrical data and tram a targel shape of the restaration, while

using the SD. spline fo-celine the shace ofthe restoration in fhe partdacing

the rnarging ling:
Be

Although some embodiments have been described and shown in detail, {he

invention is not resivicted to therm, but may also be embodied in olhar ways

within) ff scone ofthe sublect matter cisfinad in the following ofaims. in

particular, itis to be understood that other embodiments may be ullised ang

slfuciural and Tunctienal madifications may be made without departing fram

the scope ofthe oresent invention

In device clams. anumerating several means, several of {hase means can be

embodied by one and the same ilem af hardware. The mere fact that cert

measures are recited in mudually diferent dependent claims or described In

ferent armbodiments doses not indicate that a. cambinatian of theseoS

measures cannot be usedta advantage.

should be emphasized that the fern “comornses/samprising’ when used in

this soeciHication is taken to epecify the presence of stated features, integers,

siepsor comporienis bul does not precludesthe presenos or addition of one

or more other features, integers, steps, components or groups thereo!,

The fealures of ihe: method described above and in the follawing may be

imiplesmeried in software and carried oul om a data processing sysiem ar:

other processing moesns caused by the exeoutien of computer-execulabis
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msiruatians. The instructions may be pragrarn once means loaded in 4

marmory, such asa RAM, fram a ainrage medium or fro another computer

Wa & oomputer network. Alternatively, the described features may be

implemented by hardwired circuitry gistead of software or in combination with

sofavare,
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Claires:

1. Amathod for 2D modeling of a 30 object anlapied to be inserted In or worn

by a patient, wherein the method comprises :

- acquiring a 3D digital representation of atleast a part al ihe location where

the 30 objectis adapted to be arranged, where the 3D digital representation

comprises gaometrical data of the location:

- acquiring a 2D digital representation af aljeast a part ab ihe ioealion where

the oblect js. adaptecl io de arranged, where ihe 2D digital representation

comprises textural dala relaling fo one or mors fealures of the lucalign;

where a desired coverage of the location is cblainad by acauiring each of the

20 digtal representalion comprising fextural data and the aD digital

yapresaniatian comprising geometrical data from one or more different

viewpornts Pelalive to ihe jooation:

~ algring the 20 digital representation comprising textural data and the 3D

digital reoresentation comprising geometrical data;

- combining at least a part of the 2D digital regresentalion comprising textural

dala end the 3D digital representation eamprisiig geometrical data tc obtain

a combined 3D digital representation camprising both gpomatriaal data and

fextival date of the Inoations:

- Wigualizing {he combined 3D representation camprising ihe geomeincal dats

and the textural data of fhe location; and
sm

- 82D modeling the 3D object such that he modaied 3D object is aclanted to

be insried in ar worn by a patient. where Saki GD modeling apples

information of the one ar more features from the acquired 2D. digital

representation comprising textural data.
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2 The mathad according te {ha preceding ciaim, wharem the matned

comprises extracting the information of the ane or more features tramthe 2b
®

digital renresentation comprising textural data.

2. The mathad according to any al the preceding claims, wherein extracting

the information af ihe ane ar more features is performed auiomatically.

4. The methed accerding fo any of the preseding claims, wherein the 20

digital representation is acquired by accisring ons or more 20 images af 4

physios! model of tre tocation or of an impression of ihe localion, and/or by

acquiring 20 images directly of the location.

5. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the part of

the 20digital representation comprising textural data which is combined! with

the 20 dighal represeriation comprises one of more sections of the 22

images. of the acgiured 20 digital representation.

&. The mathod according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more sections of the 2D images are the sections thal relates te the feature of

the location.

*. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the method

comprises translating one or more @D features from the 2D ciaital

representation comprising textural data ite one or more SD features,

&. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein ihe one or

more 2D features comprises. a 2D paint, a 2D curve ora 2b smiine.

9. The method according fo any of the preceding cisims, wherem the one or

more 3D features cornorises a 3D coir, a 8D curve or a 3D soline.
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10. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein combining

jhe 20 digit! represeriation and the 3D dighal resreseniatian to obtain a

combined 30D digi! napraseniaton comprisss proiecting tha extracted

infermetion from the 2D digital representation ontiy the 302 digital

C74 feoreseniation.

Vi. The method accerding fo any of Ihe preoecing claims, wherein the SD

digital representation is aoquirad by scanning a physical model of the

focation, by scanning an impression of the location, and/or by performing a

fC direct ecanning of thelocation.

12. The method according to any of the oreceding claims, wherain acquining

the 3D dighal representation comprising geometrical data of the location and

the 2D digital Penn comprising textural data of the location is
‘6 performed by means ofa em adapted far acquiring geometrical date anc

textural data.

13. The method according to any of the preceding claims, where the system

comprises ar acquisifion unit configured far acquiring the digital

20s representations of the lacatian and @ positioning unit configured for

positioning the jocation relative fo {he saquistion uni, anc the meted

comorises arranging the location, a physical model of ar an impression af the

lonation, in ration ta the system,

25. 14. The method accarding to any of the preceding claima. where the location

is guiomalically fepositiened relative to the acquisition unit during the

acquisition of ihe 2D dighal representation commrising textural dala and

during the aoquisition af the SD digital representation comprising gaomatrical

data, such thal af jeast one of the digital representations. is acquired

ta mt automatically from a numberof diferent viewpoints and the desired coverage

is ablained.
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1S. The methad accaading to any af the preceding olanns, where said

poaifioning unl provicias the automatic repositioningof the locatian relative to

the Accuision urHh

16 The method accerding to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 30

modeling of the 3D object is performed aufomaticaily based on the one or

more isatures,

iy, The method according to any of the previous clainis, wherein the 3D
wld

modeling comprises defining one.ar more.edges of the 2D object based on

the information.

18. The mathod according to any of ihe previous clainis, wherein the mathad

comprises providing 9 30 model of the 3D object, anc the 30 madeling

comprises adapting the provided 30 model of the 3D oblect basad on the

infonnation.

1S. The method according ta any of the previous claims, wherein sald

provided 3D mocial is orovicied fram a lbrary.

20. The method according fo any of Ihe previous claims, wherein the

acdaping of the provided SD rode! of the SD object comprises shaping the

edgas of the providad SD modal afithe SD ohiact based on the informatian,

21. The method according to any of ihe preceding claims, wherein the SO

abject is adapied to replace an anatomical ableoiof the patient's body.

22. The method according io any of the preceding claims, wherein the 30

abject iS adapied to be inserted ino body cavity af ihe patient
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23. The method according t any of the preceding claims, wherein the

incation is the mouth of the patient

e4, The method according to any af the preceding claims, wherein the

localion is one or more teelh of the patient

25. The mathed according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein the

lonation is an ear canal of the patient.

26. The method accarding to any ofthe preceding Gaims, whereinextracting

infonnation ef ore or more features of the focation comprises feature

detection.

ef, The method acaerding to any of the prececing claims, wherein the

extraction of informaton of features is performed by detecting Tealures which

are present on iis combined 30 digital reoresentation and/or on the SO

digital representation comprising geometrical data.

28. The method according fo the preceding claim, wherein feature detection

comprises examining every pixel In one or more of the-cigital representations

io. defeot if there is al least part of 3 fsalurs preserit at hat pixel,

23. Tha method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more features are selected from fhe group of ines, contours, curves; edges,

fidiges, comers, and points,

80. The method according to any of the preceding claims wherein the fealure

comprises identification marks arrangsd within a substantially closad eciga of

the feature
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21. The method aecording fo any of the preceding claims wherein said

idenification marks are selected fram the group of concerircally arrariqed

qreles, crosses, squares, Wlangles, the number of alemants in the

idenification mark, such as the number of dots.

32. The method accerding to.anyof the pressding claims, wherein the one or

more ipatures comprises a margin ne ofa prepared tooth or die.

38, The method @ccarding to any of the prececling clans, wherein the one or

more fegiures comprises the shades of the patent's teeth,

a4. The method acoorcing io any of the preceding claims, wherein the ane of

more features are drawn onthe location, on @ physinal model of ihe location,

or on an impression of the location by @ user prior io the acquisition of the 2D

digital represeniation comprising textural data.

26. The method according to any of ihe preceding claims, whersin the 30

obiect compnseas a removable parfal denture, and the ans or mare Taaturas

aré isior conmectors, clasps anci/or retention ands. such that the 3D

modeling comprises defining one. or mare edges of the removable partial

denture from the 3D features,

38. The method sooording to any of the preceding claims, wherein the SD

oblect comprises an orthodontic appliance or brackel, and the one or more

features are bracket posianis}, screw position(s), metal framework, plastic

ootshelves, shells, bie plates, push rods, ancvor springs.

SF. The method accarding fo any of the pracecing daims wharein the 30

modeling comprises defining the brackel oosifions and/or ihe screw position

fram the 30 feature.
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38. The mathad aooording to any of the preoeding Gaims, wherein diferent

features are drawn with dNisrent colers by the user.

So. The method accerding to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

feature ig. a borderine between diferent stuctures of the location.

46. The mathed according fo any of the prececiing claims, wherein the

jieature is a borderline between diferent materialsof the location.

41. The method according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein acquiring

the 3D digital representation comprising geometrical data.gnd acquiring ihe

2D digital representation comprising textural data are pevfarmed sequentially.

42, The method according to any of ine preceding ciains, wherein at least

one of the digital representations is acquired by Huminaling at least part of

the location, 6 ahysical mode! of the location, dr.an immression of the location

with fot.

40, The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the Nght

used fo acquire alieast one of the digital representations is multlepeciral fight

comorising light af N wavelengths, wherein the number N is equal to er larger

than 2.

44. The method according to any of the prececiing claims, wherein the

method comorises using diferent calors or color cades fo identify diferent

ligatures, where tne differant colors or solor codes carresnond io the N

wavelengths of the mulitasectral light.

45. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the N

wavelengths in the mullispectral ight are provided ira sequence,
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48. The methad acaading fo any of the preceding olaimns, wherein N is 3

such that ihe mulispeotral ight cemprises light al a first wavelangth, ighata

second wavelength, and light aha third wavelength.

a7. The methed according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein the

sequence isdirst wavelength, second wavelength, and third wavalengih

48. The mathad according to any of the preceding ciaims, wherein the first

second and. thc wavelsnaihs are in the red, green, and blue range. of

wavelenghis, reapectively,

&8. The method according fo any of ihe preceding claims, wherein the N

wavelengths in the multispectral ight are provider simultaneausly.

50. The method according to any of ihe oreceding claims, ayherein the N

wavelencins in the mullensotral lentars praviced in a white flaht source.

51 The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein a 2D

image is acquired for each of said N wavelengths.

82. The method according lo any of the preceding claims, whersin a 2D

image is acquired for each of fhe red, green and blue light.

58. The method accarcing to any of the preceding Gaims, wherein the 20

Hagee acquired for each of the N wavelengths in the mulisgectral lighi are

suiohed tugether Info a cammoan 20 image, such thal the 2m cigital

ropresentalion comprises one or more common 2D images, cach common

2D image comprising 2D imagesacquired at each of the N wavelenghis.

54. The method accarding fa any of the preceding claims, wherein ihe

method comprises texture weaving, whch commises weavirg the ore or
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more [matures together between neighbor 2D images based an the textural

data of the 2D digital representation.

55, The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises laser modulation of the lighi Lised for acquiring the SD

digital regreseniaiion comerising geometrical data.

§6. The method according to any of the preasding ciaimns, wherein acquiring

the Geometrical data is perforned by means of a fist Jight source, and

acquiring ihe textural dala is perlarmed by means of a second light saurce.

5?. The methad according fo any of the preceding clans, wherein the

second light sours comprisas an array of diodes, whare the array of dindas

comprises a number of first diodes, a number of second diades and 4

number of third diodes, where the frat. Second diodes and third clades are

adanied fo amit ight at a firsi, second and third wavelength, respectively,

88. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

second fight source comprises a difuser arranged to provide a diffusion of

the emilted light, such as a dilusian of the light emitted from a white fight

source ar from an array af red, green and blue diodes.

55. The method accoring io any af the preosding caims, wherain the

positioning unit comonses alasta Nvo-anis motion system such thal ihe

pasiioning af the localion during We aecquisitian of the 30 dighsl

representation comprising gsametrical dala and the 2D digital representation

comprising textural data is perforrned auiornatically by means of the al least

g two-axds ination system.
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60. The method according ts any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises providing a face sean of the patiert. for fweditaiing

visualizing the result of the modeling of the 30 object.

Fi 81. The method accarding to any of ihe preceding claimis, wherein the 3D

digital representation comprising deornetrical data of the location, ancd/ar the

2D dighal representation comprising textural data of the location is/are

obtained by means of a SD fans scan.

iG 068. Fhe methed accarding fa am of the. preceding claims, wherein the

method is adapted to be used for 3D mocieling within dentistry.

63. The mathed according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein dentistry

comprises restorations, iunplants, orthodontics, such as bracket placement

and apolances, and removable partial deniures.

64. The method according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method js aclapted to be used for 30 mosieling af hearing ald devings.

20 665. The method according fo any of the preceding claims, wherein the

igature defines {he boundary of an inner face or an outer face of the hearing

aid devins. the pasiiinn or cross sectional shane of the vent, or an |D-tag for

the hearing aid device,

25 86. The method according io any of the previous claims, wherein said

information is exirateti by an operator from the visualged combined GD

representation comprising both qecmelioal data and lextural data.

67. The meihed according to any of the preceding claims, where) the

ta mt method ig implemented on a canyouier program product comprising program

code means for causing @ daia processing system {to perform ihe meihad of
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any one of ihe preceding claims, when Savi orogram code means are

execuled on the data processing sysiem.

68. A method for 3D modeling of a 3D object adapted io be inserted in or

worn by a patient, wherein the method comprises:

~ acquiring a 3D digital reoresentation of at least a part of a location al which

the object Is acapied fo be arranged. where the 30 digital ragresentation

oomorises geometrical data of the location;

- acquiring a 2D digital rapreseriiation of al Jeast a part af ihe location where

the object is adapted to ba arranged, where fhe 2D digital represantation

comprises textural data of the location;

where tie acquisition of the 20 digital representation comprising textural data

and of the SD digital represeniation camprising geometrical dala is performer!

by renosiioning thelocation and acquisitian. means relative io sack ather for

oblaining a desired coverage af the location;

~ Signing and combining at least a part af the 20 digital represeniation

comprising todural data and the 2D digital representation comprising

geematical data fo obtain a cambined SD cigiial representation camprising

both geometrical data and textural data of ihe docation:

- vigualizing ihe combined 3D represantaiion comprising the geametrical dala

and ihe textural date ofthe looation: ard

- apolying informiaiion of one or more features fram the 2D digital

representation comprising textural dala of fhe location, when 3D modeling

the SD ablect.
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69. The method apoording ie ary af the preceding claims, where the location

iS automatically repositioned relative fo an acquistion unit during the

acquisition of the 2D oigital representation oomoprising textural data anc

diving the acquisition of the 3D digital raprasentation comprising geamelrinal

dala, such thal at least one of the digits! represeniations is acquired

auiomatically from a number of didlerent viewgoinis and the desired coverage

is obtained.

72, A computer program product comprising program cedie means for

causing @ dala precessing system te perform the method of any ene of the

preceding claims, when sald srogram cocle mears are executed on the date

Pracessing SySiay,

fi, A computer program product eacerding to the previous claim, camprising

@ compulerreadable medhiny having stored here on the program code

Mans,

fa. A sysiern for 3D modeling of a 3D-oblest adapted fo be Inserted in or

worn by a patient, wherein the system comprises:

~an Humination unit configured for Huminating at keast part of a soan volume

of the system,

~ af soquistion unit configured for acquring a 2D. digifal representation

eomprising textural data arc a 30 digttal representation comprising

geometrical deta of a incation arranged in the scan vohime;

» a frst digital signal processor unit configured for:

* analyzing the acquired 2D digital represerfations and 3D digital

representations.

# @ligning the 2D digital representation and the SD digital renresentatan:

and
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® combining at least part of the 2D digital representation and the 39

digital representation to obtain a combined 3D digital representation

comprising bath geometrical data and textural data of the lonation;

~ @ visualization device for visualizing the combined 3D representation

comorising the geometrical data and the textural data of Ihe Incatinn: and

~@ Second digital signal processor unit configured for 3D movsling the 3D

abject such ihat the modeled 3D oblect is adapted io be inserted In or worn

by & patient, where sacl 30D modeling somprises applying information from

the acquired 20 digital representation.

73. The system according to claim 72, wherein parts of he system, such as

fhe acquisition unit, the pasitioning unit, and the first and second fight

sources, are provided in a SD acanner.

74. The system according to claim 72 or 73, wherein the first and/or the

second digital signal pracessar unit js configured for extracting the

information of the one or more features from the 2D digital representation.

7S, The system. according fa any of clattins 72 to 74, wherein the first end

second digital processer uniis are integrated paris of @ digifal signal

processing device.

76, The systern according to any of claims 72 to 7S, wherein ihe acquisition

unit comprises:

~ Means for acquiring & 2D digital rapresentation of at jeast 8 part of a

gestion arranged in sani soar volume, where the 30 digital reoreseniation

comprises geometrical data of the location; and

~ means for acguiring a 20 digital representation of at feast a part of a

jocation arranged In sai? scan volume, where the 20 digital representation

comprises textural data of the location.

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE $4}
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77. The system acconiing to any of clainis 72 ta 76, wherein the acquiaition

unit camprises a firsi set of carneras arranged arranged fo receive light from

the scan volume and fo ecquire both saki 3D digital representation

comprising gsometrical data and. said 2D digital representation comprising.

teyiural data from a lonation.

78. The system according to any of claims 72 to 77, wherein the Numination

unt comprises 6 first light sourse adapted for providing light for ihe

acquisiien of geometrical data of a location, and asec ond light source

adapted for providing light for ihe acquisition of textural data,

79. The aystern according to any of ihe claims ¢2 to 78, wherein ihe optinal

axis of the firal ight source and the aptioal axis of the second light source

intersects iq the scan volume.

80. The system accarding fo any of claims 72-to 79, wherein the first light

source comprises & monochromatic laser emitting light at a firet laser

waveiengih,

#1. The system according io any of claima 72 to 80, wherein te first laser

wavelength is iv ihe green nange of wavelengths, in the red range of

wavelengths, or in the blue range of wavelengths, ar in the infrared range of

wavelengths.

Se. The system according [6 any of claims (2 fo 81, wherein the second light

Source comprises a broadband light-saures, such as a whi light source,

83. The system according fo any of claims 72 to 82, wherein the acquisition

unit fs cerfigured for acquiting textural date for No diferent features of a

location, where each features has a uniqe coler or color code, and for

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE $1)
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distinguising belween said N different jeatures basad on said color or color

code.

84. The system aconrding to any of claime 72 to 83, wherein the second light

source is configured for emitting light that allows features having a unide

color ar color code to be idertifiad from an acquired 20 cigtal representation

based on the wavelength of te Eight emitted fram the sscond light source,

85. The sysiem accarding to any of claims 72to 84, wherein the secand ght

sourte comprises an array af diades, where the array of diodes comprises 3

number of frat clodes, a number of second diodes anda nugnber of third

diodes, where the first, sacond diodes and third diodes are adapied to emit

light al a first, second and third diode wavelength, respectively.

8&6. The sysiem according to any of claims 72 to 85, wherein the second light

source comprises a diffuser arranged to provide a diffusion of tha eamitied

hoht.

8?. The system acconiing to any of dane 72 fo 88, wherein af least one of

the cameras in the first set of cameras comprises a colar camera comprising

a color Hier array (CFA) arranged in a Bayertype arrangement in front of a

photosensitive element configured to defect electromagnetic signals

88. The systern according te any of claime 72 to 87, wherein af least one of

the cameras in the first set of sameras is a monochrame camera.

89. The system accarding fo any of claims 72 fo 88, wherein the system

comprises a scan plate arranged such that a location arranged on said scan

plate is positioned in said scan volume.

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE $1)
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80. The system according fo any of claims 72 fo 88, wherein the system

comprises a posifioning unit configured for positioning the incation in a

number of different postions and/or orientations relative to ihe acquisition

unt,

Si, The system according fa any of claims 72 to 90, wherein the positioning

weit is configured for al feast fwo-axis motion of the scan plate such that

acquisition of the 3D digital representation comprising geometrical dala and

of the 2D digital representation. comprising textural data from @ number of

viewpoints car be performed automatically.

52. The system according to any of claime 72 to O41, wherein the system

comprises @ corral unit configured for controlling the array of diodes and the

poslioning Uni.

93. The system according to any of claims 72 fo 92, wherein the control unit

is configured fo provide that the first, second and third clodes amlts light

sequentially, such thet a sequence of light signals are amitted.

4. The sysiem accarding to any of cisims ¥2 fo 93, wherein the sequence fs

first wavelength, second wavelength, and third wavelength.

85. The ayaterm according to any of claims 72 to 94, wherein the control unit

is configured to provide thal the sequence fe repeated a number of tines,

such as ane time far each relative arrangement af ihe optical assembly and

the. scan plate.

$6. The eysfem according to any of cisins Fe to 95, wherein the first, second

and third diodes are arranged according to a Bayer arrangement.

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE 91)
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oY. The system aocording fo any of claims 72 to SS, wherein the digital signal

processor is configured for realtime analysia of the acquired 2D digital

representations and SD digital representations.

$8. A system for penorming 3D modeling of a SD object adapted ts be

inserted in or worn by @ patient, wherein the system cornprises:

~ Teena for Boquiring a 3D digital representation of at least a part of the

iocalion where ite 30 object is adapted tc be arranged, where the 30 digital

represeniation comprises gsomatrical date of the location;

- means for acquiring a <0 digital representation of at jaast a part of the

focalian where the object is adanied io be arranged, whem the 2D digital

representation comprises textural date relating to Gre or more features of the

pcan,

where a desired coverage of ihe location Is oblained by scauiring each of (he

20 digital representation cormising fexdural data and the 3D digital

represeniation comprising geometrical dais from a number of different

viewpaints relative ta the location:

- means for aligning the 2D digital representation comprising textural data

and the. 3D digital representation comprising geometrical data:

~ means dar combining af least @ part of the 2D digital representation

comprising textural defa and the 3D digital represantation comprising

geometrical data to obtain a combined 3D digital representation comprising

both geometrical date and textural data of the location:

~ means for visualizing the combined 3D representation comprising the

geometrical data and ihe textural data ‘of the locatinnand

~greane for SD modeling [ha 3D object auch that the modeled 3Dobject is

adapied fo be insered in ar worn by a patient, where sail 3D modeling

applies information of the one or more features from the acquired 2D digital

representation camprising textural data.

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE St)
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1. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AIA first to invent provisions.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

2. Claims 11, 17, 20, 22-24 and 29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112

(pre-AIA), second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and

distinctly claim the subject matter which the inventoror a joint inventor, or for pre-AIA the

applicant regards as the invention.

Regarding claim 11, the phrase “such as” renders the claim indefinite because it is

unclear whether the limitations following the phrase are part of the claimed invention. The

resulting claim does not clearly set forth the metes and boundsof the patent protection desired.

Regarding claim 17, it is unclear what is meant by the phrase “comparing the derived

surface color information of sections of the captured 2D images and/orof the generating sub-

scans of the object ...... " (emphasis added) due to the confusing nature of wordings therein. It is

unclear what exactly are being compared dueto the use of alternative language.

Regarding claim 20, the phrase “the colorfilter array” of line 2 lacks a proper antecedent

basis.

Regarding claim 22, the phrase “the color filter array” of line 2 lacks a proper antecedent

basis.

Regarding claim 24, the phrase “the pattern gencrating clement”of linc 2 lacks a proper

antecedentbasis.

Regarding claim 29, the phrase “the colorfilter array” of line 1 lacks a proper antecedent

basis.
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Claims not specifically mentioned above are rejected by virtue of their dependency on a

rejected claim.

Claim Rejections - 34 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the applicantfor patent or (2) a patent granted
on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant
for patent, exceptthat an international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall
havethe effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States onlyif the
intemational application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2) of such
treaty in the English language.

4, Claim(s) 1-4, 13, 17, 19, 25, 26 and 27 is/are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as

being anticipated by Colonna de Lega (US 2012/0140243; hereinafter Colonna).

Regarding claim 1, Colonna showsin Fig.1 the following elements of applicant’s claim: a

multichromatic light source (paragraph 60) configured for providing a multichromatic probe

light for iuminationof the object; a color image sensor (paragraphs 25, 61, 107) comprising an

array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said

object; wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a focus plane along an

optical axis of the focus scanner and capturing a series of the 2D images, each 2D imageof the

series is at a different focus plane position such that the series of captured 2D images forms a

stack of 2D images (paragraphs 4, 57-58); and a data processing system (122) configured to

derive surface geometry information for a block of said image sensor pixels from the 2D images

in the stack of 2D images captured by said color image sensor, the data processing system also
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configured to derive surface color information for the block of said image sensor pixels from at

least one of the 2D images used to derive the surface geometry information (paragraphs 4, 107).

Regarding claims 2-3, the limitations therein are disclosed in paragraphs 4 and 107 of

Colonna.

Regarding claim 4, Colonna discloses the use of a pattern generating element (106).

Regarding claim 13, the limitations therein are disclosed in paragraphs 58 and 107 of

Colonna.

Regarding claim 17, as far as the claim is understood, the limitation therein is disclosed

in paragraph 107 of Colonna.

Regarding claim 19, the limitation therein is disclosed in paragraphs 107-108 of Colonna.

Regarding claim 25, Colonna showsin Fig.1 the following elements of applicant’s claim:

a multichromatic light source (paragraph 60) configured for providing a multichromatic probe

light; and a color image sensor (paragraphs 25, 61, 107) comprising an array of image sensor

pixels for capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object, where at least for

a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color information and surface geometry

information of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one 2D image captured by said

color image sensor (paragraphs 4, 107).

Regarding claim 26, the methodssteps therein are inherently disclosed by Colonna.

Regarding claim 27, the limitation therein is disclosed in paragraph 57 of Colonna.
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5. Claim(s) 1-11, 13, 17-19, 21, 25-28 and 30 is/are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C.

102(e) as being anticipated by Fisker et al (US 2012/0092461).

Regarding claim 1, Fisker et alshowsin Fig.1 the following elements of applicant’s

claim: a multichromatic light source (110; paragraph 151) configured for providing a

multichromatic probe light for iluminationof the object; a color image sensor (180; paragraph

152) comprising an array of image sensorpixels for capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight

received from said object; wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a

focus plane along an optical axis of the focus scanner (paragraph 30) and capturing a series of

the 2D images, each 2D imageoftheseries is at a different focus plane position such that the

series of captured 2D images forms a stack of 2D images (paragraphs 194, 246); and a data

processing system (paragraphs 10, 151) configured to derive surface geometry information for a

block of said image sensor pixels from the 2D imagesin the stack of 2D images captured by said

color image sensor, the data processing system also configured to derive surface color

information for the block of said image sensor pixels from at least one of the 2D images used to

derive the surface geometry information.

Regarding claims 2-3, the limitations therein are disclosed in paragraphs 10 and 151 of

Fisker.

Regarding claim 4, Fisker discloses the use of a pattern generating element (130).

Regarding claim 5, the limitation therein is disclosed in paragraph 10 of Fisker.

Regarding claims 6-8, the limitations therein are disclosed in paragraphs 92, 114, 253-

254 of Fisker.

Regarding claims 9-11 and 30, the limitations therein are disclosed in 157-158 of Fisker.
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Regarding claim 13, the limitation therein is disclosed in paragraphs 151 and 157 of

Fisker.

Regarding claim 17, as far as the claim is understood, the limitation therein is disclosed

in paragraph 157 of Fisker.

Regarding claim 18, the limitation therein is disclosed in paragraph 154 of Fisker.

Regarding claims 19 and 21, the limitations therein are disclosed in paragraphs 155 and

157 of Fisker.

Regarding claim 25, Fisker showsin Fig.1 the following elements of applicant's claim: a

multichromatic light source (110; paragraph 151) configured for providing a multichromatic

probe light; and a color image sensor (180; paragraph 152) comprising an array of image sensor

pixels for capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object, where at least for

a block of said image sensor pixels, both surface color information and surface geometry

information of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one 2D image captured by said

color image sensor (paragraphs 10, 151).

Regarding claim 26, the methods steps therein are inherently disclosed by Fisker.

Regarding claims 27-28, the limitations therein are shownin Fig.1 of Fisker.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. The following is a quotation of pre-ATA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis forall

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the inventionis not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the priorart
are suchthat the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousatthe time the invention was made
to a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not
be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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7, Claims 21 and 28 is/are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Colonna de Lega.

Regarding claims 21 and 28, the specific scheme and configuration utilized would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of meeting different design requirements

and achieving the particular desired performance.

Allowable Subject Matter

8. Claims 12, 14-16 and 31 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim,

but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the

base claim and any intervening claims.

9. Claims 20 and 22-24 would be allowable if rewritten to overcome the rejection(s) under

35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), 2nd paragraph, set forth in this Office action and

to includeall of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

10. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. Banyayet al (9,212,898) is cited for disclosing a device for three dimensional

confocal measurement. Kocherscheidt et al (9,456,754) is cited for disclosing a device for

recording three dimensional images of a dental object.

11. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to KEVIN PYO whosetelephone numberis (571)272-2445, The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri (with flexible hour), First Mon.off.
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Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using

a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicantis

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR)at

http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Georgia Y. Epps can be reached on (571) 272-2328. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct-uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

[KEVIN PYO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2878
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Patent

Attorney's Docket No. 0079124-000111

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Patent Application of Group Art Unit: 2878

Bo ESBECHetal. Confirmation No.: 6247

Filed: July 28, 2015

For: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING

)

)

)

Application No.: 14/764,087

)

)

)

COLOR )

AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

In response to the Official Action (non-final rejection) of July 17, 2017, kindly amend the

application as follows.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS:

The followinglisting of claims will replace all prior versions andlistings of claims in this

application.

LISTING OF CLAIMS:

1. (Currently Amended)A focus scanner for recording surface geometry and

surface color of an object, the focus scanner comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probelight for

illumination of the object,

a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or

more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a focus plane along an

optical axis of the focus scanner and capturing a series of the 2D images, each 2D imageof the

series is at a different focus plane position such that the series of captured 2D images forms a

stack of 2D images; and

a data processing system configured to derive surface geometry information for a block

of said image sensorpixels from the 2D imagesin the stack of 2D images captured by said color

image sensor, the data processing system also configured to derive surface color information

for the block of said image sensor pixels from at least one of the 2D images used to derive the

surface geometry information;
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wherein the data processing system further is configured to combining a numberof sub-

scans to generate a digital 3D representation of the object, and determining object color ofa

least one point of the generated digital 3D representation of the object from sub-scan color of

the sub-scans combined to generate the digital 3D representation, such that the digital 3D

representation expresses both geometry and color profile of the object, and

wherein determining the object color comprises computing a weighted average of sub-

scan color values derived for corresponding points in overlapping sub-scans at that point of the

object surface.

2. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, wherein the data

processing system is configured for generating a sub-scan of a part of the object surface based

on surface geometry information and surface color information derived from a plurality of

blocks of image sensor pixels.

3. (Canceled)

4. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, where the

scanner system comprises a pattern generating element configured for incorporating a spatial

pattern in said probelight.
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5. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, where deriving

the surface geometry information and surface color information comprises calculating for

several 2D images a correlation measure between the portion of the 2D image captured by said

block of image sensorpixels and a weight function, where the weight function is determined

based on information of the configuration of the spatial pattern.

6. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 5, wherein deriving

the surface geometry information and the surface color information for a block of image sensor

pixels comprises identifying the position along the optical axis at which the corresponding

correlation measure has a maximum value.

7. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 6, wherein

generating a sub-scan comprises determining a correlation measure function describing the

variation of the correlation measure along the optical axis for each block of image sensor pixels

and identifying the position along the optical axis at which the correlation measure functions

have their maximum value for the block.

8. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 7, where the

maximum correlation measure value is the highest calculated correlation measure value for the

block of image sensorpixels and/or the highest maximum value of the correlation measure

function for the block of image sensorpixels.
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9. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 6, wherein the data

processing system is configured for determining a sub-scan color for a point on a generated

sub-scan based on the surface color information of the 2D image in the series in which the

correlation measurehas its maximum value for the corresponding block of image sensorpixels.

10. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 9, wherein the data

processing system is configured for deriving the sub-scan color for a point on a generated sub-

scan based on thesurface color information of the 2D imagesin the series in which the

correlation measure has its maximum value for the corresponding block of image sensorpixels

and onat least one additional 2D image.

11. (Currently Amended) The focus scanner according to claim 10, where the data

processing system is configured for interpolating surface color information of at least two 2D

imagesin a series when determining the sub-scan color,such-as-aninterpetatienefsurface

lor ing. : £ aie ia 2D 4 . ies,

12. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 10, wherein the

data processing system is configured for computing an averaged sub-scan color for a numberof

points of the sub-scan, where the computing comprises an averaging of sub-scan colors of

different points.
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13. (Canceled}

14. (Canceled)

15. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, wherein the data

processing system is configured for detecting saturated pixels in the captured 2D images and

for mitigating or removing the error in the derived surface color information or the sub-scan

color caused bythepixel saturation.

16. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 15, wherein the

error caused by the saturated pixel is mitigated or removedbyassigning a low weight to the

surface color information of the saturated pixel in the computing of the smoothed sub-scan

color and/or by assigning a low weight to the sub-scan color computed based on the saturated

pixel.

17. (Currently Amended) The focus scanner according to claim 1, wherein the data

processing system is configured for comparing the derived surface color information of sections

of the captured 2D images and/or of the generated sub-scans of the object with predetermined

color ranges for teeth andfor oral tissue, and for suppressing the red componentof the derived
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surface color information or sub-scan color for sections where the color is not in one of the two

predetermined color ranges.

18. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, where the color

image sensor comprises a color filter array comprising at least three types of colorsfilters, each

allowing light ina known wavelength range, W1, W2, and W3respectively, to propagate

throughthecolor filter.

19. (Currently Amended) The focus scanner according to claim [[1]] 18, where the

surface geometry information is derived from light in a selected wavelength range of the

spectrum provided by the multichromatic light source.

20. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 19, where the color

filter array is such that the proportion of the image sensorpixels of the color image sensor with

color filters that match the selected wavelength rangeof the spectrum is larger than 50%.

21. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 19, wherein the

selected wavelength range matches the W2 wavelength range.

22. (Currently Amended) The focus scanner according to claim [[19]] 18, wherein the

color filter array comprises a plurality of cells of 6x6 color filters, where the colorfilters in
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positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell are of the W1 type, the colorfilters in positions (2,5) and

(5,2) are of the W3 type.

23. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 22, where the

remaining 32 color filters in the 6x6 cell are of the W2 type.

24. (Currently Amended) The focus scanner according to claim [[23]] 4, where the

pattern generating element is configured to provide that the spatial pattern comprises

alternating dark and bright regions arranged in a checkerboard pattern.

25. (Previously Presented) A focus scannerfor recording surface geometry and

surface color of an object, the focus scanner comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probelight, and

a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or

more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color information

and surface geometry information of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one

2D image captured bysaid color image sensor.

26. (Previously Presented) A methodof recording surface geometry and surface

color of an object, the method comprising:
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obtaining a focus scanner according to claim 1;

illuminating the surface of said object with multichromatic probelight from said

multichromaticlight source;

capturing a series of 2D images of said object using said color image sensor; and

deriving both surface geometry information and surface color information for a block of

image sensorpixels at least partly from one captured 2D image.

27. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, wherein the same

series of 2D imagesis taken from one passof the focus scanner along the optical axis.

28. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 1, wherein the

multichromatic light source, the color image sensor, and at least a portion of the data

processing system are included in a hand held unit.

29. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 19, where the color

filter array is such that the proportion of the image sensorpixels of the color image sensor with

color filters that match the selected wavelength range of the spectrum has a proportion that

equals 32/36, 60/64 or 96/100.
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30. (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 10, wherein said at

least one additional 2D image comprises a neighboring 2D image from the series of captured 2D

images.

31, (Previously Presented) The focus scanner according to claim 12, wherein the

averaging of sub-scan colors of different points comprises a weighted averaging of the colors of

the surrounding points on the sub-scan.

32. (New) The focus scanner according to claim 11, where the interpolationis of

surface color information of neighboring 2D imagesin a series.

33. (New) A focus scanner for recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the focus scanner comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probelight for

illumination of the object,

a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or

more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a focus plane along an

optical axis of the focus scanner and capturing a series of the 2D images, each 2D imageof the

series is at a different focus plane position such that the series of captured 2D images forms a

stack of 2D images; and
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a data processing system configured to derive surface geometry information for a block

of said image sensor pixels from the 2D imagesin the stack of 2D images captured bysaid color

image sensor, the data processing system also configured to derive surface color information

for the block of said image sensor pixels from at least one of the 2D images used to derive the

surface geometry information, and

where the data processing system further is configured to detecting saturated pixels in

the captured 2D images and for mitigating or removing the error in the derived surface color

information or the sub-scan color caused by the pixel saturation.

34, (New) The scanner system according to claim 33, wherein the error caused by

the saturated pixel is mitigated or removedbyassigning a low weight to the surface color

information of the saturated pixel in the computing of the smoothed sub-scan color and/or by

assigning a low weightto the sub-scan color computed based on the saturated pixel.

35. (New) A focus scanner for recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the focus scanner comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probelight for

illumination of the object,

a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or

more 2D imagesoflight received from said object, where the color image sensor comprises a
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color filter array comprising at least three types of colors filters, each allowing light in a known

wavelength range, W1, W2, and W3respectively, to propagate throughthecolor filter;

wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a focus plane along an

optical axis of the focus scanner and capturing a series of the 2D images, each 2D imageof the

series is at a different focus plane position such that the series of captured 2D images forms a

stack of 2D images; and

a data processing system configured to derive surface geometry information for a block

of said image sensorpixels from the 2D imagesin the stack of 2D images captured by said color

image sensor, the data processing system also configured to derive surface color information

for the block of said image sensor pixels from at least one of the 2D images used to derive the

surface geometry information,

wherethe data processing system further is configured to derive the surface geometry

information is derived from light in a selected wavelength range of the spectrum provided by

the multichromatic light source, and wherethecolorfilter array is such that its proportion of

pixels with color filters that match the selected wavelength range of the spectrum is larger than

50%.

36, (New) A focus scanner for recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the focus scanner comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probelight for

illumination of the object,
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a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or

more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a focus plane along an

optical axis of the focus scanner and capturing a series of the 2D images, each 2D imageof the

series is at a different focus plane position such that the series of captured 2D images forms a

stack of 2D images; and

a data processing system configured to derive surface geometry information for a block

of said image sensorpixels from the 2D imagesin the stack of 2D images captured by said color

image sensor, the data processing system also configured to derive surface color information

for the block of said image sensor pixels from at least one of the 2D images used to derive the

surface geometry information;

wherethe color image sensor comprises a color filter array comprising at least three

typesof colorsfilters, each allowing light in a known wavelength range, W1, W2, and W3

respectively, to propagate throughthe color filter and the filters are arranged in a plurality of

cells of 6x6 color filters, where the color filters in positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell are of the

W1type, the color filters in positions (2,5) and (5,2) are of the W3 type.

37, (New) The focus scanner according to claim 36, where the remaining 32 color

filters in the 6x6 cell are of the W2 type.
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38. (New) A focus scanner for recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the focus scanner comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probelight for

illumination of the object,

a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for capturing one or

more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

wherein the focus scanner is configured to operate by translating a focus plane along an

optical axis of the focus scanner and capturing a series of the 2D images, each 2D imageof the

series is at a different focus plane position such that the series of captured 2D images forms a

stack of 2D images; and

a data processing system configured to derive surface geometry information for a block

of said image sensorpixels from the 2D imagesin the stack of 2D images captured bysaid color

image sensor, the data processing system also configured to derive surface color information

for the block of said image sensor pixels from at least one of the 2D images used to derive the

surface geometry information, where deriving the surface geometry information and surface

color information comprises calculating for several 2D images a correlation measure between

the portion of the 2D image captured by said block of image sensor pixels and a weight

function, where the weight function is determined based on information of the configuration of

the spatial pattern, and identifying the position along the optical axis at which the

corresponding correlation measure has a maximum value,
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wherethe data processing system further is configured for determining a sub-scan color

for a point on a generated sub-scan based on the surface color information of the 2D image in

the series in which the correlation measure has its maximum value for the corresponding block

of image sensor pixels and computing an averaged sub-scan color for a numberof points of the

sub-scan, where the computing comprises an averaging of sub-scan colors of surrounding

points on the sub-scan.

39, (New) The focus scanner according to claim 38, wherein the averaging of sub-

scan colors of surrounding points comprises a weighted averaging of the colors of the

surrounding points on the sub-scan.
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REMARKS

Allowable Subject Matter

The Office is thanked for the indication that claims 12, 14-16, 20, 22-24 and 31 contain

allowable subject matter.

Independent claim 1 has been amendedto incorporate the subject matter of allowable

claim 14 (and intervening claims 3 and 13). Accordingly, claim 1 is respectfully requested to be

allowed. All claims depending from claim 1 are further respectfully requested to be allowed.

New independentclaim 33 has been added. Claim 33 relates to subject matter of

allowable claim 15. Entry, consideration and allowance of claim 33 are respectfully requested.

New independentclaim 35 has been added. Claim 35 relates to subject matter of

allowable claim 20 (and intervening claims 18 and 19). Entry, consideration and allowance of

claim 35 are respectfully requested.

New independentclaim 36 has been added. Claim 36 relates to subject matter of

allowable claim 22 (and intervening claim 18). Entry, consideration and allowance of claim 36

are respectfully requested.

New independentclaim 38 has been added. Claim 38 relates to subject matter of

allowable claim 12 (and intervening claims 5, 6, and 9, where the “different points” recitation in

claim 12 is modified to “surrounding points”). Entry, consideration and allowance of claim 38

are respectfully requested.

Accordingly, all independent claims in the application are based on subject matter that

the Office has indicated to be allowable. Allowance of the application is respectfully requested.
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New Dependent Claims

In addition to the amendments discussed above, applicant has added:

new dependentclaim 32, which is based on the “suchas...” recitation deleted

from claim 11;

new dependentclaim 34, support for which may be found in claim 16;

new dependentclaim 37, support for which may be foundin claim 23; and

new dependentclaim 39, support for which may be found in claim 31.

35 USC 112

Claims 11, 17, 20, 22-24, and 29 stand rejected under 35 USC 112 as being indefinite.

Without acquiescing to the rejections, the Office is respectfully requested to consider

the above claim amendments. Withdrawal of the rejection is requested.

35 USC 102 - Colonna

Claims 1-4, 13, 17, 19, 25, 26, and 27 stand rejected under 35 USC 102(e) as anticipated

by Colonna (US 2012/0140243). This rejection is respectfully traversed.

Without acquiescing to this rejection, the rejection has been rendered moot by the

amendmentsto claim 1. The rejection is respectfully requested to be withdrawn.
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35 USC 102 - Fisker

Claims 1-11, 13, 17-19, 21, 25-28, and 30 stand rejected under 35 USC 102(e) as

anticipated by Fisker (US 2012/0092461). This rejection is respectfully traversed.

Without acquiescing to this rejection, the rejection has been rendered moot by the

amendments to claim 1. The rejection is respectfully requested to be withdrawn.

35 USC 103 — Colonna

Claims 21 and 28 stand rejected under 35 USC 103 as being unpatentable over Colonna.

This rejection is respectfully traversed.

Without acquiescing to this rejection, the rejection has been rendered moot by the

amendmentsto claim 1. The rejection is respectfully requested to be withdrawn.

Conclusion

Should any questionsarise in connection with this application, it is respectfully

requested that the undersigned be contacted at the number indicated below.

Respectfully submitted,

BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC

Date: 17 November 2017 By: /Travis D. Boone/
Travis D. Boone

Registration No. 52635

Customer No. 21839

(703) 836-6620
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First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

a

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
 

Paymentinformation:

Deposit Account 024800

Authorized User Denise Miles 

The Director of the USPTOis hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
 

37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)
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37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

37 CFR 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.492(a) (Basic national fee only)

File Listing: 

Document sae . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number DocumentDescription File Name Message Digest|Part /.zip| (ifappl.) 

133309

17-11-17-AMENDMENT.pdf 9db40d4affOf4cbff3 83 09al 8202feaBbaf58q
90 

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

DocumentDescription 

Amendment/Req. Reconsideration-After Non-Final Reject

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

Warnings: 

Information:

Extension of Time 17-11-17-EOT.pdf 1759131199321 681 eSt07addao8Sa5c1
73728

  
Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 6 1dSd9b 1de1 fc1a68a85a202fa334436dF24)
3ebd

    
Warnings: 

Information: 

TotalFiles Size(in bytes} 256905 
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidencesreceipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown onthis AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11}
Approved for use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required ta respond ta 2 collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.
Application or Docket Number Filing Date

ENTITY: taRce CJ smatt. DO micro

APPLICATION ASFILED - PART|

CYcom

[FoR] NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA a FEES37 CER 1.16{a), (b), or ic
L_] SEARCH FEE

'37 CFR 1.16 1}, or {my

OU EXAMINATION FEE37 CFR 1.16{0), (p), or fq
TOTAL CLAIMS
(37 CFR 1.16(i))
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS
(37 CFR 1.16(h))

(JAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(s))

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155
for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a}(1)(G} and 37
CFR 1.16(s).

(J MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.18%)

If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0"in column 2. || TOTAL Po
APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

ColumnColumn2)Column
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

11/17/2017 AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA RATE(8) ADDITIONALFEE($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

ae8feetes—«dY~«de-CC”
Premorey[6[me[=3__]-3____||[xo0-_1260

TOTAL ADD'L FEE 1660
|_| PL(Column2)|tii

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA RATE($) ADDITIONALFEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total =
[ireffrusPe

Independent * =
cremePLMirusPoe

L)Apoicaton Size Fee (97 OFR 1.189) eeee
Oo FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) |fFPo

* if the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O" in column 3. LIE

AMENDMENT

AMENDMENT
“ If the "Highest NumberPreviously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20". Moliki | May
“““ If the "Highest NumberPreviously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3”.

e “Highest NumberPrevicusly Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO tc
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to ccmplete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NCT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

you need assistance in completing the form, call 7-800-P70-9199 and seleci option 2.
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Document code: WFEE

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Sales Receipt for Accounting Date: 12/04/2017

MMAY22 SALE #00000001 Mailroom Dt: 11/17/2017 024800 14764087
01 FC : 1201 1,260.00 DA
02 FC: 1202 400.00 DA
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

21839 7590 12/28/2017

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC PYO, KEVIN K
POS'T OFFICE BOX 1404

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404 PAPER NUMBER
2878

 
   

DATE MAILED: 12/28/2017

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/764,087 07/28/2015 Bo ESBECH 00791 24-0001 11 6247
TIPLE OF INVENTION: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 S960 03/28/2018

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
TIMS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITITIDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT TIE INITIATIVE OF TITK OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALLor MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity statusstill applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shownabove, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

 

l‘or purposes ofthis notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount ofsmall entityfees.

Il. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO)with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing mayoccur dueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an cquivalcnt of Part B.

If. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Maintenance fees are duein utility patents issuing on applicationsfiled on or after Dec. 12, 1980. It is
patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. More informationis available at
www.uspto.gov/PatentMaintenanceFees.

Page 1 of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asindicated unless corrected belowor directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"formaintenancefee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
21839 7590 12/28/2017 . l hereby certify that this Kee(s) I'ransmittal is being deposited with the United

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC States Fostal Service with sufficientpostagefor first class mailin an cnvclope7 r addressed to the Mail Stop address above, or being facsimile
POST OFFICE BOX 1404 transmitted to the USPTO (471) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404 (Depos:tor's name}

(Signature)

(Date) 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/764,087 07/28/2015 Bo ESBECH 00791 24-0001 11 6247
TITLE OF INVENTION: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

APPIN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUR FEE DUR PUBLICATION FRE DUR|PREV. PAID ISSUE FER TOTAT. FRE(S) DUR DATE DUR

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 S960 03/28/2018
  

maT|GASES

PYO, KEVIN K 2878 250-208100

L. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page, list

CER1.363). (1) The names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 1
Lj Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence or agents OR,alternatively,Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 2(2) The name of a single firm (having as a member a

registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. Ifnonameis 3
listed, no name will be printed.

LY "bee Address"indication (or "Kee Address” Indication form
‘TO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or morerecent) attached. Use of a Customer

Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignce data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has becn filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CTR 3.11. Completion ofthis form is NOT a substitute forfiling an assignment.

  
 

 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Ld individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity LY Government

da. The following fee(s) are submitted: Ab. Payment ofFee(s): (Pleasefirst reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
L] Issue Fee LI A checkis enclosed.

LI Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) Ly Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038is attached.
Lj Advance Order- # of Copies (} The director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits anples y 8 q iy y: vy

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copyofthis form).

5. Changein Entity Status (from status indicated above)
Lj Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue

fee paymentin the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

Ly Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE:Ifthe application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be takento be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.
  
Ly Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entidement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE:This form mustbe signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements andcertifications.

  
Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.

Page 2 of 3

PTOL-85 Part B (10-13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. OMB0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
14/764,087 07/28/2015 Bo ESBECH 0079124-0001 11 6247

21839 7590 12/28/2017

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC PYO, KEVIN K
POS'T OFFICE BOX 1404

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404 PAPER NUMBER
2878

 
   

DATE MAILED: 12/28/2017

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applicationsfiled on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA)calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)G@) to eliminate the
requirement that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See
Revisions to Patent Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer
providing an initial patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to
provide a patent term adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant
approximately three weeks prior to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the
patent. Any request for reconsideration of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term
adjustment) should follow the process outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and
Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency
request to collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration
date for the agency to display on the instrumentthat will be used to collect the information and (11) requires the
agencyto inform the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR
1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The informationis required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering. preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box
1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to
respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the gencral authority for the collection of this information 1s
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the informationsolicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may notbe able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of
proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the cxtent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required
by the Freedom of Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whomthe record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter ofthe record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security revicw (35 U.S.C. 181) and for revicw pursuant to the Atomic Encrgy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAas part of that agency's
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority
ot 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations
governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive.
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

8. A record fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application opcn to public
inspectionor anissued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law orregulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)
14/764 ,087 ESBECHETAL.

 Notice of Allowability Examiner Artnit StateMventorto File)
No

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue atthe initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1.XMThis communication is responsive to the amendmentfiled on 11/17/2017.

CO A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :

2. [1 An election was made by the applicant in responseto a restriction requirementsetforth during the interview on
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

; the restriction

3. ] The allowed claim(s)is/are 1,.2,4-12, 15-24 and 26-39. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybe eligible to benefit from the
Patent Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more
information, please see http:/Awww.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

 

4.XJAcknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or (f).

Certified copies:

a) All b)[1Some *c) [1] Noneofthe:

1. (1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. C1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin Application No.
3. K] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE”of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTHPERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. (] CORRECTED DRAWINGS( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(1 including changesrequired by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Comment orin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. [] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. KJ Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2. (1 Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6.KJExaminer's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. (J Examiner's CommentRegarding Requirementfor Deposit 7. (] Other .
of Biological Material

4. [] Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date .   
 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date
20171216
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Application/Control Number: 14/764,087 Page 2
Art Unit: 2878

1. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AIA first to invent provisions.

EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT

2, An examiner’s amendmentto the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may befiled as provided by 37 CFR

1,312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the

paymentofthe issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner’s amendment was given in an interview with Mr. Travis

Boone on 12/12/2017.

The application has been amendedas follows in view of expediting the allowance:

IN THE CLAIMS:

(1) Claim 25 is canceled.

Allowable Subject Matter

3, Claims 1-2, 4-12, 15-24 and 26-39 are allowed.

4, The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

Regarding claims 1-2, 4-12, 15-24 and 26-39, the priorart fails to disclose or make

obvious a focus scanner for recording surface geometry and surface color of an object

comprising, in addition to the other recited features of the claim, the details and functions of a

multichromatic light source, a color image sensor, a data processing system in the mannerrecited

in claim 1, 33, 35, 36 or 38.
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Application/Control Number: 14/764,087 Page 3
Art Unit: 2878

5. Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should beclearly labeled “Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance.”

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to KEVIN PYO whose telephone numberis (571)272-2445. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri (with flexible hour), First Mon. off.

Examinerinterviewsare available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using

a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR)at

http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Georgia Y. Epps can be reached on (571) 272-2328. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct-uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

Field of the application

The application relates to three dimensional (3D) scanning of the surface geometry

and surface color of objects. A particular application is within dentistry, particularly

for intraoral scanning.

Background

3D scanners are widely known from the art, and so are intraoral dental 3D scanners

(e.g., Sirona Cerec, CadentItero, 3Shape TRIOS).

The ability to record surface color is useful in many applications. For example in

dentistry, the user can differentiate types of tissue or detect existing restorations.

For example in materials inspection, the user can detect surface abnormalities such

as crystallization defects or discoloring. None of the above is generally possible

from surface geometry information alone.

WO2010145669 mentions the possibility of recording color. In particular, several

sequential images, each taken for an illumination in a different color - typically blue,

green, and red - are combined to form a synthetic color image. This approach

hence requires means to change light source color, such as colorfilters.

Furthermore, in handheld use, the scannerwill move relative to the scanned object

during the illumination sequence, reducing the quality of the synthetic color image.

Also US7698068 and US8102538 (Cadent Inc.) describe an intraoral scanner that

records both geometry data and texture data with one or more image sensor(s).

However, there is a slight delay between the color and the geometry recording,

respectively. US7698068 requires sequential illumination in different colors to form

a synthetic image, while US8102538 mentions white light as a possibility, however
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from a secondillumination source or recorded by a second image sensor,thefirst

set being used for recording the geometry.

WO2012083967 discloses a scanner for recording geometry data and texture data

with two separate cameras. While the first camera has a relatively shallow depth of

field as to provide focus scanning based on multiple images, the second camera

has a relatively large depth of field as to provide color texture information from a

single image.

Color-recording scanning confocal microscopes are also known from theprior art

(e.g., Keyence VK9700; see also JP2004029373). A white light illumination system

along with a color image sensoris used for recording 2D texture, while a laser beam

forms a dot that is scanned, i.e., moved over the surface and recorded by a

photomultiplier, providing the geometry data from many depth measurements, one

for each position of the dot. The principle of a moving dot requires the measured

object not to move relative to the microscope during measurement, and hence is not

suitable for handheld use.

Summary

One aspect of this application is to provide a scanner system and a method for

recording surface geometry and surface color of an object, and where surface

geometry and surface color are derived from the same captured 2D images.

One aspectof this application is to provide a scanner system for recording surface

geometry and surface color of an object, and wherein all 2D images are captured

using the same color image sensor.

One aspect of this application is to provide a scanner system and a method for

recording surface geometry and surface color of an object, in which the information

relating to the surface geometry and to the surface color are acquired

simultaneously such that an alignment of data relating to the recorded surface
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geometry and data relating to the recorded surface color is not required in order to

generate a digital 3D representation of the object expressing both color and

geometry of the object.

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probe

light for illumination of the object,

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for capturing

one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object, and

- a data processing system configured for deriving both surface geometry

information and surface color information for a block of said image sensor

pixels at least partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image sensor.

Disclosed is a method of recording surface geometry and surface color of an object,

the method comprising:

- obtaining a scanner system comprising a multichromatic light source and a

color image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels;

- illuminating the surface of said object with multichromatic probe light from said

multichromatic light source;

- capturing a series of 2D images of said object using said color image sensor;

and

- deriving both surface geometry information and surface color information for a

block of said image sensorpixels at least partly from one captured 2D image.

In the context of the present application, the phrase “surface color’ may refer to the

apparent color of an object surface and thus in some cases, such as for semi-

transparent or semi-translucent objects such as teeth, be caused bylight from the

object surface and/or the material below the object surface, such as material

immediately below the object surface.
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In the context of the present application, the phrase “derived at least partly from one

2D image’refers to the situation where the surface geometry information for a given

block of image sensorpixels at least in part is derived from one 2D image and

where the corresponding surface color information at least in part is derived from

the same 2D image. The phase also covers cases where the surface geometry

information for a given block of image sensorpixels at least in part is derived from a

plurality of 2D images of a series of captured 2D images and where the

corresponding surface color information at least in part is derived from the same 2D

imagesof that series of captured 2D images.

An advantage of deriving both surface geometry information and surface color

information for a block of said image sensorpixels at least partly from one 2D image

is that a scanner system having only one image sensor can berealized.

It is an advantage that the surface geometry information and the surface color

information are derived at least partly from one 2D image, since this inherently

provides that the two types of information are acquired simultaneously. There is

hence no requirement for an exact timing of the operation of two color image

sensors, which may the case when one image sensor is used for the geometry

recording and another for color recording. Equally there is no need for an elaborate

calculation accounting for significant differences in the timing of capturing of 2D

images from which the surface geometry information is derived and the timing of the

capturing of 2D images from which the surface color information is derived.

The present application discloses is a significant improvement over the state of the

art in that only a single image sensor and a single multichromatic light source is

required, and that surface color and surface geometry for at least a part of the

object can be derived from the same 2D image or 2D images, which also means

that alignment of color and surface geometry is inherently perfect. In the scanner

system according to the present application, there is no need for taking into account

or compensating for relative motion of the object and scanner system between
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obtaining surface geometry and surface color. Since the surface geometry and the

surface color are obtained at precisely the same time, the scanner system

automatically maintains its spatial disposition with respect to the object surface

while obtaining the surface geometry and the surface color. This makes the scanner

system of the present application suitable for handheld use, for example as an

intraoral scanner, or for scanning moving objects.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving

surface geometry information and surface color information for said block of image

sensor pixels from a series of 2D images, such as from a plurality of the 2D images

in a series of captured 2D images. |.e. the data processing system is capable of

analyzing a plurality of the 2D imagesin a series of captured 2D imagesin order to

derive the surface geometry information for a block of image sensor pixels and to

also derive surface color information from at least one of the 2D images from which

the surface geometry information is derived.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving

surface color information from a plurality of 2D images of a series of captured 2D

images and for deriving surface geometry information from at least one of the 2D

images from which the surface color information is derived.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving

surface geometry information from a plurality of 2D images of a series of captured

2D images and for deriving surface color information from at least one of the 2D

images from which the surface geometry information is derived.

In some embodiments, the set of 2D images from which surface color information is

derived from is identical to the set of 2D images from which surface geometry

information is derived from.
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In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for generating a

sub-scan of a part of the object surface based on surface geometry information and

surface color information derived from a plurality of blocks of image sensorpixels.

The sub-scan expresses at least the geometry of the part of the object and typically

one sub-scanis derived from one stack of captured 2D images.

In some embodiments, all 2D images of a captured series of images are analyzed

to derive the surface geometry information for each block of image sensor pixels on

the color image sensor.

For a given block of image sensorpixels the corresponding portions of the captured

2D imagesin the stack may be analyzed to derive the surface geometry information

and surface colorinformation for that block.

In some embodiments, the surface geometry information relates to where the object

surface is located relative to the scanner system coordinate system for that

particular block of image sensorpixels.

One advantage of the scanner system and the method of the current application is

that the informations used for generating the sub-scan expressing both geometry

and color of the object (as seen from one view) are obtained concurrently.

Sub-scans can be generated for a numberof different views of the object such that

they together cover the part of the surface.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for combining a

number of sub-scans to generate a digital 3D representation of the object. The

digital 3D representation of the object then preferably expresses both the recorded

geometry and color of the object.
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The digital 3D representation of the object can be in the form of a data file. When

the object is a patient's set of teeth the digital 3D representation of this set of teeth

can e.g. be used for CAD/CAM manufacture of a physical modelof the patient’s set

teeth.

The surface geometry and the surface color are both determined from light recorded

by the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, the light received from the object originates from the

multichromatic light source, i.e. it is probe light reflected or scattered from the

surface of the object.

In some embodiments, the light received form the object comprises fluorescence

excited by the probe light from the multichromatic light source, i.e. fluorescence

emitted by fluorescent materials in the object surface.

In some embodiments, a second light source is used for the excitation of

fluorescence while the multichromatic light source provides the light for obtaining

the geometry and color of the object.

The scanner system preferably comprises an optical system configured for guiding

light emitted by the multichromatic light source towards the object to be scanned

and for guiding light received from the object to the color image sensor suchthat the

2D images of said object can be captured by said color image sensor.

In some embodiments, the scanner system comprisesafirst optical system, such

as an arrangementof lenses, for transmitting the probe light from the multichromatic

light source towards an object and a second optical system for imaging light

received from the object at the color image sensor.
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In some embodiments, single optical system images the probelight onto the object

and images the object, or at least a part of the object, onto the color image sensor,

preferably along the sameoptical axis, howeverin opposite directions along optical

axis. The scanner may comprise at least one beam splitter located in the optical

path, where the beam splitter is arranged such thatit directs the probe light from the

multichromatic light source towards the object while it directs light received from the

object towards the color image sensor.

Several scanning principles are suitable, such as triangulation and focus scanning.

In some embodiments, the scanner system is a focus scanner system operating by

translating a focus plane along an optical axis of the scanner system and capturing

the 2D images at different focus plane positions such that each series of captured

2D images forms a stack of 2D images. The focus plane position is preferably

shifted along an optical axis of the scanner system, such that 2D images captured

at a numberof focus plane positions along the optical axis forms said stack of 2D

images for a given view of the object, i.e. for a given arrangement of the scanner

system relative to the object. After changing the arrangement of the scanner system

relative to the object a new stack of 2D images for that view can be captured. The

focus plane position may be varied by meansof at least one focus element, e.g., a

moving focus lens.

In some focus scanner embodiments, the scanner system comprises a pattern

generating element configured for incorporating a spatial pattern in said probelight.

In some embodiments, the pattern generating element is configured to provide that

the probe light projected by scanner system onto the object comprises a pattern

consisting of dark sections and sections with light having the a wavelength

distribution according to the wavelength distribution of the multichromatic light

source.
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In some embodiments, the multichromatic light source comprises a broadbandlight

source, such as a white light source

In some embodiments, the pixels of the color image sensor and the pattern

generating element are configured to provide that each pixel corresponds to a

single bright or dark region of the spatial pattern incorporated in said probelight.

For a focus scanner system the surface geometry information for a given block of

image sensor pixels is derived by identifying at which distance from the scanner

system the object surface is in focus for that block of image sensorpixels.

In some embodiments, deriving the surface geometry information and surface color

information comprises calculating for several 2D images, such as for several 2D

images in a captured stack of 2D images, a correlation measure between the

portion of the 2D image captured by said block of image sensorpixels and a weight

function. Here the weight function is preferably determined based on information of

the configuration of the spatial pattern. The correlation measure may be calculated

for each 2D imageof the stack.

The scanner system may comprise means for evaluating a correlation measureat

each focus plane position between at least one image pixel and a weight function,

where the weight function is determined based on information of the configuration of

the spatial pattern.

In some embodiments, deriving the surface geometry information and the surface

color information for a block of image sensor pixels comprises identifying the

position along the optical axis at which the corresponding correlation measure has a

maximum value. The position along the optical axis at which the corresponding

correlation measure has a maximum value may coincide with the position where a

2D image has been captured but it may even more likely be in between two

neighboring 2D images of the stack of 2D images.
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Determining the surface geometry information may then relate to calculating a

correlation measure of the spatially structured light signal provided by the pattern

with the variation of the pattern itself (which we term reference) for every location of

the focus plane andfinding the location of an extremum of this stack of 2D images.

In some embodiments, the pattern is static. Such a static pattern can for example

be realized as a chrome-on-glass pattern.

One way to define the correlation measure mathematically with a discrete set of

measurementsis as a dot product computed from a signal vector, / = (/1,...,/n), with

n> 1 elements representing sensorsignals and a reference vector, f= (f1,..., fn), of

reference weights. The correlation measure A is then given by

aapr=Sfi
i=1

The indices on the elements in the signal vector represent sensor signals that are

recorded at different pixels, typically in a block of pixels. The reference vector f can

be obtained in a calibration step.

By using knowledge of the optical system used in the scanner, it is possible to

transform the location of an extremum of the correlation measure, i.e., the focus

plane into depth data information, on a pixel block basis. All pixel blocks combined

thus provide an array of depth data. In other words, depth is along an optical path

that is known from the optical design and/or found from calibration, and each block

of pixels on the image sensorrepresents the end point of an optical path. Therefore,

depth along an optical path, for a bundle of paths, yields a surface geometry within

the field of view of the scanner, i.e. a sub-scan for the present view.

It can be advantageous to smooth and interpolate the series of correlation measure

values, such as to obtain a more robust and accurate determination of the location

of the maximum.
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In some embodiments, the generating a sub-scan comprises determining a

correlation measure function describing the variation of the correlation measure

along the optical axis for each block of image sensor pixels and identifying for the

position along the optical axis at which the correlation measure functions have their

maximum valuefor the block.

In some embodiments, the maximum correlation measure value is the highest

calculated correlation measure value for the block of image sensorpixels and/or the

highest maximum value of the correlation measure function for the block of image

sensorpixels.

For example, a polynomial can be fitted to the values of A for a pixel block over

several images on both sides of the recorded maximum, and a location of a

deducted maximum can be found from the maximum of the fitted polynomial, which

can be in between two images. The deducted maximum is subsequently used as

depth data information when deriving the surface geometry from the present view,

i.e. when deriving a sub-scanfor the view.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for determining a

color for a point on a generated sub-scan based onthe surface color information of

the 2D image of the series in which the correlation measure hasits maximum value

for the corresponding block of image sensorpixels. The color may e.g. be read as

the RGB valuesforpixels in said block of image sensorpixels.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving the

color for a point on a generated sub-scan based on the surface color informations of

the 2D images in the series in which the correlation measure has its maximum

value for the corresponding block of image sensor pixels and on at least one

additional 2D image, such as a neighboring 2D image from the series of captured

2D images. The surface color informationis still derived from at least one of the 2D

images from which the surface geometry information is derived.
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In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for interpolating

surface color information of at least two 2D imagesin a series when determining the

sub-scan color, such as an interpolation of surface color information of neighboring

2D imagesin a series.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for computing a

smoothed color for a number of points of the sub-scan, where the computing

comprises an averaging of sub-scan colors of different points, such as a weighted

averaging of the colors of the surrounding points on the sub-scan.

Surface color information for a block of image sensor pixels is at least partially

derived from the same image from which surface geometry information is derived.

In case the location of the maximum of A is represented by a 2D image, then also

color is derived from that same image. In case the location of the maximum of A is

found by interpolation to be between two images, then at least one of those two

images should be used to derive color, or both images using interpolation for color

also. It is also possible to average color data from more than two images used in

the determination of the location of the maximum of the correlation measure, or to

average color from a subset or superset of multiple images used to derive surface

geometry. In any case, some image sensor pixels readings are used to derive both

surface color and surface geometry for at least a part of the scanned object.

Typically, there are three colorfilters, so the overall color is composed of three

contributions, such as red, green, and blue, or cyan, magenta, and yellow. Note that

colorfilters typically allow a range of wavelengths to pass, and there is typically

cross-talk betweenfilters, such that, for example, some green light will contribute to

the intensity measured in pixels with redfilters.

For an image sensor with a colorfilter array, a color component c within a pixel

block can be obtained as
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c= >. Gili
i=1

where gi = 1 if pixel / has a filter for color cj, 0 otherwise. For an RGBfilter array like

in a Bayerpattern, / is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of the individual

color components, i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain natural color

data, typically as compensation for varying filter efficiency, illumination source

efficiency, and different fraction of color components in the filter pattern. The

calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position within the field

of view, as the mixing of the light source component colors may vary with those

factors.

In some embodiments, surface color information is obtained for every pixel in a pixel

block. In color image sensors with a colorfilter array or with other means to

separate colors such as diffractive means, depending on the color measured with a

particular pixel, an intensity value for that color is obtained. In other words, in this

case a particular pixel has a color value only for one color. Recently developed

color image sensors allow measurement of several colors in the same pixel, at

different depths in the substrate, so in that case, a particular pixel can yield intensity

values for several colors. In summary, it is possible to obtain a resolution of the

surface color data that is inherently higher than that of the surface geometry

information.

In the embodiments where the resolution of the derived color is higher than the

resolution of the surface geometry for the generated digital 3D representation of the

object, a pattern will be visible when at least approximately in focus, which

preferably is the case when color is derived. The image can be filtered such as to

visually remove the pattern, however at a loss of resolution. In fact, it can be

advantageous to be able to see the pattern for the user. For example in intraoral

scanning, it may be important to detect the position of a margin line, the rim or edge

of a preparation. The image of the pattern overlaid on the geometry of this edgeis

sharperon a side that is seen approximately perpendicular, and more blurred on the
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side that is seen at an acute angle. Thus, a user, who in this example typically is a

dentist or dental technician, can use the difference in sharpness to more precisely

locate the position of the margin line than may be possible from examining the

surface geometry alone.

High spatial contrast of an in-focus pattern image on the object is desirable to obtain

a good signal to noise ratio of the correlation measure on the color image sensor.

Improved spatial contrast can be achieved by preferential imaging of the specular

surface reflection from the object on the color image sensor. Thus, some

embodiments comprise means for preferential/selective imaging of specularly

reflected light. This may be provided if the scanner further comprises means for

polarizing the probe light, for example by means of at least one polarizing beam

splitter.

In some embodiments, the polarizing optics is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of a part of the spectrum of the

multichromatic light source that is used for recording the surface geometry.

The scanner system may further comprise means for changing the polarization

state of the probe light and/or the light received from the object. This can be

provided by means of a retardation plate, preferably located in the optical path. In

some embodiments, the retardation plate is a quarter wave retardation plate.

Especially for intraoral applications where the scanned object e.g. is the patient’s

set or teeth, the scanner can have an elongated tip, with means for directing the

probelight and/or imaging an object. This may be provided by meansofat least one

folding element. The folding element could be a light reflecting element such as a

mirror or a prism. The probe light then emerges from the scanner system along an

optical axis at least partly defined by the folding element.
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For a more in-depth description of the focus scanning technology, see

WO2010145669.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for determining the

color of a least one point of the generated digital 3D representation of the object,

such that the digital 3D representation expresses both geometry and colorprofile of

the object. Color may be determined for several points of the generated digital 3D

representation such that the color profile of the scanned part of the object is

expressed bythe digital 3D representation.

In some embodiments determining the object color comprises computing a

weighted average of color values derived for corresponding points in overlapping

sub-scans at that point of the object surface. This weighted average can then be

used as the color of the point in the digital 3D representation of the object.

In some embodiments the data processing system is configured for detecting

saturated pixels in the captured 2D images and for mitigating or removing the error

in the derived surface color information or the sub-scan color caused by the pixel

saturation.

In some embodiments the error caused by the saturated pixel is mitigated or

removed by assigning a low weight to the surface color information of the saturated

pixel in the computing of the smoothed color of a sub-scan and/or by assigning a

low weight to the color of a sub-scan computed based on the saturated pixel.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for comparing the

derived surface color information of sections of the captured 2D images and/or of

the generated sub-scans of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth and

for oral tissue, and for suppressing the red component of the derived surface color

information or sub-scan color for sections where the color is not in one of the two

predetermined color ranges.
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The scanner system disclosed here comprises a multichromatic light source, for

example a white light source, for example a multi-die LED.

Light received from the scanned object, such as probelight returned from the object

surface or fluorescence generated by the probelight by exciting fluorescent parts of

the object, is recorded by the color image sensor. In some embodiments, the color

image sensor comprises a colorfilter array such that every pixel in the color image

sensor is a color-specific filter. The colorfilters are preferably arranged in a regular

pattern, for example where the color filters are arranged according to a Bayer color

filter pattern. The image data thus obtained are used to derive both surface

geometry and surface color for each block of pixels. For a focus scannerutilizing a

correlation measure, the surface geometry may be found from an extremum of the

correlation measure as described above.

In some embodiments, the surface geometry is derived from light in a first part of

the spectrum of the probe light provided by the multichromatic light source.

Preferably, the colorfilters are aligned with the image sensorpixels, preferably such

that each pixel has a color filter for a particular color only.

In some embodiments, the colorfilter array is such that its proportion of pixels with

colorfilters that match thefirst part of the spectrum is larger than 50%.

In some embodiments, the surface geometry information is derived from light in a

selected wavelength range of the spectrum provided by the multichromatic light

source. The light in the other wavelength ranges is hence not used to derive the

surface geometry information. This provides the advantage that chromatic

dispersion of optical elements in the optical system of the scanner system does not

influence the scanning of the object.
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It can be preferable to compute the surface geometry only from pixels with one or

two types of colorfilters. A single color requires no achromatic optics and is thus

provides for a scanner that is easier and cheaper to build. Furthermore, folding

elements can generally not preserve the polarization state for all colors equally well.

When only some color(s) is/are used to compute surface geometry, the reference

vector f will contain zeros for the pixels with filters for the other color(s). Accordingly,

the total signal strength is generally reduced, but for large enough blocks of pixels, it

is generally still sufficient. Preferentially, the pixel colorfilters are adapted forlittle

cross-talk from one color to the other(s). Note that even in the embodiments

computing geometry from only a subsetof pixels, color is preferably still computed

from all pixels.

In some embodiments, the color image sensor comprises a colorfilter array

comprising at least three types of colors filters, each allowing light in a known

wavelength range, W1, W2, and WS respectively, to propagate through the color

filter.

In some embodiments, the colorfilter array is such that its proportion of pixels with

colorfilters that match the selected wavelength range of the spectrum is larger than

50%, such a wherein the proportion equals 32/36, 60/64 or 96/100.

In some embodiments, the selected wavelength range matches the W2 wavelength

range.

In some embodiments, the colorfilter array comprisesa plurality of cells of 6x6 color

filters, where the color filters in positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell are of the W1

type, the colorfilters in positions (2,5) and (5,2) are of the W3 type. Here a W1 type

of filter is a color tilter that allows light in the known wavelength range W1 to

propagate through the colorfilter, and similar for W2 and WS typeoffilters. In some

embodiments, the remaining 32 colorfilters in the 6x6 cell are of the W2 type.
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In a RGB color system, VW1 may correspond to red light, W2 to green light, and W3

to blue light.

In some embodiments, the scanneris configured to derive the surface color with a

higher resolution than the surface geometry.

In some embcdiments, the higher surface color resolution is achieved by

demosaicing, where color values for pixel blocks may be demosaiced to achieve an

apparently higher resolution of the color image than is present in the surface

geometry. The demosaicing may operate on pixel blocks or individual pixels.

In case a multi-die LED or another illumination source comprising physically or

optically separated light emitters is used, it is preferable to aim at a Kohler type

illumination in the scanner, i.e. the illumination source is defocused at the object

plane in order to achieve uniform illumination and good color mixing for the entire

field of view. In case color mixing is not perfect and varies with focal plane location,

color calibration of the scannerwill be advantageous.

In some embodiments, the pattern generating element is configured to provide that

the spatial pattern comprises alternating dark and bright regions arranged in a

checkerboard pattern. The probe light provided by the scanner system then

comprises a pattern consisting of dark sections and sections with light having the

same wavelength distribution as the multichromatic light source.

In order to obtain a digital 3D representation expressing both surface geometry and

color representation of an object, i.e. a colored digital 3D representation of said part

of the object surface, typically several sub-scans, i.e. partial representations of the

object, have to be combined, where each sub-scans presents one view of the

object. A sub-scan expressing a view from a given relative position preferably

records the geometry and color of the object surface as seen from that relative

position.
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For a focus scanner, a view correspondsto one passof the focusing element(s), i.e.

for a focus scanner each sub-scan is the surface geometry and color derived from

the stack of 2D images recorded during the pass of the focus plane position

between its extremum positions.

The surface geometry found for various views can be combined by algorithms for

stitching and registration as widely known in the literature, or from known view

positions and orientations, for example when the scanner is mounted on axes with

encoders. Color can be interpolated and averaged by methods such as texture

weaving, or by simply averaging corresponding color components in multiple views

of the same location on the surface. Here, it can be advantageous to account for

differences in apparent color due to different angles of incidence and reflection,

which is possible because the surface geometry is also known. Texture weaving is

described by e.g. Callieri M, Cignoni P, Scopigno R. “Reconstructing textured

meshesfrom multiple range rgb maps”. VMV 2002, Erlangen, Nov 20-22, 2002.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

generating a sub-scan of the object surface based on the obtained surface color

and surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

combining sub-scans of the object surface obtained from different relative positions

to generate a digital 3D representation expressing the surface geometry and color

of at least part of the object.

In some embodiments, the combination of sub-scans of the object to obtain the

digital 3D representation expressing surface geometry and color comprises

computing the color in each surface point as a weighted average of corresponding

points in all overlapping sub-scans at that surface point. The weight of each sub-

scan in the sum may be determined by several factors, such as the presence of
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saturated pixel values or the orientation of the object surface with respect to the

scanner when the sub-scanis recorded.

Such a weighted average is advantageous in cases where some scannerpositions

and orientations relative to the object will give a better estimate of the actual color

than other positions and orientations. If the illumination of the object surface is

uneven this can to some degree also be compensated for by weighting the best

illuminated parts higher.

In some embodiments, the data processing system of the scanner system

comprises an image processor configured for performing a post-processing of the

surface geometry, the surface color readings, or the derived sub-scan orthe digital

3D representation of the object. The scanner system may be configured for

performing the combination of the sub-scans using e.g. computer implemented

algorithms executed by the image processor.

The scanner system may be configured for performing the combination of the sub-

scans using e.g. computer implemented algorithms executed by the data

processing system as part of the post-processing of the surface geometry, surface

color, sub-scan and/or the digital 3D representation, i.e. the post-processing

comprises computing the color in each surface point as a weighted average of

corresponding points in all overlapping sub-scans at that surface point.

Saturated pixel values should preferably have a low weight to reduce the effect of

highlights on the recording of the surface color. The color for a given part of the

surface should preferably be determined primarily from 2D images where the color

can be determined precisely which is not the case when the pixel values are

saturated.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

detecting saturated pixels in the captured 2D images and for mitigating or removing
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the error in the obtained color caused by the pixel saturation. The error caused by

the saturated pixel may be mitigated or removed by assigning a low weight to the

saturated pixel in the weighted average.

Specularly reflected light has the color of the light source rather than the color of the

object surface. If the object surface is not a pure white reflector then specular

reflections can hence be identified as the areas where the pixel color closely

matches the light source color. When obtaining the surface colorit is therefore

advantageous to assign a low weight to pixels or pixel groups whose color values

closely match the color of the multichromatic lignt source in order to compensate for

such specular reflections.

Specular reflections may also be a problem whenintra orally scanning a patient’s

set of teeth since teeth rarely are completely white. It may hence be advantageous

to assumethat for pixels where the readings from the color images sensor indicate

that the surface of the object is a pure white reflector, the light recorded bythis pixel

group is caused by a specularreflection from the teeth or the soft tissue in the oral

cavity and accordingly assign a low weight to these pixels to compensate for the

specularreflections.

In some embodiments, the compensation for specular reflections from the object

surface is based on information derived from a calibration of the scanner in which a

calibration object e.g. in the form of a pure white reflector is scanned. The color

image sensor readings then depend on the spectrum of the multichromatic light

source and on the wavelength dependence of the scanner’s optical system caused

by e.g. a wavelength dependent reflectance of mirrors in the optical system. If the

optical system guides light equally well for all wavelengths of the multichromatic

light source, the color image sensorwill record the color (also referred to as the

spectrum) of the multichromatic light source when the pure white reflector is

scanned.
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In some embodiments, compensating for the specular reflections from the surface is

based on information derived from a calculation based on the wavelength

dependence of the scanner’s optical system, the spectrum of the multichromatic

lignt source and a wavelength dependent sensitivity of the color image sensor. In

some embodiments, the scanner comprises means for optically suppressing

specularly reflected light to achieve better color measurement. This may be

provided if the scanner further comprises means for polarizing the probe light, for

example by meansof at least one polarizing beam splitter.

When scanning inside an oral cavity there may be red ambient light caused by

probelight illumination of surrounding tissue, such as the gingiva, palette, tongue or

buccal tissue. In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is hence

configured for suppressing the red componentin the recorded 2D images.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

comparing the color of sections of the captured 2D images and/or of the sub-scans

of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth and for oral tissue,

respectively, and for suppressing the red component of the recorded color for

sections where the color is not in either one of the two predetermined color ranges.

The teeth may e.g. be assumed to be primarily white with one ratio between the

intensity of the different components of the recorded image, e.g. with one ratio

between the intensity of the red component and the intensity of the blue and/or

green components in a RGB configuration, while oral tissue is primarily reddish with

anotherratio between the intensity of the components. When a color recorded for a

region of the oral cavity shows a ratio which differs from both the predetermined

ratio for teeth and the predetermined ratio for tissue, this region is identified as a

tooth region illuminated by red ambient light and the red componentof the recorded

image is suppressed relative to the other components, either by reducing the

recordedintensity of the red signal or by increasing the recorded intensities of the

other componentsin the image.
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In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normaldirectly towards the

scanner are weighted higher than the color of points where the surface normal is

not directed towards the scanner. This has the advantage that points with a surface

normal directly towards the scanner will to a higher degree be illuminated by the

white light from the scanner and not by the ambientlight.

In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normal directly towards the

scanner are weighted lowerif associated with specular reflections.

In some embodiments the scanneris configured for simultaneously compensating

for different effects, such as compensating for saturated pixels and/or for specular

reflections and/or for orientation of the surface normal. This may be done by

generally raising the weight for a selection of pixels or pixel groups of a 2D image

and by reducing the weight for a fraction of the pixels or pixel groups of said

selection.

In some embodiments, the method comprises a processing of recorded 2D images,

a sub-scan or the generated 3D representations of the part of the object, where said

processing comprises

- compensating for pixel saturation by omitting or reducing the weight of

saturated pixels when deriving the surface color, and/or

- compensating for specular reflections when deriving the surface color by

omitting or reducing the weight of pixels whose color values closely

matchesthe light source color, and/or

- compensating for red ambient light by comparing surface color

information of the 2D images with predetermined color ranges, and

suppressing the red component of the recorded colorif this is not within a

predetermined color range.

Disclosed is a method of using the disclosed scanner system to display color

texture on the generated digital 3D representation of the object. It is advantageous
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to display the color data as a texture on the digital 3D representation, for example

on a computer screen. The combination of color and geometry is a more powerful

conveyor of information than either type of data alone. For example, dentists can

more easily differentiate between different types of tissue. In the rendering of the

surface geometry, appropriate shading can help convey the surface geometry on

the texture, for example with artificial shadows revealing sharp edges better than

texture alone could do.

When the multichromatic light source is a multi-die LED or similar, the scanner

system can also be used to detect fluorescence. Disclosed is a method of using the

disclosed scanner system to display fluorescence on surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the scanneris configured for exciting fluorescence on said

object by illuminating it with only a subset of the LED dies in the multi-die LED, and

where said fluorescence is recorded by only or preferentially reading out only those

pixels in the color image sensor that have colorfilters at least approximately

matching the color of the fluoresced light, i.e. measuring intensity only in pixels of

the image sensors that havefilters for longer-wavelength light. In other words, the

scanner is capable of selectively activating only a subset of the LED dies in the

multi-die LED and of only recording or preferentially reading out only those pixels in

the color image sensorthat havecolorfilters at a higher wavelength than that of the

subset of the LED dies, such that light emitted from the subset of LED dies can

excite fluorescent materials in the object and the scanner can record the

fluorescence emitted from these fluorescent materials. The subset of the dies

preferably comprises one or more LED dies which emits light within the excitation

spectrum of the fluorescent materials in the object, such as an ultraviolet, a blue, a

green, a yellow or a red LED die. Such fluorescence measurement yields a 2D data

array muchlike the 2D color image, howeverunlike the 2D imageit cannot be taken

concurrently with the surface geometry. For a slow-moving scanner, and/or with

appropriate interpolation, the fluorescence image canstill be overlaid the surface
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geometry. It is advantageous to display fluorescence on teeth becauseit can help

detect caries and plaque.

In some embodiments, the data processing system comprises a microprocessor

unit configured for extracting the surface geometry information from 2D images

obtained by the color image sensor and for determining the surface color from the

same images.

The data processing system may comprise units distributed in different parts of the

scanner system. For a scanner system comprising a handheld part connected to a

stationary unit, the data processing system may for example comprise one unit

integrated in the handheld part and another unit integrated in the stationary unit.

This can be advantageous when a data connection for transferring data from the

handheld unit to the stationary unit has a bandwidth which cannot handle the data

stream from the color image sensor. A preliminary data processing in the handheld

unit can then reduce the amount of data which must be transferred via the data

connection.

In some embodiments, the data processing system comprises a computer readable

medium on which is stored computer implemented algorithms for performing said

post-processing.

In some embodiments, a part of the data processing system is integrated in a cart

or a personal computer.

Disclosed is a method of using the disclosed scanner system to average color

and/or surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a

substantially fixed relative orientation of scanner and object.

Disclosed is a method using the disclosed scanner system to combine color and/or

surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a substantially
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fixed relative orientation of scanner and object, such as to achieve a more complete

coverage of the object than would be possible in a single view.

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color and

surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one 2D

image recorded by said color image sensor

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic

probe light, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color information

and surface geometry information of a part of the object are derived at least partly

from one 2D image captured by said color image sensor.

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight,

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, and

- an optical system configured for guiding light received from the object to

the color image sensor such that 2D images of said object can be captured

by said color image sensor;

wherein the scanner system is configured for capturing a numberof said 2D images

of a part of the object and for deriving both surface color information and surface
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geometry information of the part of the object from at least one of said captured 2D

imagesat least for a block of said color image sensorpixels, such that the surface

color information and the surface geometry information are obtained concurrently by

the scanner.

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

a multichromatic light source configured for providing a probe light;

a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, where

the image sensoris arranged to capture 2D imagesoflight received from

the object; and

an image processor configured for deriving both surface color information

and surface geometry information of at least a part of the object from at

least one of said 2D images captured by the color image sensor.

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface colorof

an object, said scanner system comprising

a scanner system according to any of the embodiments, where the

scanner system is configured for deriving surface color and surface

geometry of the object, and optionally for generating a sub-scan or a

digital 3D representation of the part of the object; and

a data processing unit configured for post-processing surface geometry

and/or surface color readings from the color image senser,or for post-

processing the generated sub-scan ordigital 3D representation.

Disclosed is a method of recording surface geometry and surface color of an object,

the method comprising:

providing a scanner or scanner system according to any of the

embodiments;

illuminating the surface of said object with probe light from said

multichromatic light source;
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- recording one or more 2D imagesof said object using said color image

sensor; and

- deriving both surface color and surface geometry of a part of the object

from at least some of said recorded 2D imagesat least for a block of said

image sensorpixels, such that the surface color and surface geometry

are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

Brief description of drawings

Fig. 1 shows a handheld embodimentof a scanner system.

Figs. 2A-2B showsprior art pattern generating means and associated reference

weights.

Figs. 3A-3B shows a pattern generating means and associated reference weights.

Fig. 4 shows a colorfilter array.

Fig. 5 showsa flow chart of a method.

Figs. 6A-6C illustrates how surface geometry information and surface geometry

information can be derived

Fig. 1 shows a handheld part of a scanner system with components inside a

housing 100. The scanner comprises a tip which can be entered into a cavity, a

multichromatic light source in the form of a multi-die LED 101, pattern generating

element 130 for incorporating a spatial pattern in the probe light, a beam splitter

140, color image sensor 180 including an image sensor 181, electronics and

potentially other elements, an optical system typically comprising at least one lens,

and the image sensor. The light from the light source 101 travels back and forth

through the optical system 150. During this passage the optical system images the

pattern 130 onto the cbject being scanned 200 which here is a patient’s set of teeth,

and further images the object being scanned onto the image sensor 181.
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The image sensor 181 has a colorfilter array 1000. Although drawn as a separate

entity, the color filter array is typically integrated with the image sensor, with a

single-colorfilter for every pixel.

The lens system includes a focusing element 151 which can be adjusted to shift the

focal imaging plane of the pattern on the probed object 200. In the example

embodiment, a single lens element is shifted physically back and forth along the

optical axis.

As a whole, the optical system provides an imaging of the pattern onto the object

being probed and from the object being probed to the camera.

The device may include polarization optics 160. Polarization optics can be used to

selectively image specular reflections and block out undesired diffuse signal from

sub-surface scattering inside the scanned object. The beam splitter 140 may also

havepolarizationfiltering properties. It can be advantageous for optical elements to

be anti-reflection coated.

The device mayinclude folding optics, a mirror 170, which directs the light out of the

device in a direction different to the optical path of the lens system, e.g. in a

direction perpendicular to the optical path of the lens system.

There may be additional optical elements in the scanner, for example one or more

condenser lensin front of the light source 101.

In the example embodiment, the LED 101 is a multi-die LED with two green, one

red, and one blue die. Only the green portion of the light is used for obtaining the

surface geometry. Accordingly, the mirror 170 is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of the green light, and not that of the other

colors. Note that during scanning all dies within the LED are active, i.e., emitting

light, so the scanner emits apparently white light onto the scanned object 200. The
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LED may emit light at the different colors with different intensities such that e.g. one

color is more intense than the other colors. This may be desired in order to reduce

cross-talk between the readings of the different color signals in the color image

sensor. In case that the intensity of e.g. the red and blue diodes in a RGB system is

reduced, the apparently white light emitted by the light source will appear greenish-

white.

The scanner system further comprises a data processing system configured for

deriving both surface geometry information and surface color information for a block

of pixels of the color image sensor 180 at least partly from one 2D image recorded

by said color image sensor 180. At least part of the data processing system may be

arrangedin the illustrated handheld part of the scanner system. A part may also be

arranged in an additional part of the scanner system, such as a cart connected to

the handheld part.

Figures 2A-2B show ansection of a prior art pattern generating element 130 thatis

applied as a static pattern in a spatial correlation embodiment of WO2010145669,

as imaged on a monochromatic image sensor 180. The pattern can be a chrome-

on-glass pattern. The section shows only a portion of the pattern is shown, namely

one period. This period is represented by a pixel block of 6 by 6 image pixels, and 2

by 2 pattern fields. The fields drawn in gray in Fig. 2A are in actuality black because

the pattern mask is opaquefor thesefields; gray was only chosenforvisibility and

thusclarity of the Figure. Fig. 2B illustrates the reference weights ffor computing

the spatial correlation measure A for the pixel block, where n = 6 x 6 = 36, such that
Tr

A=) fil
i=1

where / are the intensity values measured in the 36 pixels in the pixel block for a

given image. Note that perfect alignment between image sensorpixels and pattern

fields is not required, but gives the best signal for the surface geometry

measurement.
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Figs. 3A-3B shows the extension of the principle in Figs. 2A-2B to color scanning.

The pattern is the same as in Figs. 2A-2B andso is the image sensor geometry.

However, the image sensoris a color image sensor with a Bayercolorfilter array. In

Fig. 3A, pixels marked “B” havea blue colorfilter, while “G’ indicates green and “R’

red pixel filters, respectively. Fig. 3B shows the corresponding reference weights f.

Note that only green pixels have a non-zero value. This is so becauseonly the

green fraction of the spectrum is used for recording the surface geometry

information.

For the pattern/colorfilter combination of Figs. 3A-3B, a color component cqwithin a

n

Gj = >», Gili
i=1

where gji = 1 if pixel / has a filter for color cj, O otherwise. For an RGB colorfilter

pixel block can be obtained as

array like in the Bayer pattern, / is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of

the individual color components, i.¢., color calibration, may be required to obtain

natural color data, typically as compensation for varyingfilter efficiency, illumination

source efficiency, and different fraction of color components in thefilter pattern. The

calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position within the field

of view, as the mixing of the LED’s component colors may vary with those factors.

Figure 4 showsaninventive colorfilter array with a higher fraction of green pixels

than in the Bayerpattern. The color filter array comprises a plurality of cells of 6x6

colorfilters, with blue colorfilters in positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell, red color

filters in positions (2,5) and (5,2), a and greencolorfilters in all remaining positions

of the cell.

Assuming that only the green portion of the illumination is used to obtain the surface

geometry information, thefilter of Figure 4 will potentially provide a better quality of

the obtained surface geometry than a Bayerpattern filter, at the expense of poorer

color representation. The poorer color representation will however in many cases
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still be sufficient while the improved quality of the obtained surface geometry often

is very advantageous.

Fig. 5 illustrates a flow chart 541 of a method of recording surface geometry and

surface color of an object.

In step 542 a scanner system according to any of the previous claims is obtained.

In step 543 the objectis illuminated with multichromatic probelight. In a focus

scanning system utilizing a correlation measure or correlation measure function, a

checkerboard pattern may be imposed onthe probelight such that information

relating to the pattern can be used for determining surface geometry information

from captured 2D images.

In step 544 a series of 2D images of said object is captured using said color image

sensor. The 2D images can be processed immediately or stored for later processing

in amemory unit.

In step 545 both surface geometry information and surface color information are

derived for a block of image sensorpixels at least partly from one captured 2D

image. The information can e.g. be derived using the correlation measure approach

as descried herein. The derived informations are combined to generate a sub-scan

of the object in step 546, where the sub-scan comprises data expressing the

geometry and color of the object as seen from one view.

In step 547 a digital 3D representation expressing both color and geometry of the

object is generated by combining several sub-scans. This may be done using

knownalgorithms for sub-scan alignment such as algorithmsfor stitching and

registration as widely Known in theliterature.
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Figs. 6A-6Gillustrates how surface geometry information and surface geometry

information can be derived at least from one 2D image for a block of image sensor

pixels.

The correlation measure is determinedforall active image sensor pixel groups on

the color image sensorfor every focus plane position, i.e. for every 2D image of the

stack. Starting by analyzing the 2D images from one end of the stack, the

correlation measuresforall active image sensorpixel groups is determined and the

calculated values are stored. Progressing through the stack the correlation

measures for each pixel group are determined and stored together with the

previously stored values, i.e. the values for the previously analyzed 2D images.

A correlation measure function describing the variation of the correlation measure

along the optical axis is then determined for each pixel group by smoothing and

interpolating the determined correlation measure values. For example, a polynomial

can befitted to the values of for a pixel block over several images on both sides of

the recorded maximum, and a location of a deducted maximum can be found from

the maximum ofthe fitted polynomial, which can be in between two images.

The surface color information for the pixel group is derived from one or more of the

2D images from which the position of the correlation measure maximum was

determined i.e. surface geometry information and surface color information from a

group of pixels of the color image sensor are derived from the same 2D imagesof

the stack.

The surface color information can be derived from one 2D image. The maximum

value of the correlation measure for each group of pixels is monitored along the

analysis of the 2D images such that when a 2D image has been analyzed the

values for the correlation measurefor the different pixels groups can be compared

with the currently highest value for the previously analyzed 2D images.If the

correlation measure is a new maximum value for that pixel group at least the portion

of the 2D image correspondingto this pixel group is saved. Next time a higher

correlation value is found for that pixel group the portion of this 2D image is saved
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overwriting the previously stored image/sub-image. Thereby when all 2D imagesof

the stack have been analyzed, the surface geometry information of the 2D images

is translated into a series of correlation measure values for each pixel group where

a maximum value is recorded for each block of image sensorpixels.

Fig. 6Aillustrated a portion 661 of a stack of 2D images acquired using a focus

scanning system, where each 2D imageis acquired at a different focal plane

position. In each 2D image 662 a portion 663 corresponding to a block of image

sensor pixels are indicated. The block corresponding to a set of coordinates (xj,yi).

The focus scanning system is configured for determining a correlation measure for

each block of image sensorpixels and for each 2D imagein the stack. In Fig. 6B is

illustrated the determined correlation measures 664 (here indicated by an “x’) for

the block 663. Based on the determined correlation measures 664 a correlation

measurefunction 665 is calculated, here as a polynomial, and a maximum value for

the correlation measure function is found a position z;. The z-value for which the

fitted polynomial has a maximum (zi) is identified as a point of the object surface.

The surface geometry information derived for this block can then be presented in

the form of the coordinates (xj, yj,z;), and by combining the surface geometry

information for several block of the images sensor, the a sub-scan expressing the

geometry of part of the object can be created.

In Fig. 6C is illustrated a procedure for deriving the surface color geometry from two

2D images for each block of image sensorpixels. Two 2D imagesare stored using

the procedure described above and their RGB valuesfor the pixel block are

determined. In Fig. 6C the R-values 666 are displayed. An averaged R-value 667

(as well as averaged G- and B-values) at the z; position can then be determined by

interpolation and used as surface color information for this block. This surface color

information is evidently derived from the same 2D imagethat the geometry

information at least in part was derived from.
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    (G4) ELEC PRGONIC ENDOSCOPE SYSTEM

(57Abstract
PROBLEM TO SE SCLVED: To display a part to be satursted in a surely saturated state relating

ei CCD.
ope system comprises: en electronic endoscepe having an

imaging device capable ofi a dumenin colors; 3 luminance detection means for
detecting the vatues of the hy s of the respective pixels of the imaging de
saturation determination means for determining whetier or not the pixel is si
basis of the detected value of the luminance signal; and a color signal attenu
attenuating colcr signals corresponding te the pixel determined as being saturated.

 to video images imzged by 4 low
SOLUTION: The electronic endos 

  
  

  

 
 

 yance signal  ;a
ated on the 

Hon means for

 iwww19j-platpat. inpit. so.jp/PA1/cei-bin/PALTKDLINK?key_code=TKD&number=2007 117152...
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* NOTICES *
3PO and INPIT are not respousilbie for any
damages caused by the use of this transtation.
L.This document has been translated by computer.
reflect the oviginal precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
3.{n the drawings, any words are translated.

  o the translation may not
 

 

     ic endoscope with an image sensor which can be imaged in color for 4 lumen,
Atuminance detection means which detects a value of a iurninance signal of each pixel of the
aforementioned image sensor,
A saturation deciding means to judge whether the pixel is saturated based on a value of a
detected luminance signal,
An electronic endoscope system provided with 2 color signal attenuating means which

ates @ color signal with which it corresponded to a pixel judged that it is saturated.

 
 

 

 
 

 doscope system according to claim 1 when the afcrementioned saturation
| a vaiue of a detected luminarice signal | more than a value which shows a

it judges with the pixel being saturated.

 
 

 write level, wherein
[Cle ]
& signal processing means which performs predetermined processing to an cutout signal of
each pix
Input timing of a color signal input into the aferertentioned colcr signal attenuating means via
the aforementioned signal processing means, Clair1 or an electronic endoscope syste
described in any of Claim 2 further having an input thing synchronous means whict
synchronizes input timing of a signal with which it cor-espanded to the celor signal! input inte
the afcrernentioned coicr signal attenuating means via the afcrernentioned tuminance detection
means and the aforementioned saturation deciding means.

 © 
 m3  

 

 
 

 
 
 

fing to clair 3, wherein the aforementioned input
tiving synchren a delay circuit which carries cut tie specified tine lag cf the coicr
signal which goes via the aforementioned signal processing mea
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Gescription of the Invention}
(Field cf the Invention]
[90613
Tris invention relates te the electronic endoscope systern previded with the electronic
endoscope which mounted low pixel CCD on that point.
[Background o&the Inventions
{6602)

ne electronic endoscope system provided with the electronic endoscope which equipped the
paint with the image sensor, and the proce: putted from? the
irnage sensor, and it outputs to a monitor is known widely, and practical use is presented with
it.
(0003}
An electronic encloscopeis inserted inte a patient's lumen and used. Ir order te rnake pressure
of the luraen by an electronic endoscope reduce and to make the burden to a patiant essa,
making an electronic endoscope narmow-diameter-ize as much as possible is demanded
constently. Adopting low pixel CCD (Chi pled Devices) as the image senser which should
be installed, for example at a tip as one of the methods fer making an electronic endes

ze is Mentioned. &5 compared with high pixel CCD, the size (area of a fight

 

 

  sol which processes the signal o
 

 

    
in Cone 

 nerrow-diameter
receiving surface) af low pixel CCD (for example, referred te as COD of 300,000pixels or fess)
is smnall. For this reason, it can become a facter which makes an electronic endoscope narrow-
diarmeter-ize. For example, the electrenic endoscope which mounted low pixel CCD is described
ir the following Patent document 1.
(9004)
Tre electronic endoscope system Is equipped with the light source forillurningting the lumen

observing object. Here, the porti i$ the dramatically
ation light from a light source. Therefore, there is dramatically mu

 
 

    
  

 
 

    
  

of CCD) which carried aut fight reception of this may be saturated. For
2 iHumination fight frema light source is put stronglyis on a

and may be displayed white.
[Patent document 1} JP 2002 - Li 295584
Descriotion of the Invention]
Problern to be solved by the invention]
0005}

AS compared high pixel CCD, an obtained imaqe is rude and lowpixel CCD has a
conspicuous noise. For this reason,if:the drive contrel system of low pixel CCD, makin

at vaiuie of & ing a noise not consp! ly performe

  

 
  
 

  
   a lew and mi ‘OUS Is gene

  

 
Lowpixel CCD has a smail output (signal amolitude), Howeve ce a gain cannot be highly
set up for the Reason mentioned above, the saturation ievei cf a pixe! must be set up by few
margins to maximumsignai amoltitude. Even iit is if is originel, whenit is desirable te use
the half of maximum signal amplitude as a saturation level, it is obliged to set 70%as a
saturation level actually. However, as a trade-off to having decreased the margin te maximum
signal araplitude and having secured the output level, when the image of a lumen was Imaged
using the electronic endescepe which inted such low pixel CCD, The above- tioned
portion (portion in which the Hluminaticr: light is put strongly) which cannot absorb sen
dispersion of a pixel but should be cisplayed white essentially rnay be displayed on a mort
re , biueness or yellowish tinge credit, and *****~**, That is, the portion which should be
saturated is not saturated but an unnecessary irregular color maybe displayed,
[o007}
Tren, the gresent invention makes it problern to provice the electronic endoscope systern
which can be displayed where the portion which should be satcrated is reliably saturatedin
fight of fe-menticned circumstances about the image imaged by lowpixel CCD.
[Means for solving preblera,
{6608}
The present invention which solves the above-mentioned problem is characterized by an
electronic endoscope systern concerring one moce comprising the following.
An electronic endoscope with an image sensor which can be imaged in color for a lumen.
A luminance detection means which detects a value cf a tuminance signal of each: pixel of an
image sensor.

 

 
  

 

    
 

  
  
  

 
  he a

 
  

 

A saturation decid
detected luminance signal.
A color signal attenuating means which attenuates a colar signal with which it corresponded to
a pixel judged that it is seturated.

j means to judge whetherthe pixel is saturated based on a value of a 

[06093
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T7e saturation deciding means can judge with the pixel being saturated, when the value of the
detected luminance signal is more than the value which shows @ white level.

 

 
 

en
pixel, The input timing of the

to a colcr signal attenuating means via a signal orecessing means, It may
ut timing synchronous means which synchronizes the input timing of the

it corresponded to the calor signal input Into a color signal attenuating means
nc 8 satural deciding means.

  

 

   @ an
signal with whi
via a lumirance detection me
0011}

An input timing synchrorous means may be a delay circuit which carries out the specifiec time
lag of the color signa! which goes via a signal processiig means,
Effect of the Invention]

  
  
  

 
  ic encoscope system of the present invention is adopted, the portion which

should be saturated car be cisplayed in the state where you madeit saturated reliably, about
the image imaged by low pixel CCD,
Best Mode of Carrying Gut the Invention]
0613)

Hereinafter, with re
the electronic en
(9014)
rig.i is the figure showing roughly the appearance of the electronic endoscope system 10 of an
ambodiment of the invention. @ dlock diagram showing the canmposition of the
electrenic endoscope system 10 of an embodiment of the invention. The electronic endoscope
system 10 of this embodiment is a system for observing and diagnosing a patient's lumen, and
has the electronic endoscope L J, and the monitor 300,
O015}

Yre connecter unit L1O is provided py the end piece cf the electronic endoscope 160 of this
embodiment. [he connector unit 110 has two pin plugs. ihe proce: ide connector area 210
is providec by the front surface of the precessor 200. The processor side connector area 216
has two jacks. It is for the pin plug jack of each sek performing optical connection and an
electrical link, respectively. Therefore, by connecting the connector urit 110 and the processor
side connector area 210, the electronic endoscope 100 anc the processer 200 are optically art

 
 

 ence to Drawings, it describes about composi
of this embodiment.

Hand a working effect of
 

   
 

  the processor

 
 

  

 
 

 
  

electrically connected.
OOL5}

Tre of the universal cord 120 has combined with the connector unit 110. The universal
cord 120 has flexibility and the end Fas alreacy combined it with the operating part 130.

 

j
The operating part 130 js an input interface for makir
endoscope i0G, For example, an observation ares can be made to be able te change, or a

chin a lumen by operating the operating part 130. The end
has combined with the operating part 130.

 g an operator operate the electronic

 washing liquid can be made to inje
of the inserting part flexible tube 14
OO15]

Tre inserting part flexible tube 140 is a pipe inserted in a patient's lumen, and has flexibility.
Tre paint (59 is prov at the tip, If the inserting part flexible tube 140 near point 156reatis
dent by operation of the operating part 130, the angle of the pcint 150 will change and an
observation area will aiso be changed in connectionwith it.
8019)
he point 150 is forned for the herd material (for example, res

 
  

 

in}, and each element needed
 

 for imaging processing is provided, The above-mentioned elerments in this emboclinient are the
ight-cistribution lens 152, the object lens 154, and CCD156. The light-distribution lens 152 and
the object lens 154 ere lenses with which the point 150 was installed in front, CCD156is color
CCD of the low pixel (a pixel nurnber is 300,000 or less) of for example, the Bayer systern. The
mary pixe! (phate cetector) is arranged by matrix forrn in the light receiving surface. The ortip
colcrfilter is mounted on the fight-r color chip of B (Rec), G
(Green), and B (Blue) corresponds to each pixel, and a colorfilter is arranged by matrix form.
CCDi56 used here is not limited to what mounted the primarycolors filer, fo- exampic, may
rsount a complementary cotor filter,
(ac2a
Aleng with the longitudinal direction, the light quide 180is installed in electronic endoscoze 100
inside. The light guide 160 is an optical fiber, the end is arranged near ti in plug for
performing optical connection (connector unit 110 inside}, and the er already arranges at
about 152 foht-distribution fens, The CCD crive o ult L70 for carrying out drive

 
 

  ceiving presence surface. Whict  

 
 

 

  vith a predetermined ampilf
{0621}
The processor 200 has the systern control unit 220 which controls the whole equipment in
generalization. Processing by each cornponent is performed under control of the systern control
unit 7 It has the lamp 230, the lamp control circuit 242, and the candenser 234 as light
equipment.
{6622}
Tre lamp 230 is a light source of the white light for irrediating the Inside of a lumen. A metal
halide lamp, 4 xenon lamp and @ hatogen lamp, etc, are assumed by the larap 230. The lamp
230 emits white tight by control of the lamp control circuit 232, The synchrotran radiation from
the lamp 230 is condensed ny the candenser 234 installed abead cf the lamp 230. The
condensed fight enters inte electronic endoscope 100 inside (correctly core of the fig
150) via tre processor side connector area 210.
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(0023)
Tne light which entered intethe light guide 160 is transmitted, and emits the inside fromthe
end an the point 150 side. After outgoing rediation, it ernanates outside via the light-
distribution tens 152, and a furnenis Hiuminated. Thereby, the inside of the furnen which fignt
does not reach is ituminated brigntly.

 

 
 

 flected in a lumen and th
enters Inte the object lens 15:
mayturn into an image format
Jrerefore, the light which entered into the object lens L54 is imaged by the powerof the object
jens 154 as ar optical image of a jumen on the light receiving surface of CCD156. CCDL55
drives by control of the CCE drive control circuit 170, eccumuletes the optical image imaged in
each pixel as an electric charge according to the light volume, and converts it to a CCD signal.
The converted CCD signal is outputted by control of the CCD drive control circuit 170 frora
CCD156 to predetermined timing. After an output, ft & amplified with a predetermined
amplification factor with the amplifier 172, and is outputted to the processor 200. The CCD
signal of each pixel is outputted te the processer 200 in the giver order.
(0025)
It describes about the ampiification factor of tne amplifier 172. The ampiification factor of the
amplifier 172 is set up te make the level with which an image with high repreducibility is
equired amplify a , the saturation region used as the Hear zone which will be

ir a finear state, and Hon exists in the reletion of the incident light quantity and the
output volta {, In arder to display an image with high reprod
desir antity ancl an outout voltage value to use the CCD signal in a
inear zone (when it puts in anether way, itis cesiratle net to use the CCD signal in a
saturation region). The pressure value to which it corresponded to the boundary of the absve-
mentioned tinear zone and the above-mentioned saturation region is described as a “output

 
 

Hurrinationlight emitted frorn the light-distribution lens £52

  
   

  
 

 

 

 
   

  
 valueir y, it is  

 

 

saturation voltage value."
{6626}
ine cu
charact
  uration voltage value in each pixel originates in dispersionin the sensitivity

ic for every pixel, and differ, respectively. & sensitivity characteristic here, it is
ed with the ratio of an output voltage value to incident light quantity. If the

amplification factor of the amplifier 172 is set up in accordance with a pixel wits the lowest
output saturation voltage value, in ail the pixels, the cutput voltage value ef a CCD signal will
be settled in a linear zone. The amplification factor of the amplifier £72 is set as the value

he upper Hrrit (white level) of a prescribed range is made tor
saturation voltage value. When an output voltage value is upperlimit of a p:

 
 

 
 

  ke the iswest output
eribed range, the

portion is displayed white on the monitor 300, When an output voltage value is a lower timit
{black level} of a prescribed range, the portionis displayed black on the monitor 300.
[00273
Next, it describes about signal processing performed by the processar 200. as the means in
connection with processing of a CCD signal in the precesser 200-- the insulation circuit 240,
the CCD signal processing circuit 242, the saturation level detection circuit 244, the attenuator
control circuit 246, the delay circuit 248, the video signal processing circuit 250, and the

252 -- and, [t has the cutout circuit 254.

 

 

  
 Signal of each pixel outputted from the electronic endoscape 169 is Input inte the CCB
signe! processing circuit 242 via the processor side connector area 210 and the insulation circuit
240, The insuletio: ult 24C is insulating the electronic endescepe 100 and the processor 200
alectically by converting temporarily the signal which transmits between the electronic

ght}, for exa

 
 

 
  endascope L0G and the processors 200 to anether mecium(here

Dhoteceupier etc.
[00293
The CCD signal processing circuit 242 performs wall-kaown sig
signal of
described as a "color component signal") about a colo” camponent (any of R component, G
component, and B component are they?)}, and a furminance signal. The
component signal generated in the CCD signal crocessing circuit 242 and the luminance signal
with whichit corresocnced to it is described as a “picture signal." The CCD signal orecessing

42 outputs the pi cermmed to the delay circuit 248, whenever it generates
the picture signal with wi ed ta stroke matter, and computes the information
{it is hereafter described as “luminance value information"} which shows the pressure value of
the luminance signal with which it corresponded to it, and outputsitto the saturation level
detection: circuit 244,
{0030}
Tne saturation level detection circuit 24+ compares with a predetermined thresheld value each
i-minance value information input sequentially, and outputs the comparison resuit bo the
attenuator control circuit 246. A predetermined threshold valueisa value to whichit
corresponded, the upperlimit, ie., the white level, of the above-mentioned prescribed range.

le by a

  val processing, operates the COD
ch pixel input sequentiallyone by ene, anc generates the signal(it is hereafter 

t of the calor 
   

 
  eircuit 2
  

 
 

 
 

  

  
   

 (9031)
Output saturation voltage values differ for every (every | namet R, G, and B camponent}  

 coler component, respectively. In connection 1 this, the upper thnit of the above-mentioned
prescribed range of each color cammporentalso differs, respectively. Therefore, the saturation
level detection circuit 244 needs to set up a threshold value to which it corresponded to each
color component and which is different for every luminance value information, respectively in
the above-mentioned comparison processing. Here, it corresponds to the arrangementof a
pixel in the saturation leve! detection ci 244, and luminance value information inpu
given order, fer this reason, for the saturation level detection circuit 244, it resembles each
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 itminance vatue information input sequentially, respectively, and a relation with the coicr
component to which it corresponded is known (specificaliy, it resernbles each iurninance value
information input sequentiaily, pectively, and has tre data table which associated the color
component to which it carresponded}. By referring to the above-mentioned dats table, tre

an level detection circult 244 can set up a respectively suitable threshold value te each
iiminance value information input séquentialiy, and can berform comparison processing. For
example, when the luminance value information to which & corresponded te G component and
R component is input alternately, first, to the luminance vatue information by which (1) ingt

tied cut, the saturation level detection circuit 244 sets up the threshold value to which |
corresponded to € component, and performs comparison processing. Subsequently, the
threshold value te whichit corresponded te R componentis set up to the luminance value
information by which(2) inputs were carried aut, and comparis i red.
Comparison processing to which it corresponded, for example to thefpixel of oreline is realized
by carrying cut repeat execution of the processing of (i) and {2
{9032}
Tre attenuator contro! circuit 246 performs saturation d
iurninance signal) based on the comparison resuit Frorn the saturation level detection circuit
244, ly, when iuminance value information expresses beyond a predetermined
threshold value in a comparison resuit, it judges with the luminance signa! with which it
corresponded to it being saturated. On the other hand, when it expresses that lumingace value
information is jower than a predetermined threshold value In a comparisonresult, it Judges with

 
 

 
   

   
    

 

  

 

  G processing of a pixel (correctly  
   
 

 
   

   

    
     

the signal w ch it corresponded teitnot being saturated. Whenthe former
de. dd resultisgiven, a predetermined control signa! is outputted te the athenuater circuit
252. Wher the er decided resuit is given, neither of the signals is outputted.
(2033}
Each picture signal outputted fs stored for a predetermined period
the CCU signal processing circuit 24: Jtted to the videc
alter stovirg fora predetermined period. The video si

 the delay dreuit 24€ from
f processing circuit 250

cesses the
nat) which

lurninance

  
 

» itis oy   
 

A
  

 5D p

 
  nal processing circ

picture signal input, and converts it to the form (a color signal and a luminarce
can be expressed as the monitor 30. Arter conversion, while tye direct entry of t

is cared cut to the cutout circuit 254, a color signalisinput into the output circuit 254
ia the attenuator circuit 252. In the attenuator by carrying out the specified time

ine of each picture signal in the delaycircuit 24%, The input timing of the color signal from the
video signa! processing circuit 250 end the input tiring of the predetermined control signal
rom the attenuater control circuit 246 where it corresponded tc the color signal concerned

synchronize.
[oa4}
Tre color signal with which it corresponded to each pixelis input into the attenuator circLit 252

iven order. When there is no signal input from the attenuator control circuit 246 at the
time of a color signal input, the attenuator circuit 252 outputs the color signal to the eutcut
circuit 254, without performing processing | which ], On the ctier hand, when the above-
mentioned predetermined control signal inputs at the time of a color signal input, the
componentcf the coicr signal concerned is attenuated and it outputs te the output circuit 254.
That is, the component of the colar signal with whichit correscondedto tre luminance signal
judged that the attenuator circuit 252 wassaturated is attenuated, and the tintof the video

section to which it corresponds te it is fost (that is, white is usec),

  
 ch   

   
   

  

 
 

ir, the     

 ne output circuit 254 converts a color signal and a lurninance signal to the videssignals (for
exemple, 2 composite videcsignal, 5 video signal or s RGB videosignal, etc.) of e
outputs them to the moniter 300. The ispla yed or the moniter
306. In th @ component of the color jai with which it corresponcied te the

attenuated sy the attenuator circuit 252, and the tint of the
| to which it corresponded to it is reciicecl. For this reason, the image of the

portion which shouid be seturatedisnot that to whichthe unnecessary tint was atte
is displayed in the original state (namely, white or thetint very near white). For this reason, on
the monitor 300, the operator can observe the image of a iumenin the state where

 form, and 
 by, the image of a lurnen is  

  
      

 
reappeared (ore correctly.
{8035}
T18 aboveis an emocdiment of the present invention. The present invention is not limitedto
these embodiments and can defor
{0037}
Although processing which attenuates 2 color signal to each of pixels is pertormedin this
embodiment, it may be made to be performed by the above-mentioned processing bundling up
to a plurality of pixels in another embodiment,
(0638)
According to the another above-mentioned embodiment, for example decision processing with
the predetermined threshold value over each pixel is serial, is performed, and the memory
whiich the result does not iHustrate mermeorizes. With reference te the rnemory, in a continucus
case, the pixel judged by the sbove-mentioned decided result to be beyand a threshold value
dundles up the processing which attenuates 3 color signal to those pixels, and mere than a

ed number performs the system contra! unit 220. In ancther vie
pixel jucgec to be beyond a threshold value does mot continue in more than 4 predetermined
number, processing which attenuates a color signal to those pixels is not performed. Th 7a
another embodiment, unless the saturation portion ar the raoniter 300 has a certain arniount of
size, a color signal is not attenuated. Thereby, the processing burden of the control systefor
attenuating a color signal is eased.
[Brief Description cf the Drawings}
{8039}

  m in various ranges,
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A (FIG. 1] It is the figure showing roughly the appearance of the electronic encescope system
of an erabodiment of the invention.
A [FIG, 2] It is a biock diagram showing the composition of the electronic endascovze systern of
an embodiment of the invention.
[Explanations of letters cr numerals]
{0049}
10 Electronic endoscepe systam
LOG Electronic encloscape
154 CCD
200 Processor
220 Systern controi unit
254 Saturation bevel detection circuit
246 Attenuator control circuit
248 Delay
250 Video signal processing circull
252 Attenuator circuit
300 Monitor
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 Lagal Status :

 

(21)Publication number 2009- 109263
(43}Date of publication of applicatien 21.05.2009
C81 3int. ch. coneure

HOW

(21)Apniication number 200? -Zé0031
(22)Bate of filing 29.10.2007
(7 LApoplica nt LASERTEC CORP
{72 }inventer KUSUSE HARUHIKO

    (SQ)APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR INSPECTION  
{57Abstract
PROBLEM 10 SE SCLVEO: To provide an inspection apparatus capable of inspecting pattern

S, defects, or the lik, using a single apparatus.
he inspection apparatus LO is an inspection anparatus fer inspecting a pattern

sample 30 and inch: ‘ g iilurrination light to the LennnnnEnnisnoisier
sample 30, a Digital Micromirror Dey ged in. an optical Fourier
te the pattern of the sample 30for tor scattered light from the sample
30; and a ahotedetector 17, arranged at a position conjugate to DMD 13 for receiving the light
reflected at DMD 13.

  formed or
   
  

 ransier plary 

 

 iwww19.j-platpat. inpit. go.jp/PAI]/cei-bin/PALTTRDLINKkeycode=TKD&number=2009 109263...
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* NOTICES *
3PO and INPIT are not respousille for any
damages caused by the use of this transiation.
LThis document has been tra tec by computer, So the tr
reflect the oviginal precisely,
2.**** shows the word which can nat be translated.
3.{n the drawings, any words are not translated.

  nslation may not
 

CLAIMS

[Caim(sy,
(Claim 4
It is the inspection apparatus whicn inspects 4 satterr: formed on a sample,
A light source which irraciates Hlumination light to the aforementioned sarnple,
A digital micro mirror device (DMD) which is arranged at an opti ourter transformation
plane to a oattern of the aforementioned samoaie, and reflects the diffracted light or the
scattered tight from the aforementioned sarnple,
A photode' t es cut Hight reception of the light which has been arrange! in the
above DMD ard a conjugate position ard was reflected with the above DMD,
Preparation ***#4#™,

 

 

  
 

   
   

 

 Tre aforementioned photodetector carries cut light receotian of the diffracted light of a plurality
of degrees,
Te inspection api
differ a
[Claim 3
When unevenness of a pattern cf the aforementioned sample is inspected,
Tre inspection apparatus according to claim 2 with which the diffracted light of a degree with
large strength among the diffractedlights of
of the incident above DMD being an OFF state,
[Claim 4
When unevennessof a pattern of the aforementioned sample is inspected,
Tre inspection apparatus according to claim 2 or 3 with which the diffracted light of degrees
otherthan the diffracted li ofa degree with a large strength change which originated in

 paratus according to claim 1, wherein pixels which carry out light reception
ording toa degree of a plurality of diffracted lights concerned.

 
  

 

 atc] plurality of degrees is characterized by a pixel

 
  
 

 

 

 
 

ing factor according to a degree is set to the d
by which li ceptioniscarried out with the aforementioned phetodetector to emphasize the
characteristics of unevenness of pattern of the aforementicned sary
Claim 6]

Tre inspection apparatus according to claim 5 provided with a olurality offilter matrices by
which a different weighting factor wes set to each of the diffractedlight of said plurality of

ch fight reception is carried out with the aforementioned photodetector.

  

 

degrees by whi
[Claim 7
Tre inspection api
aforementioned saraple of a light-receiving systemcontaining the
aforementioned photedetector so thet a degree of the incident diffr
into the aforementioned photodetector.
[Claim 8
When a defect of a pattern of a front sampie is inspected,
Inspection apparatus of a description to any one of the Claims 1-7, wherein a pixel to which the
diffracted lignt from a pattern of the aforementioned sample of the above DMD is irradiated is

 

  g to clairn L te 6 which can chanPatus acc 

  

 
   

  
 inspects a pattem fo-med on a sample,

llurnination tight ts irradiated te the aforementioned sample,
Tne diffracted fight or the scattered tight from the aforementioned sample is reflected with a
digital micro mirror device (DMD) arranged at an optical Fourier transformation plane to a
pattern of the aforenentioned sample,
Art inspection method which carries out fight reception of the light reflect
DMP to the above OMD with a photodetector arranged in a co: ite pe
[Gaim 10}
The aforem
of degrees,
Tre inspection method accarding to claim 9 which carries out light reception by a differert pixel
according to a degree of a plurality of diffracted lig meerned,

 
 
  ed with the above

jon.
  

  

  
=

ned photodetector carries cut light reception of the diffracted light of a plurality

  
 
 ection method eccer 

 
j to claim 10 in inspecting unevenness of a pattern of the

in the racted light of a degree with large strength ameng the
id plurality of degrees makes a pixel of the incident above DMD an OFF

 aforementioned saraple, wie!
diffracted lights of si
state.

 

 
12)

inspection method according to claim 1G or 11 with which the diffracted light of degrees
other than the diffracted light of a degree in which strength change which originated in 

1002



uevenmess among the diffracted lights cf said plurality cf degreesis large when inspecting
unevenness of a pattern of the aforernernitioned sampie makes a pixet of the incident above

OFFstate.
34

An inspection method cf a cescription te any one cf the Claims 10-12 which sets a different
ighting factor accorcing to a degree to the cif? ht of said plurality of degrees by

ption is carried cut with the aforementionad photodetector to ernprasize the
of Lirevenness of a pattern of the aforernettioned sample.

 
 
 

   

  

 characte
Claim 14]

inspection method according to claim 13 which emph strength change of the
pementicned diffracted tight using a different weighting factor te each cf the diffracted light

of said oburality of degrees by which light reception is carried out with the aforementioned
photodetector,

istics

  
 

 
 

 

 

sition to the
ceiving system containing the above DMD and the
charges & degree of the incident diffracted light inte the

  
aforementioned photedetector, an
aforementioned photadetectar.
Claim 164

An inspection method of a cescription te any one cf the Claims 9-15 making into an OFF state a
nixel te which the diffracted light from a pattern of the aforementioned sample of the above
IMD ii diated a defect of a pat

 

 
 
   of a front sarnple.
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* NOTICES *
3PO and INPIT are not respousilbie for any
damages caused by the use of this transtiation.

tect by computer, Se the tr lation may rot
 2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
3.{n the drawings, any words are translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Setailed Cescription of the Invention}
(Field cf the Invention]
[90013
Tre present invention relates to the inspection apperstus and the inspection method for
   cting patterns vised by a semicoriductar manufacturing process, Yas a wafer anc a
mask,
{Background of the Invention]
(0002)
In @ shote mask, a semiconductor wafer, ete. which are used by a semiconductor
manufacturing process, the precetermined patternis repeatedly formed on the substrate. The

pects the unevenness of a pattern, a foreign matter and a
t (for exampte, primary diffractedlight} wh

1 formed in the surfaces, such as these rn:

  
 inspection apparatus which

defect, etc. is propcsed using the diffracted tigt
occurs conventionally from the repeated pat!
{hereinafter referred to as "a sarnple ") (for example, a Patent document 1 and two
refer Ss). In the relecled region and normal part of a sarnple surface, since diffraction
efficiencydiffers, a difference of a nosity appears in the image based on the diffracted light
from a repeated pattern, and it can pinpaint a rejected recion by the fight anc darkness.
(00033
A Patent ck

   
  

   
 

 

  
 

ocument 3 has disclosed the inspection apparatus which has arranged the mi
array device at the conjugate paint with the oupil pasion of an object lens in order te cl
fighting in accerdance with the pattern formed ir the sample. I+ the inspection apparatus of the
description to a Patent document 3, the imaging device is arranged in the sample and the
conjugate position, and the defect of the patternis Inspected by im

wito an imaging device.
JP Hid - 2321224
JP 2001 -

By IP 2006 - 232214

  
 

error
 ge

 
 

  

  

 

be

nN!  

Conventionally, in the case ofa defect or dust particle inspection, the lights scattered on
specific angie ranges other than the angle of the aiffrected fight from a pattern were detected,
When the unevenness of pattern line width was inspected on the other hand, the unevenness
of pattern line width was detected by monitoring strength change of the diffracted light of a
specific degree among the diffracted lights from a pattern, For this reasen, one set of inspection

was not abte to realize the inspection of the defect of a patter rd the unevenness
e width.

  

 
 

 nt invention is made against the background of such a situation, and the object of this
irvention is previding the inspecticn apparatus and the inspection method which can realize the
inspection of the unevenness of a paitern, and the inspection of a defect or a Foreign matter
with one set of inspec!
{Means
{0065}
Inspection app:
compris!
A light source the inspection apparatus whichinspects a pattern formed on a sample,
and 7 fight to the aforementioned sample.
Adigital micro mirror device (DMD) which is arranged at an optical fourier transformation
plane te a pattern of the aforementioned sample, and reflects the diffracted light cr the
scattered fight fromthe aforementioned sample,
A photodetector which carries out light reception of the light which has been arranged in the
above DMD and a conjugate position and was reflected with the above DMD.
Thereby, the unevenness inspection of 2 pattern and the inspectio fa defect etc. are
realizabie with one piece of equipment.
[0007]
The pixels the afcrementioned photodetector carries out fight reception of the diffracted fight of
a plurality of degrees in the above-mentioned inspection apparatus, and the inspection
appeal i moce of the present invention carries out [ pixets ] light
receptt tity of diffracted ligh cerned diff ereby,
the ciffracted fight of a degree with < iarge change of the ciffracted-light strength resulting
frorn unevenness etc. can be determined,
[o0os}
Whenthe inspection anparatus concerming the 3rd mode of the present invention inspects the
uceveriness of the pattern of the aforernentioned semple in the above-mentioned inspection
appa , the diffracted of the degree with large strength among the diffractec lights of

 fon aoparatus, for solving proble 

   tus concerning a first mode ot is characterized by
   whick |

irradiates ihirainatt  

 
 

  
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 

concerning the secor  
    n according to the cegree of a 5
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saicl piurality of rees of the pixel of the incicent above DMD is an OFF state. Thereay,
inspection sensitivity can be improved.
(0009)
[n the above-mentioned inspection apparatus, when inspecting the unevenness of the pattern
of the aforementioned sample, the inspection apparat.s concerning the 4th made of the
present invention, The diffracted fight of deg other than the diffracted light of a degree with

rangth chenge which originated in unevenness érmeng the diffracted lights of said
plurality of degrees of the pixel of the Incident above DMD is an GFF state. Thereby, inspection
sensitivity can be improved.
{0619}
Tre weighting factor frem vrhich the inspection apparatus concerning the fifth mode of the
present invention differs according to a degree so that the characteristics of the unevenness of
the pattern of the aforementioned sample may be emphas cted light of <
plurality of degrees by whicr light receptionis carried out with the aforementioned
photedétector in the above-mentioned inspection apparatus is set up. Thereby, inspection
sensitivity can be improved.
O011}
71e inspection apparatus concerning the sixth mriode of the present invention is provicied with a
plurality of filter matrices by which a different weighting factor was set to each of the diff-actec
light of said plurality of de: int reception is carried cut with the aforementioned
photodetectorin the abov apparatus. Then 2 filt xe can he

seded,

 

     
  

  

  
   

     
 changed

{0012}
[n the above-mentioned inspection appa a8 the inspection apparatus concerning the
seventh mode of the presert invention can change the degree of the incident diffracted |
irte the aforementioned photodetector, it can change the arigle to the afcrementioned sarnple
of 2 light-receiving system: containing the above DMD and the aforementioned shotodetectar.
Trereby,
{0613}
When the inspection apparatus conceming the eighth made of the present invention inspects
the defect of the pattern of a frant sarnple in the above-mentioned inspection apparatus, the
pixel te which the diffracted light from the pattern of the aforementioned sample of the above
DMD is irradiated is an OFF state. Trereby, the defect of a sample, etc, can be inspected
precisely.
(0014)
Tre inspaction method concerning the ninth meda of ****** is an inspection method which
irspects the pattern formed on the sarnpie, Irradiate the Humination light to the
aforementioned sample and it reflects the diffracted light or the sca ight from the
aforementioned sarnple with the digital micro mirror device (DMD) arranged at the optical
Fourier transformation plane to the pattern cf the aforementioned yole, Light reception of

light refiected with the above DMDfs carried out to the abeve DMD with the photodetector
arrangedin a conjugate position. Thereby, the inspection of the unevenness of a pattern and
the inspection of a defect etc. are realizat
[0015]
ir the above-mentioned inspection method, the aforementioned photodetector carries out light
reception of the diff-acted tight of a plurality of degrees, and the inspection methed concerning
the tenth mode of the present invention carries out ficht reception by a different pixel according
to the degree of a plurality of diffracte ts concerned -- it carries cut. Thereby, inspection
sensitivity can be raised.
[OG15}
When the inspection method concerning the Lith mode of the present invention inspects the
utevenness of the pattern of the aforementioned sample in the above-mentioned inspection
method, the diffracted lignt of the deg with large strength amang the diffracted tights of said
plurality cf degrees makes the pixel of the incident ahave DMD ar: OFF state. Thereby,
irspection sensitivity can be improved,
LOOL7}
When the inspection method concerning the on inspects the
unevenness of the patter the aforementioned sample in the abov: tioned inspection
method, the diffracted! light of degrees other than the diffracted light cf a degree with a large
strength change which originated In unevenness among the ciffractect 4
degrees makes the pixel of the incident above DMDan Ol ate. Thereby, inspection
sensitivity can be improved.
[90133
The inspection method concern the 13th mode of the prese
weighting factor according to a degree to the diffracted light of s:

h fight reception is carried out with the aforeme:
mentioned inspection method to emphasize the character
of the aforementioned sarnple. Thereby, inspection sen
[0019]
Tre t ction:
change ofth
a different weighting factor te each of the diffracted light cf said plurality of degrees by wh
light receptionis carded out with the aforementioned photodetector, Thereby, Inspection
sensitivity can be improved,
[0620]
In the above-mentioned inspection method, the inspection method concerning the 15th mode
of the present changes the oosition te the aforementioned sampie of a light-receiving
system containing the above DMD and the aforementioned photodetector, and changes the

 
     

 
inspection sensitivity can be improved,

 

 
  

   

 

 

  He,

 
  

  

  4th mode of the present inve
  

 
    Ss of said plurality af

 
  

invention sets a different
d plurality of degrees by

in the above-
enness of the pattern

ty can be improved,

   

  

ah

   

method concerning the L4th mode of the present invention emphasizes sti 
 

 

  
  wentior    
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degree cf the incident diffracted light into the aforementicned photodetector. Thereby,
inspection sensitivity can be improved.
[0021]
[n the above-mentioned inspection method, the inspection methed concerning the i6th riode
of the present invention makes an GFF state the pixel tc which the diffracted light from the
Dattern of the aforene ed sample of the above DMD Is irradiated, when inspecting the
defect of the pattern of a front sample. Thereby, the defect of a sample, etc. can be inspected
precisely.

of the Invention]

 
 
 

   

 ta the present invention, inspecticr apparatus and the inspection methed which
alize the Inspection of the unevenness of a pattern and the inspection of a defect ora

foreign matter with one set of inspection apparatus c:
Best Mode of Carrying Out the Invention]
9023}
jereinaiter, with reference to Drawings, it describes ebout ar: embodirnent of the invention.

Te fellowing descriptions show the suitable embodiment of the present invention, and the
range of the present invention is not limited to toe forrn of the following Examples. In the
following descriptions, that to which the samme code was given shows the same contents
substantially.
0024]

About the inspection apparatus concerning an embodinent of the nes With
reference to Fig. 1. Fig.1is the figure showing the basic constitution of the inspection apparatus
10. The inspection apparat.s 10 concerning this embodiment inspects the unevenness of the
inspection of the defect of a sample or foreign matter in which the repeated pattern was
formed on the substrate, and the line width of a pattern, By the micro inspection of defect
inspection etc., even if the unevenness of a pattern is judged to be a geod article, slight
dimens
byview
LOU2}
In the following descriptions, the inspection apparatus which inspects the sample 3G bywhich
the repeated pattern was formed on the wafer is described as an exarnple. A parallel,
unidirecticnally long line and space (a concave part and a protruding part) use a repeated
pattern as the last shipment (line and space) pattern arranged with the regular interval.
However, tt nited to this and can be applied also to patbern
inspection, such as a phote mask and a liquid crystal display penel.
0026)

As shown in Fig.1, the inspection apparatus 19 is provided with the lignt source 11, the lenses
2, i4, and 16, the digital micro mirror device (DMD) 13, the mirror 15, the phetedetcetor 17,

and the processing nit 20 s, the Inspection apparatus 10 concerning
this embodiment, The unevenness of a pathernisInspected by irradiating coberent fight to the
repeated pattern formed on the sample 30, and analyzing the diffracted light oatterns (Fe
pattern} in the Fourier transformation plane cbtained with a lens. When inspecting a defect, a

no matter, etc. cn the other and, it is carried cut by detecting the scattered light from a
atc,, ag the diffracted light bythe pattern of the sample 30isnok detected.

 
 

be provided, 

  
 
 

    
   

 

   
 

gap of e pattern occurs andit ts judged as a def de by the macro inspecttaiy

 

 re 

  
 

 
    

 

 
 . In inspecting uneverr  

  uarier
 

 

 
 

Although not Hiustrated here, the semple 30 is adsorbed and fixed on the X-Ystage. By making
an X-Y stage drive by a motor etc., tre sample 30 top can be scanned by the optical beam
emitted fromthe fight source Li.
(00283
Tre fight source 11 emits the iurnination tight LO1 which is coherent tight to the sample 30.
Tre laser etc. whick emit a coherent fight can be used as the light source 11. Far example, epi-
iNuriination of the laser beam with a wavelength of 405 nm is carried out substantially
vertically to the sample 50. According te this embodiment, as ¢ beam diameter of the
Hlumination tight LOL, it may be €,2-0.3 ram, for example, About ter patterns of the sample 30
will enteri the optical beam of the illumination light LOL. In tre
substantially parailel light is i
inspected not releted te a focusing pesition.
[00293
In the angie of diffraction in case the incidence angle of d and the iliurnination light ane the
degree of thetai and the diffracted fight are m about the pitch ef the repeated pattern en the
sample 30, if wavelength of thetam and incident light is set te lambda, it is generally known
that the following forrnulas will be realized.
disinthetam* *sinthetald =miarnib

 
 

  

 
sent irivention, since  

irradiated to the samnote 30, unevenness etc. can be precisely

 

 

  
 
  

 

 

   defect information relatively.
egree with a bigger absolute
rine 4th diffracted tight Fer this reasen, necessaryte det

value than the zerc-order diffracted light. Therefore,
[ Sth 7 - te enter into the leis 12 here, as shownin Fig. L. The ¢ thed) fight patterns (Fourier
pattern) depending on a repeating cycle are formed iraFourier transformation plane by
interfering in the ditfracted light 102 from the repeates pattern of the sarnple 20 each other,

and passing the lens 12.

  
 

   

 
[06303
As shown in the above-mentioned formula, the order of diffraction ra arc! angle-of-diffractio n
degree thetam are changed with the pitch ¢ of a repeated pattern. fh the example of Fig.1, on
the lens 12, the 4th diffracted light { 6th ] - may be able to inspect with sensitivity more
sufficient { high degree Jj, when [ incident]itcan inspect with sensitivity more sufficient { lower
degree (primary order / 3rd / -) 7, altheugl is made like. For this reason, as shown in
light-recelving systems, such as DMD13 and the photedetecter 17, are provided pivetabic
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around the center of the inspecting region © of the sampie 30. Namely, the light-receiving
systern containing DMD13, the photodetector 17, etc. is provided so that change of the angle to
the sample 30 is possible. The degree of the diffracted tight which carries out Jight reception
can be chesen by this, and it is possiale to inspect the sample 30 with more sufficient
sensitivity. The Hlumination jight LOL emitted from the light source 11 Is bent by a mirraretc.,
and it may be made to irradiate to tre sample 30 in Fig.Z, so that a light-receiving system and
the light source 11. may net interfere.
[003.1]
DMD 13 is arranged at the optical Fourier transformation plane to the path of the sarnpte 3).
Trat MDL is acranged i i ig system. Therefa
diffracted fight patterns by the m sample 30 are formed o
DMD13 hes the composition which erranged many minute mirror planes (mifere mirror) at the
plane. As DMDLS, the thing by Texas Instruments, { be used, for example. Each riicro
mirror corresponds to a pixel, respectively, DMDL Jsed as a reflection mirrar wh

{ON/OFF of each mice mirror at high speeci for every pixel. The state whi
where the reflected light controled each micre mirrer of BDMB13 cn the tens i4atincident
direction contrciled to the direction by which it coes not enter inte an ON state and the lens 14
is an OFF state. Therefore, when a micre mirroris ON, the diffracted light from the sampie 30
is refiected in the incident direction by the lens 14. When a micro mirror is OFF on the other
hand, the diffracted fight from the sarmple 30 is reflected in the direction which does net enter
Into the lens 14.
(0032
Tre diffracted fight LO3 reflected in the lens 14 side enters inte the lens and is condensed
pny DMD 13 at the mirror 15. The light LO4 reflected by the mirror 15 passes the lens 16, and
enters into the photedetector 17. The shotedetector 17 carries out tight reception of the light
reflected by DMDL3, and converts it to an electric signal, The photedetecter 17 is are i
DME ilaconjugate pes! : , DMDL3 and the photodetector i/ are
gach in the pupil posion of 4 light-receiving [t is suitalle to use a one-
NMOSfine sensor as the photedetector 17, for example.
100335
4s mentioned above, in this embodiment, the pattern formed in the sample 30 is a line ard
space pattern. For this reasen, the diffracted fight of a olurality of degrees depended on the
pattern of the sample 20 proceeds in the respectively specific direction. The pixel cf the
photedetector 17 is arranged in the direction cut of wich the diffracted fight of a piurallty of
degrees from the pattern of the sample 30 has come. The pixe! of DMD13 and the pixel cf the
photodet: r 17 are arranged so that it may correspond, respectively. That is, it is reflected by
the speci ixel of Dy and the diffracted light of a certain clegree is detected by the
specific pixel of the photodetector 17, An unevenness inspection is conducted by measurin
strength change of the diffracted light of a plurality of degrees detected by the photodetector
17. Fer exampie, the unevermess of pattern line widthis inspected con the difference of
the ciffracted-Haht strength fram the pattern of the refererice used a5 a standard, and the
diffracted-light strength from the pattern of the measured sample 20. Thus, since there ere few
light-receiving pixels and they end by arranging a line sensor in the direction out of which the
diffracted light has come, inspection speed can be car-ied out early. Tt is also possible to use
the area senser using the two-dimersiorial CCD clement as the photodetector 17 etc.
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[0034}
In, conducting 2 defect or dust particle inspection on the other hand, it makes intc an OFF state
the pixel of DMD 13 of the po: where the diffracted fight from the pattern of the sample 30  
is projected. Thereby, the diffracted light by the pattern of the sarnple 30 does net en oO
the photodetector 17, For this reason, whenthere are defects or foreign matters other than a
pattern, etc., the scattered light by the defect concerted etc. is reflected in the direction af the
fens 1+ bythe olxei cof DMO13 used as an ON state. Therefore, the scattered light by a defect
ate. is detected with the photod or 17, and the inspection of a defect etc. is conducted.
{0035}
Tre signal with which it corresponds to the light by which light re

  
  

 
 

 
  

 
  control part 21 controls the relative position of the stage on which the sample 30is pi a, ard

the light irradiated from the light source 11. The DMD control part 22 changes ON/OFFof each
pixel of DMD 13. The defect decision part 23 judges the existence of a defect based on the
lightwave signal by which fight reception was carried out with the photodetector 17, when

iG a defect or a foreign matter.

 

 
 

   Apiurality of filter matrices fer the weighting to the diffracted fight of each degree are set to
the filter matrix selecting part 24. In the filter matrix selecting dart 24, the cotimal fitter matrix
is chosen based or the lightwavesignal fromthe photocetector 17. For example, wren

order to perform a weighting to the diffracted light of the large degree
a filter matrix with a Jarge coeffi chosen. When one of

the incidert diffracted tights is too strong tc the phetedetector 17 and it is saturated, the
coefficient te whichitcorrespondsto the signa! froma the pixet of the phetcdetecter 17 w
which It corresponds to the diffracted light concerned can choose the thing of ©. Thereby, 2
light-r: gd range cen be expanded and unevenness can be detected more te high
sensitivity, The catculating part 25 performs data processing using the filter matrix selected in
the filter matrix selecting part 24. The unevenness judgment part 26 judges the unevenness of
the sample 30 based on the signal by which the weighting was carried cut in the calculating
part 25,
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[0037}
Here, it descrides about the inspection method of the sarnple 30 using the above-mentioned
inspection apparatus 10. As mentioned above, the inspection apparatus 10 concerning this
embodiment realizes the inspection of the unevenness of the pattern formed ithe sample 30,
and the inspection of a defect or a foreign matter with ane plece of equioment. First, it
describes about the method of inspecting the unevenness of the pattern of the sample 3G. The
unevenness detection syste n conceming the gresent invention is the feature extraction cf the
Fourier pattern.
[0638]
First, a filter is set up first. The filter matrix can carry out multidata in ut the
setting method of a filter matrix, when there is no saripie wafer which shook (2) CD when
there was a sample wafer vehich shouk (1) CD (critical dimension}, it divides and describes,
{1} When there is a sample wafer which shook CD
The sample wafer which douse (light exposure} was changed slightly and exposed between
introduction and a shet is prepared. Supposing the resist of the positive tyue is formed on the
wafer, the pattern Hine wicth after developing negatives will change by changing a dese.
10039}
And the whole surface of a sample wafer is scanned and the data of cliffracted-lignt strength is
ircorporated, All the pixels of DMD13 are made into ar ON state at this time. And the die with
wriich pattern tine wicth difiers is specified, end a pattern: is compared. Wher: the difference of
such diffracted-light strength is taken, a difference enlarges by the diffracted Hight of a specific

Therefore, an unevenn inspection can be conducted w ant sensitivity oy
aring strength change of the diffracted baht of this ze, A filter matrix for the

diffracted fight of this degree to perform a weighting to the data from the pixelof the incident
photodetectcr 17 is set up. That is, the filter matrix which emphasizes the characteristics of ar:
error of pattern fine width is determined automatically.
pacaos
It may become weak when the diffracted-dight strength of a certain degre
largely, if pattern line width changes. Therefore, in this way, to the large diffracted light

or negative ccetticient is applied co thet the change may be emphasized. For
example, everif the 4th diffrac’ ight strength charges pattern ling width, in sot changing, it
sets the coefficient to the 4th diffracted light concerned to ©, If the Sth diffracted-light strength
changes pattern line width, in changing largely, it applies the sig coefficient which corresponds
to it te the Sth racted light concerned. Thereby, a light-receiving range can be expanded and
irspection sensitivity can be i ved,
[oo41}
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here is No sarnple wafer which shook CO
ity map of the diffracted fight from each degree of the diffracted light is created. That

is, the intensity dist-ibution of the diffracted light from the sampie 30 by which light receptionis
ied oul by each pixel of the photodetector 17 is searched for. A manual detects ar

abnormatity area ard an 5 sum between the intensity maps of each
diffracted light, a difference, etc. ouxillary. That is, diffracted-light strength makes a narmal
region the region which is net changing as compared with other observation areascf the

2 30, and it judges the region which is charging to be an abnai fity area. And a filter

  

     
 

  
   matrix which emphasizes the characteristics of er abrormality area is set up automatically as

mentioned above,
[0042]
After determining a filter matrix as menticned abcve, the unevenness inspection of the actual    

 sample 30 is conducted, Specifically, the whole surface of the sample 30 and a reference wafer
is scanned first, anc each diffracted light patterns are incorporated. And the differerie cf the
diffracted-light strength of the sample 30 and the diffracted-light strength of a reference wafer
is searched for, Then, data srocessing is performed using the filter matrix selected by the filter
matrix selecting part 24 of the processing init 20, and the characteristics which
detected are emphasized. And in the unevenness judgment part 26, the difference of the
diffracted-light strength from a reference judges a large portion, a singular peint, etc. to be
abnarmat spots, Thus, in order for the present inv: are the ditfracte
strength of a reference wafer and the samoie 30, thereis little influence of an aligament errar
as compared with conventional Die tc Die and the detection method of Die to Database.
(0043)
In the case of a actual sermiconductowafer, there is a repeated pattern region which are a
peripherst circuit part and a region to be examined, Therefore, after scanning the whole surface
of a semiconductor wafer, before performing filtering, a peripheral circuit part and a region to
be examined aré senarabie using 4 jection or a histogram. Whenin ing the diffracted
fight patterns of a reference wafer, the pixel of the photodetector 17 with which the diffracted-
fight strength of a specific degree is too strong, and it corresponds may be saturated. In this
case, the pixel of DMD13 to which it corresponds can se made inte an OFF state,
coefficient of a filter matrix can be set to 9. In this case, the unevenness inspection of the
sample 30 is started, rnaking the pixel of BMD13 concerned into an OFF state, also when

ting the sample 20. ¥vhen mezsuring the diffracted light patterns of a reference, the
vity of the photedetector 17 is changed inte the state where it is not changed and

ated, and it may be made tc measure the diffracted light patterns of the sarnple 30in this
state.
[a
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Tre diffracted light of a plurality of degrees is entered in the pk otodetector 17, ath,
change resulting from unevenness dete s the diffracted light of a large degree, and the
diffracted lignt of degrees other than the diffracted light of the cegree concerned is goad ais
considering the pixel of incident DMD13 as an OFF state.
{0045}
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Tous, accerding te the present invention, change of the diffracted-light strength recuiting from
unevennessinspects unevennesslargely using the diffracted fight of a degree with high
sensitivity. For this reason, a very sensitive unevenness inspection can be conducted. Bya filter

ce the coefficient of a big value can be applied to the di
specific degree, sensitivity can be Improveci more. Diffracted-lignt strength is strang anc It can
make into an OFF state the pixe! of DMD13 to which it corresponds to the pixel with whict the
output of the photodetector 17 is saturated. [t is possible far this te expand a dynamic range, It
is good as for 0 in the coefficient of te filter matrix over the output from the pixel of the
photodetector 1? wi to the OFFstate.

 

  

 

matrix, ¢   
 

 

  
{0045}
Next, it describes about the inspection method of a defect, 2 ign matter, etc. using the
inspection apparatus 10. The systern of the defect insszecticn conceming the present invention
   is a dark field scattered-light detection system. First, a wafer without a defect etc. is Huminated
approximately perpendicularly from the light source LL. And fight reception of the light wich

diffracted by the e@ and reflected by OMD13 is G out with the
photodetector 17. At this time, the diffracted light from the repeated pattern of a wafer makes
the pixel cf incident DMDL3 an OFF state. That is, the strong diffracted fight from the repeated
pattern of a wafer carries out the mask of the pixel af the photodetector 17 of an incident
portion by the pixel of DMD used as an OFF state. That is, you contre! DMD13 and the
diffracted light from the pattern cf the sample 30 makesit function as a spatial fitter which
Intercepts an Incident pixel. The diffracted light from the pattem of the sample 30 controis an
ircident pixel sp ty to the ion by which the reflected fight does not ente:
Jens 14, and the reflected light cai s the ather pixel on the lens 14 at i
Tierefore, the diffracted light from the normal pattern of 2 water without a defect etc. is net
detected with the photodetector 17.
[0047}
And while the diffracted tight from a normal pattern has made the pixel of incident OMD13 the
OFF stete, Ninates appr etely perp ly from the light source ti like the sample
39, : whale surface of the sample 30 is scarmed and the map of the total of the luminous
intensity which carried cut fight reception by the pixel cf the photodetector 17 by which <r
is not carried out by the pixel of the OFF state of DMD15 is obtained. When a pattern defect or
a foreign matter is on the sample 30, the lights scattered fram the defect etc. are scattered
about at the angle which deviated from the diffracted light from a pattern. For this reason, light
reception of the scattered light from a defect etc. will be carried cut with the photodetector 17.
Trerefore, a por with large signal strenath is judged to be a pattern defect or a foreign

iconducter wafer, 2
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 ogram.
[oc4s}
Tous, aecarding to the present invention, the inspection of the urevenness of a pattern and the
ns ion of a defect or a foreigr ith one set ofi Clion apparatus. By
controlling ON/OFF of DMD13 arranged te the pupil pasion of a light-receiving systern, a
dynamic range can be made to be able te expand and inspection accuracy can be improved,
The present invention is available to the visual inspection apparatus which inspects a
semiconducter wafer, a phato mesk for semiconducto- memory and a liquid crystal display
panel etc. which have a repeated pattem.
(0049)
Although described about the case

      

 
  

  
the unevenness of pattern line width is detected, ir

the above-mentioned description, it is net timited te this, For example, when change of
diffracted-light strength is investigated with the pattern formed beforehand and the coefficient
to whichit corresponds to the diffracted light of the large degree of strength change chooses a
large filter matrix, It is also possible to jucige the classification of unevenness, such as film
thickness of the resist formed on the substrate and change of 2 profile.
{0059}
In an above-mentione
trarist

  
 

 

  
 

cd erabediment, aithough DMD13 has been arranged to the Fourier

 
   

also po
reflected if
[Brief Bese
[ocs1}
A [FIG, 1] It is the figure showing the composition of the inspection apparatus 10 concerning
an embodiment.
A [FIG, 2] It is the figure showing a state when movirg the light-receivin.

ion aoparatus LO coricerning an embodiment.
3] It is 3 block

an embediment.
(Explanations of fetters or numeral
(00523

iption of the Drewings}

system of the 
  
 
 

 oi

  a showing the composition of the prac g unit 20 conc 

5] 

 
12, 14, and i6 Lens
13 BMD
15 Mirror
17 Phatodetector
29 Processing unit
24 Scan control part
22 DMD control part
23 Defect ¢ 
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24 Fitter matrix selecting part
25 Calculating part
25 Unevenn judgment part
20 Sarripie
LOL [umination tight
LO2, LOS, and LO4 Difiracted fight
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 28-Jul-2015 

Title of Invention: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Bo ESBECH

fleeTravis Dean Poone/Sniszane Cvoaderac
Attorney Docket Number: 0079124-000111

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Sub-Totalin

USD(S$)

Basic Filing:

Claims:

Description Fee Code Quantity

 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Totalin

 
 

Description Fee Code Quantity USD(S)

Submission- Information Disclosure Stmt 1806 1 240 240

Total in USD ($) 240
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14764087

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 6247

Title of Invention: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

 

ee

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
 

Paymentinformation:

Payment was successfully received in RAM

Deposit Account 024800

Authorized User Snjezana Gvozderac 

The Director of the USPTOis hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
 

37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)
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37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

37 CFR 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.492(a)(Basic national fee only)

File Listing:
 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

Document
DocumentDescription File NameNumber 

612294

Information Disclosure Statement(IDS)
Form (SB08) PTO_SP08.pdf 6e855e802591 ec349523chdc7c88584257)

S74fe    
Information:

AUS. Patent NumberCitation or a U.S. Publication NumberCitation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement(IDS) form for
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may removethe form to add the required data in order to correct the Informational Messageif
youare citing U.S. References. If you chose not to include U.S. References, the image of the form will be processed and be madeavailable
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no data will be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent
Documents or Non PatentLiterature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems.

535249

Foreign Reference F1_JP2007117152.pdf Ad081eb3b6c7b3571<2a372060dach28443)

Warnings: 
Information:

589294

Foreign Reference F2_JP2009109263.pdf B0d26d70f86e318/ ea83c75be175b25d51f]
   

Information:

669650

Other Reference-Patent/App/Search
documents JPOA_01092018.pdf fdf6a 985 1ca958641 (60791 0Scaab7e52149|

6of7

Warnings: 
Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf ed 10616[7e96 14d0c 16985u205 11b15e674
   
 

Warnings:

Information:
 

TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 2437132
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown onthis AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 28-Jul-2015 

Title of Invention: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Bo ESBECH

Attorney Docket Number: 0079124-000111

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Sub-Totalin

USD(S$)

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 960
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 14764087

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 6247

Title of Invention: FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR

 

ee

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
 

Paymentinformation:

Payment was successfully received in RAM

Deposit Account 024800

Authorized User Denise Miles 

The Director of the USPTOis hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
 

37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)
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37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

37 CFR 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.492(a)(Basic national fee only)

File Listing: 

Document cas . File Size(Bytes)/ Pages
Number DocumentDescription File Name Message Digest lif appl.) 

313539

18_0328Issue_Fee_Transmitt
Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) al.pdf £5 380cObaZe6a6cac6e483d052e75402cbd

cc331   
Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 68a299d99cc31c54f3a90aa6Saad 1d 2e489}
35a2f

   
Warnings: 

Information:

TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course andthe date shownon this
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFTrich
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRS’! NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.
 

14/764,087 07/28/2015 Bo ESBECH 0079124-000111 6247

BUC INC ROON aBUCHANAN,INGERSOLL & ROONEYPC aes
POST OFFICE BOX 1404 PYO, KEVIN K

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404
ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2878

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

04/09/2018 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date” to the
following e-mail address(es):
ADIPDOC1 @BIPC.com

PTOL-90A [Rev. 04/07)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Address : COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
 
 

 

APPLICATION NO./ FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR/ ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.
CONTROL NO. PATENTIN REEXAMINATION

14/764,087 28 July, 2015 ESBECHET AL. 0079124-000111

EXAMINER

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC
POST OFFICE BOX 1404 KEVIN PYO
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404

ART UNIT PAPER  2878 20180403

DATE MAILED:

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or
proceeding.

Commissionerfor Patents

‘The IDS filed on 3/26/2018 has been considered by the examiner. ‘lhe copy of P1O-1449 with the examiner's initials therein is
attached to this communication.

 
/KEVIN PYO/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2878

PTO-90C (Rev.04-03)
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Receipt date: 03/26/2018

Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/0Ba (01-10)
Par . . . Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement(IDS) Filed U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number | 4764087
Filing Date [po15-07-28

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Fstnamedivertor [BoeSE0H
STATEMENT By APPLcANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 
U.S.PATENTS

Examiner) Cite Kind Nameof Patentee or Applicant Pages,Columns, Lines where
“ewe Patent Number Issue Date - Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial No Code’ of cited Document .

Figures Appear  

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS 

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passagesor Relevant
Figures Appear

Examine Gite No Publication Kind|Publication Nameof Patentee or Applicant
Initial* Number Code’| Date of cited Document

If you wish te add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Nameof Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner] Cite|Foreign Document|Country Kind|Publication Applicantofcited where Relevant Ts
Initial* No|Number3 Code2j Code4| Date PP Passagesor RelevantDocument :

Figures Appear
 

||— Po _— a
| po —

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Documentcitation information please click the Add button|Add
NON-PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS

  
 

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /KP/
EFS Web 2.1.17
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Receipt date: 03/26/2018 Application Number 14764087
Filing Date 2015-07-28

First Named Inventor|Bo ESBECH

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Attorney Docket Number 0079124-000111

 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), TS
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner} Cite
Initials*|No

ice Action (Notice of Reasonsfer Rejection) issued on January 9, 2018, by the Japanese PatentOffice in Japanese S‘atent Application No. 2015-557430, and an English Translation of the Office Action. (8 pages)

If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information pleaseclick the Add button| Add 

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature /KEVIN K PYO/ Date Considered 04/03/2018

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetheror notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 608. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enteroffice that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
4 Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ® Applicantis to place a check mark hereif]
English languagetranslation is attached.  
 

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /KP/

EFS Web 2.1.17
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFrich
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto. gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONF-RMATION NO.

14/764.087 05/08/2018 9962244 0079124-000111 6247

 
21839 7590 04/18/2018

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC
POST OFFICE BOX 1404
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent numberandissue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C, 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 223 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will
include an indication of the adjustment onthe front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management
(QDM)at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEBsite http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Bo ESBECH,Gentofte, DENMARK;
3SHAPE A/S, Copenhayen k, DENMARK;
Christian Romer ROSBERG, Bronshoj, DENMARK;
Mike VAN DER POEL, Rodovre, DENMARK;
Rasmus KJAER, Kobenhayn K, DENMARK;
Michael VINTHER, Kobenhavn S$, DENMARK;
Karl-Josef HOLLENBECK, Copenhagen O, DENMARK;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers temendous
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation
works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USAis the best country in
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.

IR103 (Rev. 10/09)
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